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Th~ ev~luation of small airway disease in the human lung with special 
reference to tests which are suitable for epidemiological screening 
Abstract 
It ha8 been known for several years that small airways of the lung (<2 mm 
internal diameter) may be defective in the absence of either clinical symptoms 
or abnormal function tests such as Forced Expiratory Volume in one second (FEV 1), 
Forced Vital Capacity (FVC) or Peak Expiratory Flow Rate (PEFR). 
Interest in this "silent zone" has led to the development of special tests 
of small airway function. Some of these special tests including Frequency 
Dependence of Compliance and Deposition Patterns using radionuclide taggeJ 
particles are not readily adaptable to epidemiological screening. Others such 
as measurements of instantaneous flow rates on Maximal and Partial Expiratory 
Flow Volume (MEFV and PEFV) curves and the determination of Closing Volume (CV), 
are more suitable since they are obtained from gas flow at the mouth. 
A relatively inexpensive apparatus was constructed and used to measure 
CV, FEV 1, FVC and instantaneous flowrates on MEFV and PEFV curves produced by 
healthy volunteers (asymptomatic smokers and non smokers), whilst breathing 
air or a mixture of so: helium and 20% oxygen (He-02). 
The position of a characteristic flow volume curve discontinuity (notch) 
) 
was analysed in 28 volunteer ■ (II smokers) and was used to effect a measure of 
separation between the smokers and non smokers. 
From the ■ystematic difference ■ in HEF 50 and HEF 25 obtained on the MEFV 
and PEFV curve ■ of 10 males (3 smokers) it is tentativel7 suggested that the 
wide predicted normal range for these indices may be related to changes in 
airway smooth muscle tone. 
An index of radionuclide particle penetration (Initial Lateral Penetration 
Index) waa as expected positively correlated with PEPR (r • 0.52), nv 1 Cr• 0.57) 
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confirming that depth of deposition of particles is a sensitive function of 
airway health. 
A total of 13 indices were ranked according to the sensitivity and specificity 
with which drug indu~ed reversible airway changes were detected in a group pf 
25 volunteers (14 non smokers). Partial (P) indices (obtained from submaximal 
inspiration) were ranked :-
(1) MEF 25 (P) (Air) and MEF 40 (P) (Air). 
(2) MEF 25 (P) (He); MEF 40 (P) (He) and Isoflow volume point (IFVP). 
(3) The excess flow rate on He-02 compared to Air {MEF 25 (P) (He/A) 
and MEF 40 (P) (He/A)}. 
(4) CV, 
Correspondingly the ratings for maximal (M) indices were:-
(1) MEF 40 (He). 
(2) MEF 25 (He), 
(3) MEF 40 (Air). 
(4) IFVP and CV, 
(5) MEF 25 (Air), 
(6) FEV 1 • 
(7) FVC, 
(8) CV/SVC (%), MEF 40 (He/A) and MEF 25 (He/A), 
(9) FEV 1/FVC (%), 
(10) Slow vital capacity. 
MEF 40 on both air and He-02 waa auperior to CV and both of theae were 
superior to FEV 1 in detecting reveraible airway changea. 
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'!HE :E;ATIT_.Y m::rwno:: OF AP-:JOP.:-'..;LIT:;:;;;s HI ·rm; AI!r./.!..73 DIS'rhL TIWi l 
THE liOU?H. 
Introcluction 
By the late 1950's, pulmon~ry function tests capable of detecting 
lune dise~se of the obstructive and the r&strictive types were in 
widespread routine use. Der.pite this, Nead (1970) ha13 pointed out 
that a quiet zone of the lung e:dsts •.-,here changes arc not detectable 
by m~ny re~larly used lunG fu nction indices, such ns forced expiratory 
volume (FEV1 ) and peak ilo·.-1 rate (PF;!). The an-'ltor:iical site of this 
quiet zone is thought to be in peripheral airwRys having internal 
diameter less than about 2mm. Anthonisen et.al. (1968) foun:l that 
sor.ie bronchitic pntient,e, wh-:ise routine pub,onary function tests were 
within normal limits had reeional ab ~:ormalities and attributed these 
abnorm,ilities to ob.3tr11ctive lcnions in small airwa;rs. Ho~~ et.al. 
(19:58) using casts of the bronchb.l tree, con c1u1ed that t~e site of 
ob,;truction in chronic ,:iir·,my obstruction is in airway:'< srn'lllcr than 
2 mm i'1t1Jrnal dior,1eter. Macklem and f·;e .. d (1967) used n retroirnde 
C.l'lthcter t0 neasure the 1>irfio·,, rc5i5t'lnce in central and periphcr11l 
airways and concluded t,1at tho peripl1eral re!'list;ince ·, s a &11'911 
cor.,pone:.it of total p11l1c1011:iry re'liSt'.1.nce. lfackler:1 (1972) reRsoned that 
disease which lead to chronic airway ob:,itruction nu:'<t pa3:: throu;;h " 
st,i::;e in whic!l c:011:, irl ~rP.ble :,criphe::-al ob.struction exists ·nhilst a ir1,-.;, 
resi;,tance (R ) Rn,l IT.a r.,m,tin •·Ii th in th'3 predictP.,l r,ormal r :~n~:,. 
nw 
a:1:,r.1:,tom'.1.tic i::ipa:l.r1ncnt of :s:::all '-li!·wa:,:, need to be S0:\'1itivo, ::r,ecific, 
13inplG to perfor,~ anri ::-o,.:lily acce:ptabl<l to the r:iajority of p-?:'130nA i:.i 
the I")pUl :it ion. Teats ,mch l.l/3 tho:; ;:i me"'surinr; the frequency •lerondcnco 
of 1.na;; compli.•mce o r tho"e lnvol ving tho distributirm of r"clio:tcti ve 
- ?. -
craRcs or of t'i.'.l pcnctrc-1tion of rtl1io:iuclic'c t ci:;~,:id p:irtir.le:. i il the 
lu:-1.; will not fin'.! re::ic.y acc-::,pt ance ~or poriul,-i t ion st1 dies . 'i'e:;ts 
such e s t>ie:,c ;;il l b e discussed o!"ly briefl:,. The r easo n,; n r e th3t. 
the on e is u n:::,l eas:wt (n ,m.,,_11 b;,llo:m i5 e -i._pl !!ce-:1 i n t he s ubjec t 1 3 
r,ad i F1tio;1 hazarr1 to the cJOpula tion .'J. t l nrge . In th<:? foll o·.d:1s 
dis cu s s i o :1 e:-:iph11s i s ,.,ill be s i v-:?n to t es t :; \-Jhich u :;-3 :?;'3.S n o ·,1 a t 
the mouth A3 t h e b a,,; i s o f detcctin;:; a b:1or::1:1 l sm:a.11 air;1c1:, fu c t.ion . 
Two clarmi cAl r.te tho«ls exi3t for the as :ss-ne,1t of a irflo•,1 
and r.1ca surc::1en t s on forced cxpirograms . 8
0
w i l'l l'lq;ely depend ent on 
the flo·.-1 pat te r ns in the bronchi31. tree which i n turn i:; relate-i to 
the cro,,;s - s cctional area of the ai r-.-,a:r. The 1.ic'i.otornon:'I branchi n3 of 
bronchi (\-le ibel, , ,,~) accou~t for t h e dccreos c in internal. di 'lr::etcr 
of the a irw:iy s the mo:re d istal ( fro:!l the mouth) beine; smallest. The 
total crom, -soctio nal area of e ach :;eneration increasca (Thurlb::ick, f<.:>10) 
and in pcriphcr:il airwa yn tot8l cros s-s ection is l1Jrt;e (Horse field, 197'•) . 
Linear ga,i velocities in dis t a l air11ays mu3t alwaya be smaller than in 
airways nearer to the mouth. If le::iinar now patternE< can exi,:ci t i n the 
luns nirw:i:,a , (P<?cUey et.al. 1970) they aro more likely to be found in 
rlistal than i n -:en tral oirway,i. In almost All circumst:inces therefore 
the m1Jjor cont r ibution to R
0
w will be from central rather than fron 
peripher,il a irwayE:. Only gross obstI"l!ctio:1 of •li!'ltal airwn:•s iB 1.ikely 
to be revcalerl in this w,y. 
Durinc; forced oxpirlltion, 11 r"'pid incre,rno in flow il'l followo 
by a ate,"J<ly dccrc!lloe AS lung volume decrc,e,nes. Nead (19G7) ha:i Rhown 
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th3t nt a given l une volu,.1e r~a:d;:tu;n e:qiir,;,tory flo •,t is <lc:::,c,-,ient 
ur,on the ~v1~tic recoil pre,:;1oure of t he lun;:;s nnrl the re:; ist,rnc e of 
airwa:,•s bebice~. t he alveoli ,rn,1 t ,1c "c;iu,;, l prcci .-~ure po in t" (EPP). Th,:i 
EPP o c;-::urs •.,here the prcr.su re within t :1c air--1c1y (iritralu'.:!in:i l :,rec;.,ure> 
is e q_uc>llcd b:,r tltc p:cssur e outRide th,:i aii:-•.-,:3y (pleural rire3sure ). Tl1e 
volurJe clccrease;,. The EPP divid es the airw,:t~·,o; i !tto an u:ntream portion 
Con the a lveoli side) and a do,-mst r eam por tion Cr.,outh i;i,fa ). 
Airw~y reRistance, (R ) and. th'lra c: ir. /}'l/S volu;ne (Vt;;), w:i::.·e 
U ' / 
rneanurc -1 i n " c,on::;bnt v,:ilu r:'!e bo--i:r plethysr.10::;rap:1 usi nr; the r.,e t.ho1 
deRcribe-1 by Duboi,'I (J':):=;5). Br iefly , "·-:: ~·-:.e 's l av for ~mes nt 
const,n t tc!!l:ierat,1re ia uae1 to r.ien:1ure the chnn~e of lU "l(l; volu"le L1. 
Un--Jer n·ht:i i: c,,n,litio,•,s F i:, 'lffectivcly the? b c;rn:nctric pre:1:;;ure le3'3 t he 
v:;,pO'J r prer.; '3urc of ;-1'.l ter o t h od.:,• t,3r,1!:)or,1turc. D1.1ri•1.:; p.-.u t in.; a~11 i ns t q 
clos'3:! ;-;l\nthr dP Bo--: pr-,~ 11r 
clu,n:;e ,J,P ba ;. a?1d ti Pm lll'C cli5pl '.lye i on an OJcil lo:,cop<J fitter! with a 
protr:1ctor to M'l:\tmro the an::;le e. The rel/ltio·v'lhir,:- t-.n O -: dP /1Pb 
m ox 
i n 11:l'l(l to ,1•1tim to Vtc nt or n !'I to £\l nctio~ r'l i , u l cnp . ity . 
·,-/hen wi t !1 t he sl1Uttc2· ope•1 , t h-, s ubjec t h rt:a t !,c:s u.uic tly ( flo ·,: rc,.tcs 
about 0.5 l s-1 ) box Jn· cssur c ch '.l...'1Jc a..'ld pn e 1.tr~otach0c:rap,1 o•lt1,1it ( V) 
arc !"elated:- tan fJ = v/~ . /J is nc;.,.sured fro r.1 t he osci llonc-:i pe 
boJ: ' 
tr.>.cc. rta,·1 is c ;.,.l culatcc\ fro r:1: - RD. 1~ == dl?r.i/,!Pb .~dPb _/v kl'a L-ls. 
O .. OJ. 
SRa •.-1 obt:iined fro,-:: the m•.1.ltiplication of ?.a\1 by the Vtc o.t 1-;hich it 
CI.CS:D CBCTJI'r IIZLIUJ.: DIL:J'i'1:Cn 1:Er' :0D FCrt L'J:IG VOLTJi iZ.3. 
This involves t he subject r ebrea thin3 fro ;~ a clo::;ed circuit 
spironeter contninin~ a l~no,..:n concentra tion of h cl i ur:1. This ini tia1 
concentra tion of helium falls a s t h e :;pirometer r;as iG r.ti:tcd with 
the i:;e.:,co in t :'le lun3s , the fall. in concentration bein;; proportional 
to the •:olll!:1es of cas in spiror:ietcr o.nd lunr;s respectively. The 
heliw.1 concentration i::: r.ieas urcd by a k:,tharomctcr, the npirorneter is 
attached to a kyino::;ra:,h 1-1h ich record::; the respiratory ::iovercents. A 
pur.111 cn::mres mi;:inc as ,·:ell aG steady flow throu5h the k.-;ith:u·oiletcr. 
The subjoct, ncatcd upri~h.t and 1-1e11.rin~ a noseclip breathes into a 
mouthpiece wi1ic:1 allo1-:s co:mection to room air or the closed circuit 
app::u-atus. When a rcsular breathin.:; pattern has been established on 
room air the .'lubjec:t is turneu in to the apparatus at end tidal level. 
He continuas to hr<?ath.e quiotly, the co2 iG removort by soda.lime absorber 
o.nd o2 ic a dd.ed to th'! clo::.<:d circuit to keep end tidal level con.otant. 
The heliiu, concentration fv.J..lo e:xponentia.lly as the lunz &nses are mixed 
with thonP. of the clo:;;ed 1,ystom and finally attai.ns a steady state at which 
the value is noted. Tho 011bject ia then instructed to expire to reaidual 
volur.ie (RV) and iunpi.::-e rupitll:, to r.,.'.1:ximum inflation (TLC). This is 
repcmtou before returni.nJ to norm:.tl breathini:;. 
If V in tho volw.1e o! c;ao in the closed circuit and lfo1 nn<.l Hc2 
h i.· 
P 1 
._ . 1 • t V'l..·'.lOu·.~ '"1. t t ~ "'; ) l .. B ' ::,r, ;_ p q r .. i:i p•·,~· ;:;•~: c o: ··n c'::' I'A O' t) 2 . I 
? 
.., 
!.l - H;>O(t), '" B - PH O 
2 
(37) 
:~y-pir:-,l 11 c1.o•:i .-_• valu:,v,11 trnci ni:;a Aro r.ill> ' n in fisure of'\i foll""'•~ p•1t.• 
~i"lil .-'r p;,tter,;o 1-vw r, hc"n ob:1e!"Vc<i by 0C1rlicr Ot"kot"n r Fowle r, ( l') .. l)1 
Glniater, ( l<J1}) 0 ,ho nol: erl the ch,u.gon Flt the tr.;r::,ln:tl :;,ortio:-. or tho 
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E.,rlicr :le'1s ure11e n t s o f c l o s iu5 vol1.1::ie i n volved the u s e of 
relatively e-q,en.e;iv e l :,bo,n t o '!'.'y C'l'-l ipmant s u ,;h ,rn r.mn:, n;>1Jc t ro:,eterG 
n nd r l:'.cliation detec to r s, but a nir19ler tech 'l i'1u e usin~ ,rn orific -:t cas 
a n:il yacr wcts des c ribed by Green c t. al . a972). 7he metho1 used in this 
Thesis is essentia lly t ':tn t of Gr-=e n. (19 72) exc ept th::tt a K:1taphe rometer 
wos used i ns tead of t h e cri t i::nl orifi ce a n'll.j'3 er. (The equipe.1en t i .'3 
described later>. 
The mnnoeuvrc be~ins wi t h the s ubject , s eated a n d wec1rini; s1. nose 
clip, em:r,tyini the luncs to res i du a l volume (R',/). The bre,;ith is hel.d 
at this volume and the rubber mouth,iece is placed in the mouth. 
At thin point a tap on the mouthpiece is ~o~entarily o:r,ened (allowin3 
the 300 nl. bolus of pure helium t? enter the inspiratory limb of the 
apparatus) and a steady vitnl ca,acity i ~spiration is nade. At the 
end of inspiration (subject's lung volume at total lung cap3cit:,•, (TLC) 
d, 1 
a steady e:C!)iration b:;ick to RV i:; besu:1; the manoeuvre en-!:; at RV'. Durine 
the entire mano~1vre, the subjects are a~k~~ to control fio \tr tea 
aided by the "la::ip circuit" and the flo•.l lir:iiters in the lirnb.<1 of the 
apparatun. Care is taken to eni;ure that the bolus ins!)i?·.:itio,1 is be~:1 
at RV and that no breath holding takes place at TLC. Inspir,;ition of 
boli at l1in::; volumes other thl'l.n RV influences tho direction of the 
clos ine volume transition (junction of Phasecr III and IV up·.~gril or 
dowr,ward and contributes to v a riability in the moa aure ment of closine 
volumes. :Rro:ithhol ,Hne; at TLC decrease:'! the pr~cision with which the 
CV point iA locate~ (Suos kind et.al. 197)). 
The f lo•.-1r:tt11 durin!! the entire ma noeuvre W,'lS oonitored o n '3 
prer.alibr/l te<l Rtor,i~e oscillo13cope and nltho•1:;h only the e::-:pir,ito::-y 
phaoe w 3 r ocorde,-1 o thn XY plott._.r , c11ro w i, t 111ton to e nour th t 
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the be-st fit line by 11 eyc11 t,1rou~•1 the Alvoolor pl "lto-.u a,irl t ki:1s the 
CV as t'1e vol,w e corres;:,o, iin:; to ';?le poi r t :·1h1?re l:h'l curv,; fir ,1 t 
d"vinted f::;,orn t:1e plat-:i'1u. All ~•l r·;:is we-r-,._, rerirl 11y tho -.utin • Oth ':'r 
( for o:rn."'r>le tho u:::"' o f C1J3t, .;:, ) hut th':! oxtrn co~plcid ty i nvol ·1e ,::ia.:fo 
pro11ine:1t r:Ar<iio:;enic oscillations w-:-re in :a;eneral ea~i:ir to re~d. th:;rn 
those with le-;.,; pronine,it or irre~.-ular o~cillAtioris; c;,is •,1as beca'!.16.; 
the 011cilli>tions <'lo not pernist beyonrl tho end of p,1,;113e III. 
PRI'.,CIPI.5 OF ACT IO:r QF ?;:;::rn-lATAC'.iO'.i!?kPH 
When a ~as fl.owe tf1roue;h a tuae in "hich there ia o prirtial. 
obstruction (resiatn.nce) toe prem;•Jre b-3yon1 the obc.;truction is lcs .. 
than the pressure irJmeclhltely before it. Thi! niffel•once i:1 pressure 
(the pressure drop acro11s the resintance) is e function of t'?i.e p.roporti s 
of both tub'.! f.lnd e;11s. For l.aminar now, l'oj.scuillo'a Law :;iires th• 
rolntio:1::;hip:-
p = (8.1.'\.v./,c -p-r4> 
where p fr; the pre!'IRUr~ drop, Pascals (Pa) 
l. in th'.! leneth of tho t 1.1be in rnetres (r.,) 
I\ ir-i t'le viar:OP'dty of the sns in poise.'l Ca poine = :;:n. ne e - 1 .c1:1 -l) 
cl,, 1.. 
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of two n11rro-..,. iMglerl con~:,. The ler.15th :;ind di,.r.,~ter of the cones is 
arrrtn:;ed to e;ive " □."\ximum in the rlia,~ier/lcnc;t.h ratio ot the resistance . 
(See dic,gram for the rlimensio::3 of the i ns trur.ient userl in this T'.1esis 
) • The :rire:;surP. d:co:r is meosure:i by connectin::; .a suitable instrw:ient 
b;; S!!!nll bore tube:s to either 5irle o f the rcsist'-lnce. 
The resista::-ice cn'l b"? of t-.,o t~es : -
( i} a bundle of fine bore tubes (FL:a:rnc:-i: type 01 p nour.1?tach,:,g.·.:lph) 
( ii) a fi~e ,nesh sc r een (screen pneur.1,,tachoc;raph) 
For a given gas or c,i:cture of gl'lses, the pressure drop 3cross the 
re,;istan,:e .should be directly prop:irtionnl to volum~ flowr.-te. The 
ran5e of flo ... rates over 11hich this condition is met can be satisfied 
by choice of reRint"ln t: e , diameter of bore at tho centre o:r tho pneumo-
tAcho.:;r:1ph and the entry and exit di::imetern. 
PRWCJPLE O:F ACTJOil OF A PRE3.'3TJRZ T~A::::muczn. 
A pre::.r.ure tranaduc~r con~-erta s difference in pressure at its 
input into Rn electrical sicrnal at it5 out~ut. Tbc conversion can 
be of a variot;r of t;r.>a:3 includinc chanses in ctt:pacit"Jnce or rociiAt,mce 
or the ~,:iner-'ltion of ., voltace photovoltaicall.y. ~lhichcver t;rpe of 
conversion i,i use,l the object ia to proc.iuco an el-,ctrical aignAl havin~ 
a m.q.gni t11d13 which is directly proportional to the ai:,,e or thP mechanical 
input. 
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The ar.t::.vc ele:ic.:t of the tr'.l :~s '.!u~er i n ::,ner31.1.:,, i c:,::'lrporate'1 
in n \/hec, t,to:t<? Bri l ; :r- circuit. The circuit ifl ~<?nerally orrnn3 ed to 
be bnl::wcccl ,,!-:en t:ic,·e i3 no input to t :1e 1::,., .. ,:- luccr. 11 :t in!)ut ,::::iu3es 
the 1,r i d~:c to 1;~ -~o: ie Uf\l,:.1l::t;1,;c l; -';h~ u ;.bn::-.. ~-:,..:~ ,i-~ .., 1 i:J t!1en c!etected 
u11J nn;:il.ifie ·.1 cl o.~ t,-o :1i co.ll:,. 
The :prc~1surc t~~::-.n::: J u e e r u :;c-:J. ~-. the :-1;-i:>,.1.:.· ,t:1.3 dc'.'lcribed in this 
Thesis ,,os of the rc,iic-;t:i:, c e t:,'J)<.? ~ivi r.c o ~i.:-,;,c t currc:1t output 
(Jto.thm:1 t yp,;i . 15) . 
n: .L':m 
Hany prcm:n.a·e t ra ,1:1d11ccr3 r;ive a volta c~e output ,.,hich is typicall:, 
onl.:, of the orriel" of' ter'5 or milli·.rolt~. ~u ch m:,all sig r:al le•tels are 
rarely u.,ef'Ul. wit'v,u t f urt:1.cr ::mrili f:!. ·::i.tion. 'l',1e Ei::iplitier used need:J 
to be se:?sitivc , "t~;ile i:1 operntio,, a:-,<i nho1.1l ·l not i:tt.ro<Iuce s!)Uri.,us 
outputn (" nois e"). '..':,c ,m:,lificntio ~ fa c to r '.:;-c i n ) n:· • .;.uld ollo·..1 a 
u:eaef'ul out;:m t; o.-c1· " rc,:io, o f the rmplificr ':, ,::hf\r,icteristi~s 11herc 
sic nel din tor tio I r'tue to 1li:~iti :1::;' i~ r~ini.:ru :,1. The frequency resp<1::se 
of 01'.!plifiors u::;c-J. i1 re:1:r>irnto!'y rih:-·3iolo,-;y 1:ced not in general. be cre~te:· 
thon fror.1 d ,:: (zero frc ·1ucnr.y) to 20 H~. ;;uch o re:;pol".ee would :.illo•,,1 for 
a chan;:;e i ., inpu~ s:. ;:1.'.!.l fron 7.c!"o to n,,:d::ru::i i.1 0.05 secon1s. 
'l'he fl.o -rnt c on t?ut or tho tra.1.sducer -a! r1_1 l i. fier c::iu be co ;1.•1crted 
into o volu·1e ni-,:~~-1 by electronic intc~rlltio·:i . Inte.:7,"ltors r:~ed to 
have a wirio b ,,n,1 •i --1. th nn the:, nec··l to rer;po .1 .1 t~ nir;!"lnls who'le rate or 
chn'1!!C (1V/,tt) co ver m: i :.1r.:cnne rn n;:e. 
The trn~,a1ucer ::i::-,:;,li fier s:('.'lt cn U!!o<l i :i the o;-,:mrntur. de!Jci•ibed 
in thio T!v, ."l is 11111, n:HJe:Mbl.erl by the author. lhnlc seneral !)U~e 
inter;rnte<i circuit L ,r.t rur::entution u~9lifie1·a , ,cru purchase I an<i 
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asuembl el i n to a n 2.::r;ilifi~r ~nd i r.t cc:ra t or . The Pl1i l oric!: type 
i n1, t.;·um~n t ·.1t;.011 a1:iplifier:; ar c o ~ t '1c ori~r;.,, t io n.al -'l:~p lifi,::r ty:::,e 
Thr, .\,~n1. if;i.-~l' 
The Philbrick in::; t ru::icntation ar.tr,lific r ( tn,c 110"'t- ) .i:i::; 
co nne cted a .:, a d i ffcrenti:-)1 i nput opcratio-i..,1 a :--1p1.ifi P. r hc" v i n3 a 
C!'lin which could b <! s et a t any valu e- between 1 0 and 500. T~rn ou t pu t 
impe,tance warc; made l o ·.1 (100 oh::i3 ) en;,bl inz d i::-er.t connection to chart 
record e rs or o ~cillo::;cope s e paratel y or in p acnl l el. 1~e a::ipl i fier 
,_,,..,. capable of :;iving an output of 10 volts without limiting . 
The output of the amplifier ~n::; directly couple d to n i nt csrat or 
based o n the above Phil brick ( t y:pc ;>105 ) i ns tru-aentation amplifier. 
The output impedanr.e o :f the i n t er;r a tor war, lo·.-1 allo·,1in~ t~e volur.ie 
output to be conne cte1 to chart recorder.,;, oR c illor;cope or other 
·C: '1 
.-ncillar:r aJ.Jparatus without the need fo1· a n "cHi tional 'buf fer I ar.tpli fi -?r. 
Th.-, Ar.m1ifi ',r/Intcn;r,;,tor 
The amplifier and inteerator described above were housed 
together in 11 diecast box. The input ond output conner.torn, enin 
control, :m 1offnct I control and a transducer impedance m-:itchine; 
switch were mounted on the box. The power supply module wal'J houae-i 
in a aeparnte diecost box. 
IIISPIR/..TGRY A!ID EXPIRATORY I.AMP CIROU-IT 
The Clo:'.Jing Volume ma!loeuvre requires thnt low (leAA than o.5L 
acc. -1) otea dy fiowra ten be maintained throuchout. In order to help 
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subjectc. to achieve t':i'.? clesi!'c ·l flo·,ra t 'ls , ,i hic'1 r<?•;i:; t .,ncc i:. 
pl:,c,:i,1. i n seric.; ·.,ith the i ::ispi:..• c\ tory 0 :1<1 expira tory li~1h:. of 
the CV a pp.'ll''3tus. Even with a dded re:::iatan cc s flo·,, rate:; could ~e 
unsteady. Vi e·.d rr3 of Vw ·lisplc,yed. flowrates on the persir;tenc-~ 
11crP.en of an oscilloscope c;iuse:l :.o,~c r,ubjP.cts to h,:i•1e zre'lter 
difficulty in 3chie,rinc st!n:ly flo·.;s; tli.is w,s becau3e t!1ey t e n:hd 
to use the b•.1 cc"l cavit:, as a rese1--1oir for the cxpirr,te. A sir..ple 
circuit \1;10:-ie output w;:,s used to lic':1.t an i:,spi'l:"ator:, ,-n-\ 0 •1 
expil·atory lnnp w:1 s devi,e;e,·.1. Ti.11? a rra n~ement •,,a!\ su . h t 1 t tilc 
brie;htness of t?ie lar.,:pts " ·" ·" r-roportio:iaJ. to n,y,;r:ite:;. The lar:1::, 
assembly \,ms e,isily vic·1ed by the subjec t , :ho fou n d little difficulty 
in r:taint"inine; n ste.,,.~;• brilli.-.!lc<> in +',, • . ~1.o·,, of th-J "'":J)ropri:>te 
lnrnp. 
The circuit iR bnsic'1lly it 7. ero crmrn i n::; d,:ite c tor. J::i~ll 
using 11, O!Jerntiona1. ar,plifi.e-·.· 
The :i.nvnt to the c ircu i. t w,1r. p:.· ,vi-i .:: by :a .::,~rallcl c: 0 '!1ectio, to 
trans,lucer ar.ipl.ificr' a output. The :1c>in of t.h,:i ,:01") cro3r,i n0 detector 
WA.'! ndjt1,;ta ble a. :vJ w1R sot to provi(l.c cur re nt to the l,:,m;:m. T,1e 
rn:i(;niturle or the current flowin;:; ·•ms proportion'11 to fio·,1r11tec1 in 
the ran::;c 0.3 to 0.5 L scc-1 • Outr.ide thi"I !lowrate r:t:1(;e t'1c output 
curront w:m disco nnected from the l::u:ipn ;ia ahuntin:; diod'ls dive't"t<Jd tho 
current. The :'!Ubject wa~ i!1;'3tructed to 1.1:i.int'.lirt the -'i>:,ropi·i:'\te l"'.'!l!> 
:;lo·.1ine •~ith th,:i r.: <1 u10 brilliance for aR lon:; .'.l/3 he r.oul,I. Rev-3ranl i n 
floHroton ( from inspiratory to ':!'.·:piretory) ,-ms e'3sil:, achi'lVcri uit]1out 
::t p,-i.Ul"iC. 
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Thn One Sccon1 t i me ~nr~cr . 
Th.., f o rceJ c:, .:Jir&t or:r volu:nc in one g c c ond c on be obt c,ined ~ro'.!I 
the ::;a,r,c fo r cod ezpi rntion thnt prcducos t he r.m.:dr.ium e::pirritor;r flo w 
voluMC c urve i f a time r:iar% e-:- c an be p l aced on t he t racin;;. Th& t imer 
s hould be s t arte:l cu:; s oon as t h e cz:,i i:-ation he0 ins , nr.,1 t ,1e trc.cirt;:; c an 
bo l".oJ.rke d hy a r.:o;nent i:.::-y raisinJ of the pen or b y Jroundins the flow :si · no.l . 
Since t he FZ 1! 
1 
i s o ft en d o:,irable f or co::ip:,.rison ~;i th other incii ces 
derived :!: ro:n the i,'.EFV curv e , cubjec t c:ffo ::- t i s Gaved LJ.n d t hrou !:;hput is 
increu.sed by the incorporat ion o f suc h " r.1,:ir){c r on the flo ,, volur.ie 
apparat uc . 
Th e bloc!{ dia::;-:-'lr:1 of the app.'.l!'c.tun n :101.':; the t ime r.w.rker (u:,ed only 
on Flow -;,,lnme upp:i.ratus X\< 11) . 'l'J.. .. t iraer wo.:; ini t .:.~~ ~d by the vc~ :ne 
signul at the outpu t of the I ntesro. tor; in this \·lay flo·.-1rate 
depende nce of the l s~c . m:i.r k \:us elir.i i n ate:l. The t::- icc,: r p o i nt 
could be accurately :set be t •.,ecn C.05L c..n<i O.lL; in this r al'!,:;e flm-,r:itc 
inclcp~n<le:1ce wns m:i. i r:t::i.incd. The time r wa:; o.ccurate to better than 1 
part in 1000 (l :!!s ec). The output o f tho m,'ll"ker o.ctunt ed the pcnlift 
mecha ninm (P) of the XY plotter for n bout a r.iillisecond . An e:-:ru:iple 
of a rJarJ<cd Hi!:FV tracin~ is sho,rn. 
P-:?IilCI?LZ OF ,\CTIOil O? Tl!E KATAf'HZ~Oi "l::.."'l'~. 
The Kat:iphe romcter is ~•.n appa ratus for continuous gan ,:u1al;:;s i::i. 
It is ba::;ed on tha thermal conductivity principle. A low pressure 
in the OJ1.alysin~ chamh3r is uc;ed to .3i ve u r e sponse time nui table for 
m-"l!dn~ dynurnic r.t'3D.surer~cnt::i of helium o.nd cnrbon diozide in respiratory 
cases. 
In tho Godart apparutus, ( 11seu. for this Thesirs) , tho mcasurinz 
head consi.sta of two cells provided \·lith pl:i.tinum filamontn. 
Example of Maximal Expiratory Flow Volume tracings , 
showing FEV 1 ( indicated as a break 1n the tracing) 
( the basel i ne has been moved to a i d v 1s ual1-zat i on & 
the lower two replicates would be d is carded . ) 
TLC RV 
Volume ( litres) 
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Ti1e cell::; forct p:1:-t of a 11 ·Jhc c1 t::;t one 3 :-i tl~c 11 • 
lccF.1rn1:-c r:icnt of unbnlnnce in the bri d::;c i,:, facili t ntcd since it i::; red. 
by an occill:.,. to!' ·,hie': mainto. i n::; a co n,:; t:.:.nt current of ,,.bout 100 
millin r,ipcrc o. Hn b·,.l;:,.nce of t h e brid;:;c pro'.luccrn un ulturn:..tin;; c u r rent 
(A C) si:;nn l 1hich is onplifiecl ~ --.! ,Jer.iorJ.ulo.te,1 to p!"ovirle u 
deflecti-:,n on o. m, ter co.librab-Hl i a l1clium conccntro.tion. 
The t:1err~::,.l con:lucti v:i. ty of o. .:;-i.n mi:;;:ture rlepend:; on t:ie 
concentrations of the co1.1ponent:1. 'fhe e,....o po..cses throu:.;h one !)air 
of o.no.lysin;::; cells; t ,:eae cells h1°:e plati:m~ 11ire st-r-ctche(I. o.lon;:; 
their axes. The c;as to be ano.lyscd fl'J\IS pca.st the f il=e:i.t in ono 
cell, but the othor cell is surro..incled b;., a refere::ice so.s an•l ;soaled. 
The ter.1perature of the t1-10 fila.r.1ents depend on heat lo:::.,; to the 
surrounain.:;s, oncl thci::-- re:;isto.nce is pt-oportiono.1 to .. :,c o.bnolutc 
tomperc.ture. If tho concentrc.tion of n component eas in the l!lixtuNi 
bcin::; ::uv:,.lyseJ cha:iso,:; , the cell's !'e:3ist:mce ch~•?l::;cs and causes o.n 
unbal::i.ni: cd brid:;c. 
A v:,.cuu:1 pu•:1p ~•:-:i::!s the co.:.; into th~ 1:1easurinc heai:J at ahout 0.3 
litres min. -land olso m:.<into.ins :a!. pres::;ure in the cello~ about 
.50 mm of mercury. The c'lll vol11r.1P. is stated to be l.2 ml and the 
volu11e flo1·1rate throu~h it at the 50 mm H:;. :pressure in the cell 
is said to be 15 litres mi~. -l Ti1e cell volume is replenished in 
about 5 m::ac. Th o t hermal inertia of the filM,cnt ,nc.y be of tho 
order of 40 l!ll'lec. The ree_ponce time of tht? in::itrumcnt could bi: o.bout 
2.5 time:;; this limitin~ rucponse if delay due to foctlline is taken into 
account. 
PHUICIPL.E Ox' rI:.::LitJ;.:-0;aam FIJJ:v VOLUl:3 cuH·-r.:s. 
Flow volume curve::i produced whilut o. mixture of helium o.nd oxyr;;an 
is breathed are cRllod holium-oxy~on curve:., (lle-02 ). The mixture 
u::;u:illy cons ists of 80i, lielium a:d 20;; 0~:yi;en but the proportions ne<:d 
not be .e.ccurately kno,..m. 
Hcliu::1 is less dense but r.1ore vi5cous than air. Calculations of 
the donsi ty and viscosity of mixtures of L;t>.ses cun be me< cle fror., a 
kno1-,led,.;e of tho relative proportions of the cor.:;::,onent ~ases. At 
a ter.1p~rature of 20°c and pressure of 760 mm of mercury, the 8o:20 
He-02 r.iixture has a <lensi ty which is O. 1+
11 that of moist air and a 
viscosity ~1hich is 6. 9;'; greater. The kinematic visco::;i ty (viscosity/ 
density) of the mi::ture Has calculated to be 2.43 that of r.ioist air. 
Since viscosity and density have di:;siMilar t~m::_:>crature coefficients 
and reference values are not available at all ter:i_per.itures nnd pres:;ures, 
the caJ.c .. lated value::; ::ier-..,-., only a:, .:. g~ide. 
Lar.iinar flo1·1 is indepcndont o!" density but dependent on viscosity, 
whereas in turbulent or clisturbe<l Ilo·.-1 the co,1verse is true. ?low in 
or.mllor peripheral airways arc 1)ore likely to be laminor than flows 
in the lnr.::;er contrn.J. nir•.-10.ys (I;oad, l'J'l7). Chan~in3 the rospire.tory .;os 
will therefore affect the flow volume curve directly but such a chan~e 
will also affect the l-lEFV by nltcrinc the equtl presoure point (EPP) 
(Mead, 19&>). 
At lunz volumes close to totRl lung c".paci ty (7....C), tlh"?n t!10 E?P 
is in central ain,,:cy:. (G>~~~ ,,1-s ) und the flo•.:rate: arc therefore 
predomino.ntly density dependent, Ho-0., flowro.tos r.iay exceed those on air. 
Tho ratio:- J-:EF50(Ho-02 ) - 1:1250(Air) /1"EF,50(Air) ::.o.y then be positive 
{creat<1r than unity). Ao lun~ volunc decroa:.c,'.3 1 the i:l'P r.iovoo towardri 
the lune poriphllry into ai-r1·1ayG of ::;r.i::iller intoI·nct.l dio.z:ietcr. 
FlQW throuch the air~·10.yo than boco,1oi:: more lar.,in.:ir ru:id thcrefor-1 less 
c!om;i ty ucp:mt.lcnt • bein::; prima.rily ::;overne<l by the reoiotance of the 
f_, ~ .< , _,j, . • I J,t_:_ • • ..It.. • 
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~ir\'/O.y s 1Jetwc~n t!'1c o.lveoli anll t :1u Z?P. 
If nen c lli"ement::. of ~lov,ro. t es at l un~ volur:ioc close to rosi dntl 
volume reflect :::mall airway cc.libre, then the r a tio:-
(liZF25C:le-02 ) - ,1EF25Ci,ir) /l-iEl-'25(Air) 
could be nce;a ti vc or ec:nal to unit~·. Further since lu11:; volu!:!e and 
heno~e the vito.l capocity ('.re) is la=-z cly ind-:!pemlent of the p hysical 
propertiea of the f!.-1.s breathed, a point shoulcl exist in the VC r::mee 
of most subjects 1-:hcrc Ho-02 aucl ;,.i!" flowrr..tes =c of equal ma;;ni tudc. 
The lung volume at 1·1hich this equality in flowrutes is achieved has been 
called the isoflO\, volur.,e point (IF"IF) by ~-- •~~5 and the point of 
identical flow (PIF) by l)..&<,IJllS 
Th,: ,.e-02 and Air ,,.:;:' I curves are usuall.y conpo.r"d by direct 
supcrimpoaition of the two tracin::;s (&oO~ 19~· ). The IFVP 
r:iny however be calculated from r.1ea s ·.1!"er:1ents of flo1-1rates at leust two 
points in the VC ranc;c. In this Thesi::; calculation of IFVP 1-1as made 
from mcasurer.icnts of He-02 and Air flo·.-,rates at ~; and 2;Jo of VC (RV 
talten a3 CY,; vVC). 
The 1'.losi ti.on nf the isoflo:, volur.'.-, no int in heal thy ond dise".l.scd Pir1:n.~•s 
In youn::; health:, nir1mys, the rise in intrapleural prcnsurc caused 
by contraction of the respiratory oc.sclcs initially assists active 
expiration. ~he intruplcurnl prossure also tends to collupso the 
airway no tho o:pposinJ force due to the traction of tho lune tissue 
anc.l the intruluminal presLJuro clecrc:,,se pro.:;rossivcly with decroasin::; 
lunG volume. '.L'ho oquHl preo::;ure point could thorcfo1·e b<l very close 
to or even 11t RV. (In young health:, persona RV May bo detorrnined by 
the elut.ticity of the thorF.1cic co.:;,:, (Cotcs,1975). If EPP is taken a::1 
di Viding tho airwc•YG into an upstrear.i ( .iscor.iity dcpende11t) nnd 
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c.lo1mstrc::u~ ( dcnoi t;r d~pe:1<'.ent) r; ec:;.::!:1t t'.1en thu Iii''IP m:1y occur o.t or 
clo::;c to RV. 
Ac. the uir,-:ay::: .:.c;e RV ii:. dc t er:::i:1eJ by tlw ela:;;tic recoil pre:,:;•1rc 
of t he lun;?; ::ind the c:.i..l i brc of t :1 e 0:'.!:).11 air·.-:.:i.ys (Cot e,; , 1915), the 
l':P? r.my t'.ierefore be loc:i.ted nP..:i.rer to t,1e r.1outh of .:i.n olc.icr he:ol t:1y 
sub ect t h:i.n in a youn.::; r healthy o:1e. Ccnse1u·~ntl::,· the :::)()sition of t he 
IFVP rno.y be found at :i. hic:1r: r perce:1t:i,z-:i m~ t he Vt; in the olci.cr subj ect. 
In obstructive l une disco.se obstructed s~all n.ir•.~ays mo.y be decre:.ised 
in co.libre o.nd require less pre:;s,lre t!:! ca.use the.,1 to closo ,,,i th the 
consequence that RV may also be ir:creased (Cot e :;, 197]). The IFVP could 
then be expected to be foun d ut !Jro.;ressively hichcr percenta;;;e:o of 
the VC. Ho::evcr, dimin1...;hcd elo.ntic recoJ.l prcooure ( ....s for ex=::.,le 
in em_physcn::.) r,my also cause RV to be hi.:;her tho.n in health since the 
addi tion::u p:res:.;urc needed to opc:i thc:::e .J.ir,·m.ys m.;cy not be o.vail:..i.blc 
from the r.:uscul::,ture. The pror>0rtio:i of t h e ::.iruay tree t;hich exhibits 
density dc,:_,end:mce may thus be :;ir.1il= in both the obstructive and 
restrictive ty;_:>ea of airway <lisease. If the reatriction is due to 
a process •:1hich increases elastic recoil pressure (o.s in pulmonary 
fibrosis) the RV ma.:, be diminishe,J. co:-:ip:i.red to health and the 
proportion of the airway tree in 1-1hich density dependent flm, occurs 
may be incr90.s'!d. In such a co.ne IT/P may be expected to be at a 
lo\/er percentar;e of the VC. 
In sumr.i:u·y, an IFVP can be expec ted to be found so~'IC\·1here in 
thE:: vital capacity ro.n,:c;. The poation of IFVP as a percP-ntac;e of 
VC is hi~her in older than in youn.:;er nubjoct1,. However in diso::\acs 
which uecrease airway ct>.libre the IF'IP should occur at a hic;her 
porccnta~e of VC. In diseoscu i:hic:'l cause a relativu incroo.30 in 
., .. 
.... ♦ - · ... t,1en thu I;;",P ~1'.l:f occur a t or 
close to HV. 
A::; the ai:i-1·:o.::;::; .:;c RV is dcte:-:::i:1•d by the ela::;tic recoil prem,;,.1rc 
o f the lun3 :mrl the ccllibrc of t:~ e ::;::1::,.ll air·,:o.;rs (Cot e:; , 1 9~), the 
E?F r.iay t,ior e fore be locat ed nc.:u-er ;o t,1e r.iouth of an oltlcr hc::.i.lthy 
subject th:i.n in o. you.n~cr he.:,.l thy o:".e. Conse:u ·~ntly t!lc .:_>osi tion of t he 
IFVl- mo.y be found o.t a hi~'1r,r perc e::t:i..:;c n7' the v,; in the older :subject. 
In obstructive lun;::; disease o'bs t,uctc;i s ::iall o.ir·.•10.ys F.IO.Y be decrease1 
in calibre and require less pre:;sure t o cause the,:1 to close Hith t he 
consequence that RV mo.y o.lLJo be inc:-co.sed (Co tes , 197]). The IF'JF could 
the n be expected to be found o.t pro;:;re:mi vely hicher percenta_;;e:3 of 
the VC. Ho1:evcr, dimin1 :;l1cd elo.r.; tic :::-ecoil. prc:;.suce ( ..,,r; for ~x:arn.:,:,le 
in emphyscr.i::.) rnay also cause RV to be hi~hcr th::m in health since t he 
a<lclition.:i.1 preiwurc needed to 0,::: 0:1. t!-.e::;e -iir-.-11'\;{s may not be avail:.t.blc 
from the r:?uscul:,.ture. The propo1·tio:1 of the t.:.ir\lay tree \:hich e:zhibits 
density do:1endcnce may thus be si:.1il= in both tile obstructive and 
restrictive t;:2es of air~m..:r uisea3e. If the restriction is clue to 
a process :•:hich i'lcreases elo.stic recoil pressure (as in pulmon:.u-y 
fibrosin) tho RV mo.:, be diminished co::ipared to hculth and the 
proportion of the ai,,10.y tree in ·.-rhi ch density clepcndent flow occurs 
may be incr')as•id. In such a. cone I'?'!P ma:,, be expected to be at a 
lo,1cr percentace of t he VC. 
In sull'.r:i:u·y , ru1 IFVP can be expected to bl? found so:..'lewhere in 
the vital capo.cl t~• ran;:(j. The po::ition of I?VP as a perconto.c;c of 
VC is hi~her in older than in youn.:;er i:;ubjact,;. However in dinoase,; 
which decrease airway CE'.libre the I.:·,rp should occur at a hic;her 
porccnto.co or VC. In dise1Jsea \lhich cnuse a relative incroa::io in 
woulr\ occ11r in he~\lt r,. 
APPAP.ATU.3 F(U THE 1'.3.\3TJR£:::::11' OF ".:LC'3 I:;1 VOLTTI ,E A::n ::;,:u:-:AL .E:XPI? •• : o:tY 
F LC".I VOL'~::; C •'ctV.::S. 
The men3urei:tcnt o f Clo:,inc Volu~:.e (C '/) a n-J t h~ t r-a.ci !'1~ o r r:axir:1al 
expirato:c:; fl o·.-1 vol uc,,c (l-:31-'V) c urt;;:, r:,r!uire tha t (:;D.G flo i·t a t t he 
mout h be neus11red. For th e c·1 e:-:pirato.ry yolume i s require d to ':>e 
plotted on the absc i:cG3. a ::;ains t '.:lnr !~ e:· g":; co!'\cen tration on th -:l ,:irdin1t i, . 
An 1:J::FV cur v e i s a r,lot o f for c r,tl expi r.i.tor;; flo •.-1r at e s on the or:li n:ite 
ai:;ainst lun ,:;; volume on t he absciss3.. These r equir-:l:ncn t s a.llow for 
the use o.f co:!lponents whic h c>.re cor:.--:o!'\ to both tlete!·minations. In the 
appar at,1s beinc de:;cribecl here rn::,.xir.1•.1:1 UGe 1•1a::; ma de of cor:1.::1or1 cor:,po:1.en t n. 
Ga s flo •,irci.te was ctet~cted b:, u c :>,:1.r::0:1 pneumot:.i.chy::;raph press•.1re 
tra'ls ducc:4 _ _ .1pli fier/int~.:;rator n:,ste::i. •hlune was ob t a.in-:!'1 as the 
intecral with respect to time of t he i:1stantaneou:; flowrate. The 
undcrlyin:.; pri:1.ci;,lcw o:f the te,;hni ,uc has be e n discusned o.bove. T:ie 
co~rnon clis pluy syr;t e m 1•ws an X Y :,ilo t t".!r 1 b'1t a persist11nce screen 
oscilloscop~ v:a::; aloo shared. 
Appa.r..:.t ,w huvini:; appropiate fr e '.!:te !'L ~y response, stabili t;r a.-::i 
linearity 1·1.::r; designnd und assembled by the author in consul tat ion 
with !-lr.B.Rl]eves, an electronic en;;ineer from the He<lic.:u Research 
Council's Envirorncnt::.l Fhysiolozy Unit in this 3chl)ol • . Special 
features of t h e np;:><>.ratus arc thu oinple I lo.~p circuit 1 ( use:l to help 
subject:; maintain steady flo11r::i.tes on the CV manoeuvre) o.n.d the one 
second mar1<e r 1:hlch c;nve the FE1r1 on the l:.EFV curve. A s_paciul 101-, 
dead space r.iouthpie co for the CV brou.tiiinr; port 1-m s na-lo by the ·,1orksho:p 
starr. 
A schc:m;.,t.ic diacren of the Clooiq; Volu.-:ie app:.i.!'atus is sho'.-m. l-:~ker 
i,;a.'J, (lu~llu,c, ) 1-1rm adr~ltted to the inspiru.tory lir.ib via a lo~: rcsist=L'lce 
port when t hu :!louthpiecfl V<ll ve w:!.::; o_;i~n•1d. A dia~reJn of t he specially 
d-:?s~ned lo\,. d,mJ 1;p11c~ ;nouthpioc(: a:,:;e:ibly is sho 0.-1n. The volw~.e o! 
marlcer c;a:::: i•::o. a thor~fo!'e in:1alc-,1 aH ~ bcil:w follo:-,ecl b:r roor.i oir. On 
cxlmlntio,-i the ezp~rut o w=i.s s ;-,r.ipled o.t a conatn:,t 1·ato un<i the heliu;n 
conco11trutio,1 r.,,~riaure:i by the Kat::-;,".erometer boforfl boinG retur ned to 
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s:.::1Gcs b,Jt:'"'. i:i~pi:-~1tJr;r 'lnd 1;:-:.;,>i!"':1.t1J:..-:.~ flo· .. , r~t""!::i 0.:11 th~ flo·.-r 
r, icnnl op ~:-- •:i. t•?3 the l::ir:i.r, c: l re ui t . ~-: ir..!"os ~., t tc '.1 c:.; r::ou!'l t ~:i o!'l tht:? 
act1::.i.tin..; a:-:., or t h!.l r.:outhpiece ·✓ :,.l·,· <? controllcJ t h~ lJCnl.i!t 
r.!~chr-tni:.:n of t~~ X Y plotter z:> th ~ t th~ in::;pi !"o.to:""J ph:t::::ir:! of t~c 
r.1anQc-uv:rc ,_.1~s !1r,t rt:c:i~dJd. . A sto~o._:':!' oficill~~co;>~ m!'lni to_.,..e•l th'? 
flo ·,·1r.:!te t.lu ri:16 th -:: Hnt irtt r.,~.:;o~u-..,-~e . 
Th~ bloc~-: d.ia,:_;ror.! o~ . .c"l.o,! volu::1e cpr,3.ratu.'3 C-:~ 2.) i:; s!-".o· .. ,:1. 
Bot h t ~1s in~:;pir.3.tor:,,' a.YJ.·.l c:•:p i:-.1tory flo1.-, r:it~,3 o..:-e ::1-:!nuc:i 
thu3 en:iblinr; a complete flo'.1 vol•.1::: -:: loop to be dr:.i.•.m if desired. 
B~ observin,:; inspired vular.:e , sub:-=1axirn:..ll ino;>i rerl volume.'3 
c:i.n be reprorlncibl;t obt:iine,J . This feature is p:::.rticu;tlarly useful 
when partial eXl)irator;r flo ·.-, volume (PEFV) curve::; are beinJ plottod. 
The earlier flo1-1 volume o,,uip:.1cnt (i':k 1.) ezc1'.1de<l the one 
::;econd nark,1r. The penlift output fro::i the nark•Jr circuit could 
be overridrlen whon not desired a::; for exN!!ple on FEF:/ c,•rves or 
on !-;EFv curve:, 1-i'!en a ~as oth-:?r th:i.n :i.ir 1·1a:; bein;; breathed. ·..inen 
only air is breathed the He/O2 R-J:;ei voir, co2 ab.sorbed a...'ld rebreo.thin;:: 
circuit i 3 not used. 
For the seneration of holiuu-ox;,-,3en flow voh1me curves, the 
full circui t of tho floi-1 volur.w app:.tr:...tus was use ·J to provide a 
!"Ob!"oathi .nL:; circuit a?'lu a reservoir of the correct hcliuc.1-oxy,:en 
concent r:i tinn. The p~1rpose of t ,10 reorc:it:1in.; cirr.ui t ,10.s to 
econouise in .:;:i.ses. In ac\diti,;,;:, the i;o.in of the tran3ducer 
anplifier i3 reduced (by m-1itch(:d attenuator) to COcll),msate for 
the lowered density of the mixture conpared to air. 
CALI!.lRATror: OF T:!E JU>FARATU.3. 
The culibro.tion of the "lpparatus can be divi:led into two 
pa:-ts; (1) th~ re:1po;1::;o and liuen:ity of tho ::;:is :malyser, (2) the 
stubili t;; unu :icuracy 1-,i th which vol111.1e :ind fl,,,; r:ito can be r.i~:i:mred. 
(1) Calibration of the k:itaphe1·0::13ter. 
l3oc:i.use· :i. fixed volume of heliu1:1 would be used (300 ml) as the 
r.iarker ~az: the final hoi~ht attaine:.i by tho heli=. concentration ~:ill 
bu tlepn,vfo!lt on the -'!'ical rcsidu:il volume of th e volu?1teero. For 
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Block d,ogrom of Flow Volume opporotus ( Mk.D) 
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lun~ rc...;i onr.; ~ 5 ~n?t h1.:r , Houl<! r..~: .ion ~t~ut c r:t fi :·i:11 pe.:~:-: concP.ntr-·~tion 
~1hid1 1,.--,uld b e t Hice t h:.it o:: t h!? l);?r c;o:, wl t h t he la!" _;'?r a:,ic:• l 
~c3idt13l vol u~~ . Tho l in~i•r:t tJ of th~ :111~lyacr to diffcr ~nt helium 
e::is/ni-r- c oncont:--'1. tion~ Wt!:;, th ':?ra fo::e c~1'3'~~ed. Th~ -~, ,~ult i s s!': ·.,n 
o.s Fi 3 .l. T~v~ dilut i"Jn.J u~od ,-:l)!"" e ch-eckc1 on a reccntl:.," C-"J lih!"'t.i.ti;: "1 
X Y plottur w:,.s opcr3.to.-! ·.-ri t 'i n t irr.c b .•H:;c si:::;nal ( variable speed 
settincs cm ,;cc-1 ) fr. d to t he X ;,x is nnd t he helin:n concentratio n 
o:i th e Y a;:is. The t i:r.~ ·.-:aG ~<.?t runni~: br:?fore .--i ta;, conn~cti!"!~ t h-~ 
heliur.1 3~s to t he an•tlyscr Wets opened . The renpo:-ise tin c w1s the 
time t.a~rn:,. for the a:i.,.lyser- to reco :-d 9(Y,J of its stca~t~, sta te vo.J.ue. 
Thi.s O - ~; :re:;po!'.r: cJ t irne was 1,40 r:iilli:::eco:,ds . 
(2) Volur., ') and flo '.-1 rt' to ,-aJ_ ibc'"ation . 
therefore ir~.porta..'lt to h'·'.l::>.su rc, volur:1c.:: .:iccuratol.Y, and b'.l aware of 
leo.ks o r elect!'onic dri:t i'1 t ho s~·ster"! . The s a::iplc :l co.s •.ro.s 
returned to t;1 c r:.ea rmrin:; circ11i t :ind both insril :-:, tio:, .'.lnd expiration 
wa,:; p '..ls,;w! th!'o u:;;h t.h<.t s ane pn cur.1o tach•>3r::i.ph. .Jiffoi·unces bet,-1oen 
inspi rc C: mi-J. o;:1Jirc,l fi:,: -:? ,l volu.~r.,s c o ul:l be due to lca]~s , dri ft or 
diffc::.'"' u!1ci:: in pre~: :;u!"'C flow r e l:.s.tlo.'l~hip for o;,po.·sit" ciire~tio:i o ! 
The ,•olur.ictric :response of th-:i :!pp::1.ro.tus ~::ls d')termined by 
cllochu.rci 'l:_; .:;a::;es (o.ir o::- hel.iu:!1-n:(y_:;en ) fror.i o. cn.libra.ted ~yri:-ice 
(1..5 L) into th e r:iouthpiece of the o.pparat>.1s. Tho ::.:~_plifi!!r/iute.::;rator 
was th en adjusted no th,~t the correct volu::ie wc.s d.i.r;,plo.yed on t he 
X Y rccor•J~!". Both ro.pid o.n•l ::;low •lischo.r;:;es into the mo11thp .e<.:e 
T he flo 1-1 r ute :-es:,on:...e 1-:as dat ,,rr.iinod 'b;:r conncctina:; a 
rot.'.\mot er- :i :-i t.rnrio:J with the mouth1>iece. The .:'loi1 ro.te was a.s:::essed 
at both hiJh and 101•1 .flo·,rrutcs. 
Th,;i callbratlon i:;raphc a ·re oho11!l. 
D,Ynrmic calil,r:i.tio1113 of the flo\1 volume :i.;ir,:ir.ituo i~.'.l.s carried 
- 20 -
out b;; ui n ,ct. co::1:;:,ri::-isoa of volant ccrs p -:n·fo.cmance on the u;_:>_;-,aratus 
with tho::;e on ot her V.!)~)o.ro.tus \·thic'.1 iiw.l "o~c,1 previaualy b!:cn 
ccllbi.·v.~cd. 
An <'.ccou:.t of both the short-tore (one do.:,) and long-t-,rm 



















































Cal1brat1on of Heated Pneumatachograph at low flow rates 
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Showing the relationBhip between volunteer 
and obBerver during the test•• 
The gas analyser head and lnm:r circuit ie 
seen near to the volunteer. 

PHOT0.2. 
View of equipment ahowing: -
(1) Top shelf:- Display (XY) plotter and 
a.mplifier/inteerator modul.ea . 
(2) Middle shelf:- Monitor oaci1loscope and 
gas analyser amplifier. 
(,) Bottom shelfs- Baffle and electronic 
calibrator module. 
l?HOT0 . 2 . 
View of equipment ahowine :-
( 1) Top shelf :- Display (XY) plotter and 
:.unplifier/ inte;:rator modules . 
(2) Middle shelf :- Monitor oscilloscope and 
~ae analyser amplifier . 
(~) Bottom shel f :- Baffle and electronic 
calibrator module . 
· l . 
' ' 
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t-!EASUREMEms MADE O?l FLO',/ VOLUHE APPARATUS co:-:PAP.ED '1/I'::'H TH03.i:: 0:1 
DRY SPIROHETER AtlD PEAK FLCJ"II ME:TSR. 
On the same day, results from the following three recently 
calibrated instruments (1,2 and 3) were compared by testing seven 
asymptomatic adults in randomised order. As usual readings were 
corrected to BTPS. 
1. A 11 vitalograph11 wedge spirometer was used and from the 
tracings FEV1 , FVC and the maximal midexpiratory flow rate 
(~) were obtained. 
2. The peak expiratory flow rate (P1::FR) was measured on a 
Wright peak flow meter. 
3. MEFV curves were made on the Mk.2 flow volume apparatus 
(previously descz·.Lbed) and the indices;- FEV1 , FVC, 11.EF,50, 
MEFLtO, MEF25 and PEFR determined. 
The mean, standard deviation (SD), standard error of the ~ean 
(SEM = SD x n-i) and the coefficient of v;::u-iation (COV) based on the 
last three of five "blows" (n = 3) are given in the table together with 
the subjects' sex and age. Analysis of variance (AllOVA) and Regression 
were the statistical techniques used in analysis of the results. 
Results. 
The overall mean (mean for the seven subjects) shows that 
measurements of the same index on different in8truments did not differ 
greatly: the vitalograph 1 s mean FEV1 was slightly larger than that 
on the flow volume apparatus (difference O.08L), flow volume FVC was 
larger than vitalograph (by 0.2L) and the flow volume's PEFR was 
higher than the Wright's Peak flow rneter by 29L min-1 • The overall 
l /, 2 
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C0V (,;:,.lculated as the overall SD as a precent,a~e of the t)verall r.ie1,n) 
reflect:; the relative stability of the i nstrument<'! . Ae;,.,in i-lentic:tl 
indices r;ive COVs which are not very differe:-it; for eY.ample FE'.r1 19.6S~ 
o,, vi talo3rap~ co□pared with 17,~ on t!te flow volu"l~ appar:.itus. By 
AilOV:., Snedecor 1 '3 F values of 0.4, 0.26, 4.07 and 1.06 were fou!ld for 
FEIT1 , FVC, FEV1/FVC(%) and PEFa and in no case were these values 
significant at the 5% level. 
The HMF (converted t" L min-l) was also not significantly different 
from the HEF50 (F = 0.38). The between subject variations in ME;_;"l10 
and l1EF25 (measured by the COV), on the same instrument were however 
statis~ivally different (F = 7.11, ;~0.05). 
The seven mean values were use1 in a linear re3ression analysis 
to find equations relating the various indices. UnJ.er these ci:-c11mst,mces 
tlifferencea in the subjects' phy:;ical char,.cteristics do not influence 
the re~ressions since each subject was tested on all the instru~~nts . 
The followin3 equ .. tions were found : -
(i) M.EF1'0 (Lnin-1 ) = 0.75 l·lEF50 (I,nin-l) - ••.37; 
r = 0.992, t slope = 39.3 P<0.001. 
(ii) HEF50 (I.nin-1 ) -= 1.31 Mu-'1•0 (I.rnin-1 ) + 9.61; 
r ~ 0.992 t slope= 39.3 P<0.001. 
MEF25 (Lnb-l) = 21.32 l-IHF (Lsec-l) + 1,.0111 
r-= 0.73, t = 5.35 P<:0.OC5. 
(iv) 1-lHF (Laec-1 ) = 0.025 MEF25 (Lcnin-1 ) + l.5,3; 
r = 0.73, t - 5.35, P<0.005. 
,, 
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(v) MEF50 (Lmin-1 ) = 61.97 MMF (Lsec -l) + 5.43; 
r = o.87; t = 8.86 P<:0.005. 
(vi) MMF (Lsec -l) = 0.012 MEF50 (Lmin -l) + o.806 
r = o.87; t = 8.86 P<0.005. 
Conclusions 
The results indicate as expected that the various indices gave 
t he same value when measured on recently calibrated instruments. Thi s 
finding though expected, should never be assumed to hold s i nce syetematic 
errors can be larger than intersubject variations. 
It is emphasized that although the subjects here were members of ataff of 
this School they were not "trained subjects". 
The regression relationships though based on a smal.l s-ple show 
significant correlations between the indices as wow.d be expected. The 
equations shoul.d be useful. as a guide in relating for instance the HMI' 
and the MEF50. The relationship between MEF50 and MEFltO in no rmal 
subjects will be valuable in transforming measurements made at th••• 





VITALOGRAl'H FU)',/ VDLUMi. CURVll.8 MA,~ 
Subjec t i,-i:;y_ .l"VC MM,' i'J:."'Vl l i'VC V'jO Vli<l V25 l'.l:,;FR l'J:a'R 
.&. 
LSec -l L BTPS LMill-l LMin•l L BTPS 
1/r✓-:;6/s 
Mean 4.28 5.21 4.39 3.90 5.48 293 218 87 711 647 
SD o.o8 0.10 0.20 0.1, 0.05 13 7 8 10 12 
,Sl,; 0.05 o.o6 o.u 0.07 0 . 03 8 4 4 6 ? 
CCV 1.9 1.2 2.5 1.8 o.6 lt.4 3.2 8.6 l.4 1.9 
2/H/36/XS 
Mean 3.24 4.31 3.75 ,.21 4.84 159 107 42 562 533 
SD 0.03 0.03 0.14 0.06 0.05 3.8 7.5 3.8 2? 46 
s.,; 0.02 0.02 o.o8 o.u:, o.o, 2.2 4.3 2.2 16 2? 
COY 0.9 0.1 ,.1 1.9 1.0 2.4 ? 9 44.8 8.6 
3/F/2,/NS 
Hean 2.37 2.71 2.62 2.51 2.89 165 126 66 475 383 
&) 0.05 o.o:, '1.06 0.22 0 .05 7.5 9.9 6.5 13 15 
SJi; 0.03 0.01 o.o:, 0.13 0.03 4.:, 5.7 3.8 7.5 8.7 
COY 1.3 1.1 1.2 8.8 1..0 4.5 7.8 9.9 2.7 3.9 
4/H/25/IW 
Mean 4.lt8 6.16 3.39 4.'6 6.13 235 174 96 577 .58? 
~ 0.05 U.'14 '1.02 u.o, 0.05 lJ 7.5 1.s 4.o 2.9 
SE o.o, 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 1., ... , ... , 2.3 1.7 
COY 1.1 0.7 o.6 0.1 o.8 ,., ... , 7.8 0.1 o., 
5ft\/39/NS 
Hean 3.99 ,.22 3.37 3.19 ,.02 252 172 7? 664 6,S 
aD 0.1, 0.17 o.o6 0.09 o.08 1., 9.9 1., 8.1 13.2 
&I. o.08 0.10 o.o, o.o, o.04 ... , ,.1 ... , ... ? 1.6 
COY ,., ,., 1.8 2.lt 1., ,.o ,.a 9.1 1.2 
Table 1 {conti11u~J) 
6/H/30/!IS 
Mean 3-91 lf.!11 5.'+7 3.92 h.65 351 263 139 678 661 
SD 0.02 0.03 0.16 0.08 0.03 11.3 9-9 9-9 l1.0 1.2 
SE 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.05 0.02 6.5 5.7 5.7 2.3 0.7 
CO'/ 0.5 0.7 2.9 2-0 0.7 3.2 3.8 7.1 0.6 0.2 
,. 
7/M/!i.l/i!S 
Ne-'ln 3- 47 5.23 2.33 3. 36 5.62 152 116 61 525 527 
SD 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 7-5 9.9 3.R l'+ 6.4 
SE 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 4.3 5-7 2.2 8 3-7 
cov 0.9 o.6 1.3 0.9 0.9 4.9 8.6 6.1 3 1.2 
Overa:: 
Mean 3.68 1+.75 3.62 3.58 ,,.95 1':30 168 81 599 570 
O•rerall SD 0.72 1.09 1.07 0.61 1.01, 76 57 31 87 100 
Overall SE 0.27 0. 1,1 0.1,0 0.23 0.39 29 22 12 33 38 
Over11ll 
COV (~) 19.6 22.9 29.6 1. 7 .o 21.0 33 3t. 38 15 18 
•Key:- Subject ?lurnber/.3ex/A6e/3~oking cateeory 
v50 M.«i:dmum expir:itory now r-;i te ot 501'; of vitFtl capacity .. 
Vl+O M""ximttm expiratory fiOW rate At 1.()% of vit11l ca:,:icity. 






(Lon.:; te :- r) . 
on each of t •.1 0 i 'lct,t; .. 1El '1 t :i to d ~te=.i .tc t '. -:~ir fot·ccd C'f!)iratoi-y volu:ne 
i~ one oe(:0 ~1d ( ~:;;i .. '1 ). '.i1lte nubjcct,-, blo• ..f i ~-:to t!Lo i ~st!"U.•:1entn in 
oucce~!'>io ,1 Oi-'l thJJ ;-; ~:-,c oc::nnio., ., c-ire bci ::,: t :1 !-:~.1 t'l ensu!"'e t!v~t 
day an•l the subject::; •.:ero co,1::,r i o f ri . 1i>r. ; o s t "lff , a tu o . t 'J r-1n:l 
vioitor:, to thi:, sC:-10.>l . ;"or this cor.ip, rL:m:1, t ho volt.:nteero d id not 
cor1:,lctc o •.\Ucsti.•'l :l r: ll i rc o r: re3::;>irnt.:>r;,: r:~-r1:;,to: .,1, :1:1<.l only their nnce 
,-m::; to.ken for refc,·c~, c c i:t o r.J.er to i:vc,i1 cou ·:t i r- ;_; the re~ults from th.I! 
S'l.ne person t •.-,icc. •~•hc:·e ·.:P.".'C five blo·.,·o into enclt inntru;:ient nn.l the 
m<.:nn of t he l a,,t tl t,:cc blo·.·:., \ /::13 t :11:c , . ,\::; u .0 .u.,l , volu;;ie:1 \/ere corrected 
'.:'he tn'bl.o ~iv,~:1 t'to \·em.alts obt:ii.,c,1 in t:ic 105 ou1,jects. Tho 
ovcr.'lll neon F;.;i,' 1 r~ cnriure-1 o n t:i.c flo· , v lu::io . .,pnr :i tu:i u n 3. 
1
•!) :. o. ?l 
L ETPS nnd th::it 0 :1 t:1~ •tit,·ilo;r.,ph ?,.G·) :'.: 0. 1')::l L CTPS a:vi tho r.ie12n 
difforencc of lOG - ;ilG nl 1.a:; :itnticti c r.a.l1y ni ·;,i ific r.11:t ot t~Le 1;., 
level. 
to,:ct!lcr wt tn t '.1e co::-rc l.n1: lo"1 cool fici c~t a ~,J t'lc 3t:t"!uurd error of th~ 
r:tc:-1n. The ovcr.-ill c:,cffidcnt o! v::1ri,1tio:i (C JV ) i:idicatc~ th:"lt the 
nprc::id of r •!::;ult .J o:i c:Jr-h i;1nt::-u!lent ·,,era nlmo:;t i le:1tlr.:al (CQV 26,.; 1111<1 
~7,: for no, volu , , !'l.r,,rntu, n•I vit lo::;t" ::,I\ q pect\vely> . 
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Fi3s. 2 and 3 sho·.~ t:,e results from the first 23 subjects. B-:>~h 
rc3ression lineG r,re civen in Fii;. 2 and ATPS values nre civen for both 
instruments. In Fiz. 3 the rea•lin;:;s are converted to BTPS e!'l:i the 
scatter::;ran shmm with the line r,f idcntit:i. The me"l!'l rlifiercnce in 
F~J1 for these 23 subjects was 0.162 - 0.08 L BTPS, ani the difference 
1111s oieni fi cant nt the o.u; level ( t = 9. 6). The differ ence in COV 
was l.'•2% and t.his difference wns not statistically signifir,•rnt at the 
5;J level. 
Figa. I+ and 5 deal with the results from the next l'• subjects 
namely I,os. 24 to 37. For these the mean difference in FEV1 was 
0.365 :!: 0.31, L BTPS and the differe!'lce was statistically sicnif"icant 
at the 0 15:; level ( t "" /, .n.":). A~ai::i thr difference ii, (".nl{ was small 
and insis;nificant (0.98)G, t = O.92). The scatter(;ra:n for these 1 1• 
subjects consisting of 9 males and 5 fe.n.tles i'3 given in Fig. '•• and 
Fig. 5 shmm the vitalo;:;raph results plotte1 against the calib:·ate·l 
volumes on the now volume apparatus. 
COl-iPARATIV3 1-;::::,.-;tm::::i-1~rrs OF 'i'[{E FOrtCEO J:::CPIRATOctY VOL'JllE I:! Oi1E 
Sll:!Oi!D (F~✓- ) Oi-1 A B:E:LL0':/3 SPIROK;:~EH ('!ITALCGRAP:I) A!;) ·r:rE FU'.l.1 
VOLTn-,E A?PXRATUS FI?l'Zu ·.-1:rr.r A o: ::;; s~o;:!) ,,,A.-qi,:rn. 
SUBJ.EX;r F",./J",/ VOLln-lE 
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- 0 . ' 2 
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40 3. 60 } .71 -0.ll 
11 3.,,9 3-75 -0. 26 
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"'' 
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0.10 
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0.18 
5} 4.M "-• rt" 
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56 ;> . 71 ;:> . );' 
-n . .., 
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58 2 .06 1.93 
o.o~ 
59 2. 51, 2. 57 
-0 .03 
60 2.61 2. 5t, 
0.07 
61 3 . 01. ? . 7'' 
0 . 27 
62 2.3:; 2. 32 
0.01 
63 2. 91 2.97 
-0.06 
6" 3. 23 2. e2 
0.1•1 
65 2.5' '?. . 79 
-0. 25 
66 3.36 3.18 
0.18 
67 4. 42 t. .12 
0. 30 
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-0.12 
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0.17 
70 2.70 3.0, 
-0.33 
71 2.83 2. 7') 
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-0 .01 
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0.26 
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-0.8? 
8'• 1.57 1 .•• 
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0. 21, 
89 5. 3h . 99 0.35 
90 3. 08 3 . 26 
-0.113 
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0. 211 
92 3.t.7 3 . 37 
0.10 
93 2.73 2 . 58 
0.15 
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1• -0.05 
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0.1h 
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-0.0? 
98 4.59 . 91, -0.35 
99 3.36 :, .20 
0.16 
100 3.36 3.20 O.l.6 
101 11.0S 4.0'• 0.02 
1.02 2.511 2.52 0.02 
103 3.60 3.38 0.22 
1<>'1 2.73 2.96 -0.23 
105 5.68 5.63 0.05 
Hoon 3-1•9 (0. 91) 3.60 co.98> -0.106 Co. 316) 
SE(M) 0.09 0.10 0.031 
t 3-"" 
<0.01 p 
OOV 26 27 
• Vitlllo~r•ph FZl1 
• 1.02 now volu~ e Fi:'11 • O.Oh 





















FIG.I Regression line tor converting FEV 1 ( L , BTPS) 
on Flow Volume apparatus to FEV, ( ) 
on V1talogr aph sp1rometer . 
n"' 105 r ::c 0 ·95 
y = 3·6 x = 3·1. 9 
SE(y) = 0 ·1 SE(i) ::c 0•09 
y: 1·02 X • 0 ·01. 
2 3 4 5 





FIG. 2 Regression lines of FEV, measured on 
Flow Volume apparatus & V1talograph for 
23 subjects. 
sol id l i ne 
dashed .. 
.- y = OSt.x • 0·27 
X : 1 09 y - 0·02 
n = 23 , r = 0 ·95 
SD( y) = 1-02 
5 0.( X) = 0·89 
FEV,IL,ATPS) v,tolograph 





























"'103 Compar i son of FEV, , n 23 subi ects measured on 
F l ow Vol ume apparatus & be ll ows sp , rome ~er 
, e o ,d e n I t 1s s o n 
4 5 6 
FEV, ( L,BTPSl on Vitalogr~h spirometer 
7 8 
FIG.L. Comparison of FEV1 1n 14 subiects ( nos. 2l.-37) 
measured on Flow Volume apparatus & bellows spirometer 
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t,N r::-:-.:;;1:;rno;; o- Tii, c·,.,nAct"·Jt :;r c " ;, Cii' ' 0:1 : !J)·.1 vor,1:,;,.;:: c:;:r.- .,.,; 
ln !'orc:ed ~:-:11 ir:i t.i:>11 the no·,rr.·,te in ,foterrnined by at l,:;t.:1t t-..o 
ji f!"cren t r~ec'!·nis:l'; ; the first pol"tio,i of t:he no•,r volu::ie curve 
boir.F, effort rtcr>,.r.c or.t 3:-i.d the second portion ln,ri:;ely i n:lependent 
or effort (,,.:~ e:-: ! :!y.:,t t, l '.)f.u; :Jny-~:rn , l <j S1" 2otJ. '.uy:1 , 1971, ). On 
chorrtct~r i.:;tic " ,-._ot.:-:h" ~- opqr:i tes th<? t ·,o i:-or-tio'ls of the curve 
(Tnr:u:ieli::e;, 1 966; Cl ~r-!<e , 1 9~;9). The r.u1:.~1!;;. ti o!? that the r:otch is 
due to cin cquip:.ient Rrtef,:, r:t (Tnmmel i r:r, l <JF,6 ) h,.fl bee.i ai:.p:-ov~ by 
Clarke (l';oS)). 'l'he last nn:~!!d nuthol" investi;:;ate-i tho behaviour or 
the notch in henlthy per."<o:--.s :1nrl patient:J comparing the resultn 
qualitatively. The presan t :Jtu~y w~3 c~rried out to eAter.~ tne 
onal;,,:ds of the notch 'e chairacteri :J tic in ,-.:;-,pnre"l tl:,- healthy :pe:-m>ns 
>1ho 1::ay neverthel~s3 hnve ov~rt sr,i,l l l)ir• ·'"Y d-. fect. 
'i'ho opp rotu!l ( l·.k . 1 now volur.io) hoe been previously del'lcribed 
(Chapter ~. ) • 'fr. subjoct 11ero oll l!ledlcnl practitioneMI ottondin& 
a cout'l'le in roopirotion phr-,iology in this dop rtaent . or the 28 
volunta,ra.. two were lloiana 11rut the reat Cauc i11na . Ten of the 22 
1n11los wer e saokof'1' Cl~ questionnaire on roapiretoey s:,api- , 1966). 
Only o ne or the refflale• amoked . A shortened questionnaire _,. uaed 
to dete in• the u!:>ject3 1 ::illlOking c11to80r)' 11nd to • tabliob whether 
a history of renrirator., 1Mlt\anetion existed . 
7h1•oe b n ic vorin!:>l.ea 1:er• 1:1 INro 11 p1t"1c now ( ::::Fli), forced 
vitn\ r. Jll!lclty (JVC) nn~ the in5tont neoua now rte a fter two thirds 
of the vitn\ cop c ity w11e oxpell.-1 (HEF"},). 
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Tha :-:otch ;,,,'Is clo3ely exe:ni."le<l and the inl3t'l n t neous no .. rnte 11t 
the r.otch ('w\. or m:FU:)) toe;ether with the position on the volume axio 
·' 
The volu~e Vt; \1ns 9t'1!'1d:iri:!ir.:~ b y c;q3rel'!Rini; it n!l a fr".l.ction 
(Vr./F1.'C) of tho vit!'ll c:>pacity. V., ·.113s "l i :-:il ,'lrly r. t ari•-~11rdii,ed A 9 th-. 
' " 
fr-. ctioe?s i'.r.F(t:) /r:::F:t ~,:,:I 1-i l:,733.-·:~::F U:). ':'he ob"lerve-i 7'.JC was also 
e vpr e9~erl vn n perc~nt ~~e or pre-!ict~! v~lue {Cot ~11, 1 ~75). Or.ly one 
subjec t Wo. 1), n n okcr , h 'ld an o nervo<t F'JC below 65~ or predicted. 
T~ble l give~ d e t'1il~ ~r tha phy~i~al e h 'lr11c t eri tics , 1SJOking cat egoey 
a?::d the mea,1urer.l n:1d C'1lculate1 pultn0nary fU:.ction ind i ces . For r..ale!t, 
the mean hc i ~t a nJ ar,a •,1ere sirlilar in Sl!loker~ nnd non-Brnokers, o:id 
tile menn vnlues of the ~arioue intlice .. ,1ctre not fft~tiatic11lly di!f.:a.·ent 
in either crou:,. l 'he ferne!ll e a "ere on av~rnr;e 17 cm h orter ond one 
ye,r ol<ler t han t h o m'll os. T'n~ pul::ionary fu nr.tion indices "'ere 
eenerally lo·.,er in the fcxales: thi::; is in k .-~e:pine ·,,1th the kno·.-n 
soxu3l dependence or these indices. 
The notch wa:t located at a mea~ volu.ne which waft zryP (below TLC) 
or the ob~ervcd vital capacity. (28~ in r:ialea and 3'•~ in fC!D.alea>. 
The mean inst ntaneous fio'in"l!lte at the notch was 57% P:::FR ( 55",' in u l - , 
Gz·, in fc:::aloa). 11:r:;r3, ·..r::ii, on avernee '6~,; of the n.owr11te at t be notch 
a nd w3a ~,1:oin oli~tly higher in tamales ( 1,1..;) COIDpared to m,.l_ (35;:.} • 
t·'.either the ponition ( ;·Jtc below T!.C) nor the hei5ht or the curve at 
the notch (:lw"( r1)/?u'lb',) ·.,a3 correlate•l to the phy."ic"'l v11rinbles 
hnicht :i nd ne;~ thus ::iakine; intorn.'ll st:mdordi:Jation of these v3ri3bles 
unnocoa511ry. Fig. l in tho Acattor~r11m ror note~ poAltion nnd ge anJ 
Fig. 2 that for notch h-,it,ht .. nd Pu'R. The weak no~tive correlation 
o f notr.h height ond P EYR nccount B fc>r o nly about 8% ot the total 
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:;etch po,1itio.'l W!ll'J neg'l tively correlate<i .,,ith obr,erved ;,vc 
(: iz. ::;) n~u al:::o -ith FVC ,::xprcs'3,.,-\ 03, ~ !Jre1ictctl (/ii; . 1, ) , t:1c 
correl3ti'>:'l :,,u st:,: "'-ific.-mt 11t t'l\e l ;l prob11bility le·1el. ~';atistically 
sie:ni fi.:,:,, , t !'0:1i ~i·,~ co::-!"elntion3 ;;er ~ !'ou::ri for the r.otch hei~ht 
s epar;itely. Ao e,:::_-,ected l-i.::.:?33 a:-id rv.; :~ave n.,.p;'lti ve a~e coefficients 
in both ,-...mc.~ars q ,:,· .. on- .iO~ n:, . Fi -: . 7 1:1 a s,;atte:-~ra:a relating 
the i natantane<>us no·•rll t e !'It the r.otc h to f!.o••~ in both the dependent 
and independent portio:111 of the no,,, volu-,., curve and illu3trates 
that 8 out or th 11 rn:iokers (72.7,;;) bue only ? or t,,.., 17 no~-ll:l!Ok•=-~ 
ho,l notch nowrntea •-,hich were r.-io:-e thon G'J;~ of' the I'u'R. 
The poanibillty th~t the notch phenomenon w11s no ~ore tbllll o 
equipment artofnct ••ao considered . Clo rly tho ability or tbe output 
device to hnnille hich freque:1cy tr'inl'liente can infiuence the ,.h.,.pe of 
the "'.::;FV" curve tr,'1ced. Fig. 8 sho:,s the output traced on an oscJlloecopes 
the "li_gtlt.0 pen (electron bea:n> ia riot subj-,ct to mechanical drag or 
inerti.tt. Fig. 9 (n) and {b) aho""' th~ curve when trftce-1 by mechanical 
XY plotters. In (a) an Ha::FV was recorded on Rn FH magnetic tape recorder 
(I cl\l Store h) at 76.2 cm nee -l ond l'l'l1b8equently pln:yad back onto a 
l -1 Brynna XY !)lotter (l-!odel 21,00) at 76.2 cm oee - and 38.l cm sec • 
At ~3.1 cL, oec -l the plotteclrurv-, re..-emhlea that obtained on the 
oocilloocope. At the hi6her apeed, the plotter la unatl•~ to ~11.ow 
the curve 11nd distorta it. In (b) the three M~n ._,•r• •""rorw,ed by 
th<1 mune rrubject a l'! i!l (n)i in thi!J cn"'e th<!! XY plot,,r (He·.,lett Paci<ar<:1 
mo !el ?01•7,\) W"l:J o;,er11ted •,'1th i:,put filters i!l vn riou s i g n-1 tha . 
It il-i 8ef':l that •.,;~~:, the trnm1ient3 ::.r-, !il tered out ( Ult r:. 1:-i 
both the X ~nd Y c;ignal path!!), the tracin3 io nmoothe~t but the 
ma :, i ;.·,u::i height o! the curve ii, th-cJ lowest. 7!19 effect is therefore 
f:o reduce P;:;::-R Gn::l to ":::~ooth11 out the notch. Fi,~s. 8 ani1 9 ,.r., 
c:,pieo of not•.1al trace:, ::incl the a xeo '.,er-, 9c11l<:,,·J "IUch that the Y 
a_ l i :-ic t!.01 , •. 
the ot1tpi.1t devi-:e op,mllr~ to be -:onf'ine1 to tho up~er t·.,o ti'lirds or 
the vital c .sipacit:,. It therefore seerns unlii<ely t h. t the equi}Xlent 
• 
produces the notch; r ,'Jt:-ior t!le -,vi::lence ;:-, i nt:l to equipment 'b,i11g used 
in mi.ch a =nner na to obscuire,. the notch. Thi., !i:.din,,; iB in 
n .",Teet11ent with truit or Clnrke (1969). 
Ir phJsiolo~ic3l factorn ceter.lli:,e notch fo::-nation then physical 
or e:wiron:,ent~l i:lc torn would be c-xpecte<:t to influence it in Rooe ..,ay. 
The p-,sition of the notch has indee<l bGe!'I sho·~n to vary _i!l he:ilth nnd 
dise11se and ,olao •.iith the initi:'11 lung volu'.lle at vhich rorced expiration 
be~in8 (Clarkit, 1959). Th., fin,lin~ in the pre,.ent study t'hat in the 
"los:, healthy" (lowor % predicted F/C) the notch occurred later in 
eY.piratio!l also s~ree11 with Cl rk 'n fina1nc. It is e!llpha•i·ed thl.lt 
tho~e fV.lbjectn were he~lthy and that, oth,r thnn notch poeition, even 
the .qniok1tri, i,howed little evid,:,nce of ve~tib,tory deficiency. II0<1ever 
it is ceen {Fig.?) that a lur~~r me11BQre or sey,,1r11tion betw-n -kera 
and non-sr.:okern c:1n be 11<:hieved using notch char11~terlntic. Since the 
nepnrBtion is ~re11ter on the Axin re~r ~entirs events in the err~rt 
d ependent Y.one of •!•~ •rm, \14F..·· ( 11)/P:-n), the r,.,.pir:-.tor-y mutJcl<?s 
could be involve(). The ob e"8tio!'1 that no-.,rate or tb• notch ba11 a 
oicnitic nt positiYe correletion with both r !J1t a n d MEF33 (Table 2), 
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n0tch f•"lr'Tl -'lt i on. Ir I.hi:; i:; r.o , th':l ;:>·'.>:'-it.io 11 of t·,., -:ot -:h i. n · ,ilth ,.r,r\ 
di:~"" "' e naJ be e:·='l:1i n -,.J on ;:,,:-a,J ','l e:,u-'.11 rre~riur~ !)'li nt (E?P ) t h!>o,:, ; 
the notc'.1. b:?i.,C formed ·.he:i the Z?P be::-,:,1,,:; t ra:;ir,,e,l in a r.ompre:;:; i b e 
It is r,oaclu-l.ed th;,.t the no tch i,., u,1.ik~l:r to be 11n ,u·tef:3ct , b•1t 
rather than it,; for:n~tion has '3 !)h~·::;iolozicf.il basio . It i~ a1.,;o 
-po-;si ble th '< t notch ch/\racteri::;tic m-., y be u3ef•.1l in ,mrly •Jetectio:i. 
of small 3ir\-'"Y :-,bri orr.iality. This latter point i.s, on t:1c3e oo.;erv:;1tions, 
only ,;ip:?r.ulative ;ind l"! eedc1 to be confir~ed b:, stu1yi'l6 a 1 l ar~e r.u11ber 
of subj ectG. 
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I'" ,., 
SD 5.1 o.~ 
o.B'i ne 35 0.32 
7.0 (,•.1 1?--3 h.8 12 
H..,\ll 31.} 1.'i",1 ii L-,_; 
5 , (I• 6c;G l ","' 1.5;, ~7.8 
~ Jl . ,. 55.3 31•-5 Uh 
, .,
!;J 1, •' ' 0 .0? 
0.')7 121 37 o.}O 
7.,, 1c1 ·' 1'3.I, 5., 18 
?3 r 27 1. C.5 s 3.9'• 562 
l.,, 1.03 26 359 63 35 106 cu 
... c; 1. 51, 1,;, ?•83 c5G 89 1.1,5 5() 1:;G 
53 65 55 
;,5 t' ;.a 1.U: 1.., ,.,.31 
, ,"? -'I 1cG 1.1G ?7 ;5') 33 ,0 1.20 .,, 
?C l.G? .. ., ) .53 1•37 103 1.00 2a 
?'•) 5o 1,3 100 
F 3'· V.1:i 1;. , 5.11 C:;l 
1 2') 1.30 26 I (,., ~ ~2 165 
3 
' 
35 1.G:,; ,~ 3 . !,) '.i"'' 
129 1.56 115 ;?.!. 59 
I.Q 98 
tL ,u 32.5 i .Cl r.:: ' .i:l? I ~7 
n1, 1.25 33.7 ,,,;- 62 li0.8 
u, 
., . 
,,.~ c.05 I" .. o. 7i, t ' ':I 16.8 o.;,3 
10.9 CJl .9 10.8 12.8 r, 
o# .... -
l',1.,,I, "l.~ 1.7) 5.?7 (.~:,:, P ? 
1.116 29.1 ... , 56.8 35.9 u, .,v 
,' LI. 
, , • 'j 0 . 10 1 .1? 1.5' ~', .6 
o. ,,o 8.'1 106.~ l!•,0 7.7 20 
~ABL~ 2. 
( ) 
Const ~ .,,. coerrt. Height 
coerrt. r:umber 
Ml::F33 30.31 - 3.03 
112.1,0 10 m::oker=" 
20~.5 - 1.73 -
11.?6 12 no::,-s::iok~re 
FVC 3.93 - 0,05 
0.82 10 s;:iokers 
3.01 - o.32 
6.1'• 12 non-aooker3 
MJ(N) - 1030. 1• -13.'.6 
1036.G 10 smoker~ 
l,95.5 - 3.,,3 
21.•i 12 non-smokers 
Pr:FR - 1238.0 -
7.'r,J 1212.0 10 
smokers 
1or.7.c i..16 
:,:-6.2 1- .: >n-smoker!I "-
VN 




1.65 1.2 non-!'r.ioke'!":!I 
All bj eta:- n = 28 
(a) VN 0.073 vvc 
.. 1.05 r "' o.~01 P > 0.05, 
COi/ • 22. 2',l 
X 
err, = 20 .s,. y cov 23-~~ 
1- .:r(,; ) o. ::; 7 ' 11.l.7 
r "' 





( f ) 
(g) 
CO'/ "' ;>'1 . 21> y 
'HZ:,(,: ) :! . 1,2 .!r.F ~} - 5 - • r = 
0 . 7~~ P<0 .01, cov -= 
26.~ 
X 
co·, 2 -~ y 
vn;-:vcJ. -= - 1• . 31•FVC 
. 51.5 r ,.. -0.6
1
•0 F<0. 01, cov 
.. 20.~ 
-x 
COi ,. 26 . ~ 
'I 
!-lr.F ( t ) -O.ll!S I ~""{j) .- 6.1. .0 r = -O.O';' 




cav "' n .ne;~ 
. y ,, 
Hu(:1 ) , , = - 0.021• Fu°R , 72.} r " -0. 279 P>().05, COV X = 23.'' 
PJ:::'rt -,. 
cov "' 22 - ~•· y 
59-3 r -= -0.6 P<.0.01, 
cov ., 26. 6)61 
X 


















o = female smoke r A = mole smoker 
• = nonsmkr •= nonsmkr. 
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o = female smoker ll. = male smoker 
• = nonsmkr. • =- .. nonsmkr. 
Y = ?2·27 - 0 ·024 X 
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o : female smoker 
• : nOflsmkr 
• 
Y = 61 - 0 -118 X 
A : male smoker 
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IN HZALTHY STJB,JcX.'TS 
i:,,troduct i on 
The expiratory resis tance of lung air •.;3ys chan.:;es with luns volurn~, 
being lower in the full {TI/:) tha n in the deflaterl lun.:; (RV). 
E:...-piratory flowrates are highest clo.:;e to TLC where t h ey depend 0::1 
effort and the larce airway resist:i.nce and beco,:ie ze.:-o at RV. Below 
a certain lung volumo the heicht of the now voluce curve is independent 
of effort but depends inter al.i a on the smC1otlt r.r.1scle tone and al.so o:i 
the elastic retraction of the small. airwc1ys which at low volumes becor.ie 
flow limiting. 
When flow volur.ie curves are c;enerated outoirle a body plethy5noeraph 
an absolute lung volume scale is not available on the voluMe axis. If 
vital capacity chane;es, it is not kr.m,m .1hetther TLC, !!.V or both have 
moved relative to an absolute lung volume scale. Ir the now volurae 
curves a r e to be compared under these circumstance~ an arbitrary decision 
must be taken regar~in~ the reference point. It has been stated (Comroe, 
1~55 ) that RV is a more stable reference than TLC, ho-.:evor, 
whilat flow volur.ie curvel!l are generally similar in shape near to TLC, 
they exhibit a variety or Ghapes {concave, conve~ and line~r with 
abrupt cut off) as RV is approached. 
In this study maximal (MEFV) and partial {PEFV) curves were al.ig.~ed 
at TLC and the instantaneous flowrat;es were coapared at ,50!'.i {Mw50~ and 75~ 
(M~25) or the vital capacity. 
Sub1ect3 and metho~a 
The apparatus and technique have been described previously 
(Chnpter ~ - ). The subjecto were male medica1 practitioners undergoing 













The three smokers in the eroup had a maxir.rum tobacco consu~ption 
of only O. 75 p ck yea1·s (20 cigarettes per day for l year). These 
Amokers revealerl no evidence of overt chest disea5e either by 
questionnaire or in their observed FEIT, FVC and P~. 
The results for the whole eroup and for the non-smokers only 
were analysed separately. Regression equations between the partial 
and maximal nowrates were determined and the least s~,uare l.ines 
plotted together with the lines of identity on the ecatter3racs 
(Figs. 1,2,3 and•~>. 
The association between NEF50 and the physical variabl.es height 
and age were tested by calculating simple and fflultiple regressions. 
The multipl.e regression rel.ationship is given by the equation:-
MEF,50 21.7.7 + 0.036 Ace + 81..77 Height 
where age is in years and height in metres. 
The association accounts tor jm,t over one half of one percent 
of the observed variation in HEF,50 (R2 = 0.0057) implying that the 
physical. variables of theoe subjects did not contribute significantly 
to the observed variation. The simple correlation coefficients CrJ 
for MEF,50 and ace and height were 0.461+ and 0.108 respectivel.y tor the 
total group. The corresponding r v11lues for the non-sooker11 were, 
0.413 and 0.261. Thus by including the s1110kers the total. variability 
in HEF,50 increased and this is as would ba expected. None of the 
correlation coefficients reached the .5"~ level. of significance, but 









On mrerage in the non-smokers the HEF50(P) waa higher than the 
l·iEF,50 (Slorie 1.43) but the l·IEF25(P) w9s lower than l1EF25 (Slope 0.9). 
The average coefficient of variation for MEF50(P) was 28."% 
and for l-1E[:"25(P) 38.3%. As expected, these variations were larger 
' 
., 
than those for MEF50 (COV 17.25;) and NEF25 (COV 29.6~). The neari:, 
constant difference of 10% to 12% between the COV of the fiowrates 
at the higher lung volumes and those at lower lung volumes is perhaps 
indicative of systematic errors possibly related to the heieht of the 
ordinates on the flow volume curves at 5Cf,'~ and 75'/, of vital capacity. 
Since the curve is higher at 5<Y,; vital capacity (VC) than at 7% VC, 
reading errors in HEF25 will be a larger proportion of the true 
instantaneous value than similar errors in J.IEF,50. Since the same 
referenre ;,oint (TLC on the maximal "'lrve) was u::;,;id ~,;,- both Hz:Ji'V • ..,,. 
PEFV indices variations in TLC Yould not contribute to the systematic 
errors bei"g described here. 
It is known that some pulmonary func!;ion i.1dices show a systematic 
differe,lce between se'< ns well as bet11een ethllic croups (Cotes, 1975), 
Only one sex (male) but three ethnic croups (Gaucnsians, H~:;roea and 
Aeians) comprised the present volunteers. Ho~rever, their predicted 
ventilatorJ indices (F!N~FVC ann FEN1/F'ITC(%)) were calculated from 
prediction equations appropriate to each ethnic group. The observed 
pulmonary function or all the subjects (including the amokera) fell 
within the predicted norm1'1 ranze, If it is assur.ted that variations or 
airwa~ smooth mu5cla tone are subject to the same fundamental rectors 
in all the ethnic groups, then the unoxpeeted positive correlation 
coefficient <r) of MEF,50 and Ase found in thio s tudy r.iay be renectini; 













The u nrlerlyir,g phys iology of the airw;iys is different ·.ihen 
maxi r.ml ;rnd p::irt inl i ndices a r e measured. The MEFV curve is tr ced 
when ton e in the airways is rerluced or ab:;ent because the preceding 
inspiration to TLC has ;ilrnost abolished airway smooth muscle tone, 
(Vincent, 1970). By contrast, the inspiration preceding a PEFV 
curve should not abolish airway tone as it is terC1inated at abo•.tt 
60 - 7<Y,;; TLC. For the PEFV curve the airways may therefo::-e be 
influenced by the normal tonal state. 
, 
Airway smooth r.tUscle is arransed differently according to airway 
generation. For those large air .. ay zenerationa i:hich have cartila~inous 
support in the form of almost complete rings, the smooth muscle is 
arranged RS longitudinal bands capable of stiffenin:; the airway walls 
by pulling the rinGs closer to each other. This arransement makes 
these airways less susceptible to dynamic compression during forced 
expiration. Where, as in the smallest airways, cartilage is scanty 
and occurs as irregular plates, the smooth muscle is arranged 
circumferentially. An increase in tone (shortening of the muscle fibres) 
will. thus tend to decrease the bore or these more peripheral air·,iayo. 
In this stur:ly, HEF50(P) was higher than MEF50 and MEF25(p) lower than 
MEF;15. These observations could be explained by tonal changes if i t 
is assumed that at 50'~ of vital capacity the equal preosure point (EPP) 
resides in airway~ where there is f'Ull cartilaginous support. The 
upstream segment (whose resistance doterniines maximal now) could be 
stiffened to resist col.lapse from dynaoic compression by t h e inc:r•••• 
in tone. Under these conditiono, resistance to nir now woul.d be le11s 
than when there •,ma an absence o f t:one, N.EF.50(P) would therefore be 
larcer trum HEF50. By the time 75% or th .. VC was e:q,elled, the EPP 
mieht well have moved periphera1ly to reside in the sr:ialler airwaya. 
- 5 -
A:1 incre'ls e i n tone in this r egion would be ac compani ~,J by an incr.,,as e 
in upstream resistance and conse~uently a fall in ma ximal fiowrates. 
Thus it would be prerl i ,;:ted th<tt MEF25(P) ahould be less than HEF25. 
The anatomic,,l location of the EPP is not exactly kno·,m, but it i.s 
reasonable to assume that it would 'move' peripherally as lung volU/De 
decreases until it becomes "trapped" (~I)> 19~0· ) • 
It is theref~re possible that in normal subjects flow volu~e 
curves generated outside a body plethysmoernph can respond to changes 
in airway smooth muscle tone and that such tonal changes explain some of 
the variability associated with MEFV indices. 







TABLE ,t PHYSICAL CiiARACrERIS'rTCS I TOBAOCO CONSUJ,!FTION I VOOILA_TORY CAPACITn~ AND P~ K :&i:PIRATORY FLC'J RATE Ii: 
HF.AUHY KAL&S 
&Jb. r:o. Age Bei ~ht SmokinJ FEN rvc FE'v' /FVC (%) PEFR 
& BACE (Yr) Cm, (Pk-Tr Obs. (L) l Proo . % Obs. (L) Pred. % Obs. (5o) Prud. (%) L/111 in 
l C 27 1.80 - ,, .48 105.5 5.,,0 106.0 83.1 103,6 796 
2 C :;o 1.68 
-
4.t.5 119.3 4.73 105.2 93 .4 115.0 6 
} C 31 1.80 - 4.18 101 .0 4.92 97 ,1 85.1 106 .0 916 
.. C 37 1.83 0.375 4.23 103.6 5.98 117.9 71,0 91.0 5<)<) 
C: C 31 1.66 - 1,.00 110.0 6.06 116.0 79 .1 ~8.6 ~2 ,, 
6 C 36 l.?..8 0.75 4,82 11•7-5 6.03 111.5 79.9 ll':?.0 c-:-
" • 3~ 1.78 0.75 3.83 ~ -5 3.91 ,9 .6 98 .0 l :1•.0 771 ' " 
3 A 29 1.77 
-
3.68 89.6 l1 , 6G 93.6 79 .0 97.8 7g,, 
~ N 27 1.87 - 1,.28 95.0 5.111 9;; .o 83.3 102.5 73q 
10 tl 31 1.76 - 3.56 89.5 3.85 ?) .O 92.5 115._! ?81, 
M:.t.K • 32 1.78 /1 ,36 111•.5 5.35 l()q.0 81.9 102.7 Sl 
' 
S;:> . 3.8 0.09 0.29 17.11 0.55 7,7 7.1.J s.o 11; 
29,1, 1,76 la,09 lQ!,11 4.82 98 .6 85.1 105.5 810. 
•• 1.8 0.07 o.}6 11.1 0.,50 11.9 5.8 7,1 w, 85.5 
31.} 1.78 l1.15 105.8 ,f,97 99 .9 811 .I, 105.6 603.2 
3.li 0.07 0.39 17,3 0.71, 13.9 8.1 9.8 115,7 



























































37.6 42.7 I 
1.42.0 120.8 
46.0 52.6 






R~~rpssion Eoua t ion3 
(1) AH n - 10 i 
(a) l·IEF50(P) = 1.006 llEF50 - U.814 
354.7 + 133.9 cov y }7. 7,~ y = -
- 361+. 1• + 121.98 COVX 33.5% X - = 
r 0.916, r2 = o.839 , t = 6.454 
P <0.001 
(b) MEF25(P) = 0.861 MEF25 - 1.498 
120.8 + 52 • .58; cov1 43.5% y - = 
142.0 + 1►6.0 CO~x 32.1+5' X - = 
r ,: 0 . 753, r2 = o .868, t "' 
5.862, P <0.001 
(2) tr9n-amokers n = 7 
(a) MEF50(P) = 1.43 MEF50 - 1t.1 
316. 7 + 89.8 covy 28.4% y = - = 
i 320.1 




r = o.874, 
r2 t 
-
, •• 02 P <0.0l. 
(b) MEF25(P) = 0.9() HEF25 - 2.79 
y = 11.1.6 ! 42.7 COVy = 
38.~6 
X = l.27.0 ! 37.6 covx = 
29.6~ 
r = 0.795, 

















Y = 0·86X -1·5 
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THE EFFEX:'l'.'.i OF INHALED P.ROSTAGLA:mrn E (roE ) 011 TrtE Ali{:lt.YS OF' 
YOffi:G HEALTHY ADUL~S. 
INTROD'JCTION 
The prostaglandins ore a croup of oimilar compounds derived ftom 
prostanoi c acid. They are normal constituents of all animal tissues and 
are implicated in a ;Ji,fe variety of biolo3ical actions, incluning the 
relaxation of bronchial smooth rm1scle. (Bergstrtlr:1 1 1958; Weeks, 1972; 
Main, 196'1 ). Prostaglandins are rapidly and effici•!mtly met,1bolis~ 
both near th-:1ir site of pro1u •:t ior. ;;:.!'\d in the general circulation. 
(Samuelsson, 1971). The prostazla ndins are present in tis:;ue in only 
small omounts: FGE2 bein~ in a relatively hieher concentration in 
bronchial tissue thsn other prostaglartdins, for example roF2• (S~ith, 
1972, 1975). FGE2 ha~ been i;ho·,m to relax isolti.t:!d bronchial smooth 
muscle 0·1.:iin, 1961•), and to dilate bronchi in animals and man (s-,..eatman, 
1968; L:irge, 1969; Rosenth'lle, 1970; Cuthbert, 19;;9, 1971; Smith, 1972, 
1975). The metabolites show much reduced potency in their action on 
smooth ~i~cle. (kngeard, 1971). 
Because of the reported rapid metabolism and the reduced pote~cy 
of the metabolites on smooth !TIU"lcle, PGE2 seemed eminently euitabl.e for 
producing short durati1m bronchoc\ilation of the human lun; airways. A 
poseible disadvantage however was it~ reported irritancy and therofore 
bronchoconstrictive effect when given as aerosol from pressurised 
canisters. (Srnith, 1975). '.L'he present study was - carried out to 
investigate the maenitude of the bronchomotor response in healthy 
11irways, Fm<:l in particular to dotermine whether the ronponao could be 
easily detected by methods other than by plethynmo3raphy. To achieve 







(S,nith 1975), ~nti the aero,o;ol given without propellants. A sin6le rlo:,e 
of solvent (ethanol) was given AS plncebo in one of the experiments. 
Airway resistance, static lung volumes and fiowrates or. e;..--oirator;r 
. ·i 
flow-volume curves 1·1ere measured. 
SUHJ:&;TS AND 1-iErHODS 
Subjects 
Twenty healthy medical students of normal ventilator;, indices aged 
19 to 22 years were studied. The three smokers, two males and one 
female, were light smokers according to Medical Research Council 
criteria (less than ~ gm of tobacco per day). After giving informed 
consent, all subjects were familiarised with the required b~~athing 
manoeuvres. At the time of testing all subjects were free from 
respiratory symptoms, had not smoked ~or At least one hour or taken 
aspirin within four hours. The physical characteristics and ventilatory 
indices of the subjects are given in Table 1. 
1-lethodn 
Before and after aerosol inhalation (treatment) changes in air~ay 
resistance (R ) were measured by body plethysmography, fiowrate changes 
aw 
by maximal and partial now-volume curves (MEFV and PEFV), residual 
volume change by a closed circuit he1ium dilution technique and other 
lung volume chanses by dry Apirometry. FEV1 and FVC were also measured 
on the MEFV. (Mk. II app..ratua deAcribod in Chapter 4 ) . 
Flow volume curves 
1-!EF\T and PEFV curvel'I were generated whilst the subj8cts breathed 
,iir. Th,:, partial curves (submaxima1 in11pirntion> were always done 







immectiately succeedin::; m, .ximal Manoeuvre. Flo:,rat es were r.,e ,isured 
at 5C/J0VC (l-iEF_50 or more briefly V50) nnd After 75;u of tho VC WM 
expelled (V25). NeaAurements m-.de on P~ are distL·,guisherl b:, "P'', 
for example V25( P). Results ~,ere taken as the mean of the last t'!lfee 
of five "blo;.,s". 
Bo-iv nlethvsmo;;ra:,:iy 
Raw and thoracic gas volume (Tt
1
/ were measured in a constant 
volume bod:, plethysmo3rap:1 using the method described by D,.1bois 
(1956). The principle of th'!! methori ha:. been given in Chapter 
The mean of fivo replicates was toke:,. nr.d specific air'.iays re!';istance 
SR
8
..,, calcttlated by multiplic'.ltion of R
8 1 
by the ''tz at ·.1hich it -.,:,.s 
measured. 
Cl o -s ,, tl cir,ouit h"lium dilution for moa§Urinc;_reniduAl volu,ne 
The method used i3 described in Chapter ~ 
replicate m~noeuvres was taken. 
D,-y Rpirometry 
The ~:1n or t •,10 
A bellows type dry spirometer, (Vilqlocraph), wal! usc1. In 
addition to measuring F'E:'J 1 and FVC the mR:dmal midexpir::itory- now 
(NMEl!') waa obtained. l-lMEF was calculated as the slope of tho line 
joining the 25% a~d 75% volume point~ on the Vitalograph tracing. 
Five forced expirations were done and indices calculated as the 
mean of the last three. All volumes wore corrected to BTPS, but 
allowance was not made for the fnct that in a dry- apirometor the 
gas !13 not fully sl'lturated ev'!ln after 100 blows when it is oaid that 
water cnn bo poured out of the spirometer. The error involved in 










Both drug (roE2) and placebo Ceth~nol) w~re given as aerosols 
produced by on ultrasonic nebuliser (Histo3en Nebuliser). The dofe 
was calculated from the known concentr;ition of the solution together 
with the losa of weight from tile nebuliser and its connecting tubea. 
The FGE2 was supplied as a sterile solution in ethanol (10 mg/1:11 
"Prostin E2
11 Upjohn Ltd., and diluted with distilled water to give 
the desired concentration needed to get the do~es in 10 breaths. 
The placebo wasethanol (20"~ v/v distilled water). Subjects inhaled 
a mixture of air and nebulised particles through a mouthpiece whilst 
wearing a noseclip. Total inhaled volume was monitored by a ~~ight's 
respir•:-meter. Each breath (of approximately 1 litre) was followed 
by a one second breath-hold. 
P11rtiole sizin5 
The particles were sized by two methods. A sample collected by 
thermal precipit11tion was vie~ed under oil by light microscopy. The 
range found was 0.5- 2.5 , 1111 1 11bout 10"~ of the sample (by frequency) 
was larger than 2 ~m. The mean aerodynamic dimster (by Schaefer cell) 
was 0.6 um ! 0.31 um. 
PROCEDURE 
The experiments were carried out at three morning sessions 
cl,. tr 
extending over a p11riod of ten days. At each aession pretreatment 
Cbaaelina) measurement, treatment and post treatment meaeurementa were 
done sequentially. Post treatmen.t determinations on body plethysmogrRph 
and by cloaed circuit helium technique were timed at 5 to 15 minutes 








bebieen 15 nn·l 30 minutes post inhalation. This procedure WFlS 
chosen in on attempt to ensur~ that the less sensitive tests were 
done when the drug effect should have been maximal. 
The medical student volunteers were in two groups: 
; 
the first · 
(8 persons} attended for t...,o sessions which were three days apart;_ 
the second (12 persons) attended for a single session. There were 
three experiments. The subjects for the first were the first group 
of volunteers. This group of volunteers were allocated to either 
of two doses of drug and one of placebo in randomised order subject 
to the constraint that half the volu!1teers received different drug 
doses. At the first session, only six students were present, but the 
group of "'ight was ;nade u-n by su½,,.tituting two very much older subject5. 
The blinded nature of this experiment 'J:lS thus preserved, with the 
result that only six of the group received drug, but all eight were 
given pl11cebo. 
The second group of student"' \1ere allocated to experiments two 
and three which were pcr!'ormc.:. at the same session. These volunteers 
all h4d the S'lrne dru3 dose hut were randor.11:, allocatecl to be tested 
by plethyBmogr,;iphy anrl. flow volume curves or by heliuCI dilution 
reaidul!ll volume and dry apirometry. Again randornia'-ltion was constrained 
to allow an even split between test rnethode. 
All subjects rer.orded their subjective post - t:eatment symptoms. 
RESIJLT.!. 
The mean difference between baneline and post-treati.1ent values was 
calculated and expres3ed as a percentage of the baseline value, (post-







St11tistic,il am,lysic1 W">S by '.lilcoxon 's signed rank sum teat (S.a.31'). 
The SR.ST is particularly suited to an investi~,'ltion of this type since 
the sample size was too small to establish the extent of non-noroality 
·i 
of distribution (Armitaee, 1971). To calculate the SRST statistic "T", 
the observations are put in ascending order of magnitude, ignoring 
the sign, and given ranks 1 ton (zero values are ignored and tied 
values alloted the mean ran~. The ranks take the sign of the original 
observations. Tis calculated as the sum of the ranks of the positive 
or n~gative values. 
Table 1 gives details of the subjects taking part in each experiment 
together with type of treatment and dose, type of tests and their 
baseline FE'J, expressed as percentage of their predicbed values. Tne 
mean FEV1% predicted w3s not significantly different for the differen t 
experiments. 
Table 2 details the percentage cha~~e in the various indicee relating 
the changes to the dose administered. The probable overall effect is 
given by the grand mean for the six subjects. The effect of the placebo 
is also listed in Table 2, The results of experiment 3 is given in 
Table}. 
In experiment l, a ro~ d,i.e/ of 372 11g (given to three subjects) 
gave a mean rise of 2.}~ (SZml.4~) in FEV1, a mean fall in FVC of 2.5% 
(1.15'), mean increase in MEF50 (10.8 (9.5)::c; MEF25 fell by 7.7 (10.r.) s; 
whilst the moan decreases in SR and Vt were 14¾ (<y,n and 5" (5,.) 
aw g 
respectivoly. A further three subjects who received l!l l\ose of 181. 1:g 
of roE2 and gave a mean fall in FEV1 of ?'I' (2%), decnase of 1~ (2%) 










and also falls of 12;·~ (5%) nnd U 6 (2~~) in SRll.., and Vtc respecti·.rely, 
The placebo given to ~11 of the six above subjects (and two additional 
ones) gave a small but ~ignificant increase in FVC (mean l¼ (z.;), 
F<0.05 on SRSl). The probable overnll effect of a dose of roE2 i 
greater than lSO ug in six subjects is given by the me,in for n = 6 
in Tables land 2. Only FV'C and Raw changed sisnificantly. 
In experiments 2 and 3 •<1here all twelve subjects '"ere given a 
doee of '-15 ''S of RlE2 ai;id half of them tested on the plethysr.iograph 
and now-volume apparatus and the other half o:i the spirometer and 
helium dilution app.-iratus, re3a rded as a single group (Subjects 9 to 
20), 1,5 "g of FGE2 g1ve changes Csignific'3nt at 5~ level by SRST) 
in the following indices:-
(i) R and SR clecrea.'le (respective (Table 2) :nea:is of 
aw aw 
2~; ( 6~;) and 21% ( $~) ) 
( ii) RV decreases (Table }'<mean 1•'1)1'.; (13i;)). 
The ch,u,ge in FVC Wt.\S equivoc:\l; six subjects (')-11•) showed a 
small but sienificant increase and the other six sho~ed a larger 
but nonaignificant decrease, The FEV1 change in both groups (9-1~ 
and 15-20) were nonsiinific~nt although there was a mean fall (3%) 
in tho first and a slight increase in the second (0.3%). 
Sub1ective co1nmotnts of the r111b1ecta 
All of th~ eight subjects who had drug and placebo (six had both, 
two had placebo only) reported onset of cough which they aaid was 
cau3ed by throat irritation. The incidencit or -::ou13hin~ was similar 
after inhalation of either drul or placoho but whilst they all reported 
incre~sed phle~ artor drug, only one p~r3on did so after placebo. 
- 8 -
The reml\inin:; brel ve subjects reported throat irritntion resu1 ting 
in cough. For four of these twelve, th,3t Wc.\S the only comment; t~:o 
reported in~reased phlegm in addition to couzh, four said that 
chest tightness was experienc€<1. The tightness began sh".>rt1y afte:ii 
inh3lation and persisted for approximate1y 30 minutes. 0,1e person 
wheezed and another said t!1at heartrate waR incre"lsed. 
DISCUSSI0:--1 
The resu1ts reported here were obtained on a study which was not 
double blind bec!luse it was impractical to achieve and did not th·.,,art 
the primary purpose of the study. It was blinded to the extent 
compatible with the safety of the subjects (youn6 medical students) 
whilst ~1.1 owing valid comparisons tc '•e made. The si.:'.;~ ·cts, al thou~i-
aware of the object of the experiments were not given details of doses 
or of when drug or placebo were being administered. The measurements 
were made by observers who were unaware of the type of treatment or 
dose rer.eived by the subjects. At all times during the study the 
subjects were under the supervision of an observer, (the author), 
who was aware of type of treatment and dose received. 
Aspirin is known to inhibit prostaglandin synthesis and release 
(Vane, 1971); none of the aubjecta studied here had taken aspirin for 
at least four hours before their airways were challenged. 
In the present study SR
8
w fell significantly after all the doses 
of PGE2, confirming dilation of large airways. Since there was• 
rise in SRaw following placebo, the measured effect is attributed to 
the active constituents of the drug. The larger mean fall on the 





with increAsing dose even Rt low now rates. The compressibility 
pheno□enon could explain the equivocal changes in FEV1 and FVC. 
Evidence of small airway dilation is less direct than that fo~ 
larce air1-m.ys. The indices that monitor sma11 airway function are 
dependent on forced expirRtion and will thus be influenced by large 
airway compressibility. Larger mean changes in MEF50 and l-lEF25 
resulted fro□ higher doses of drug than for smaller doses. Vtg fell 
after treatment with drug Call doses>, and placebo. This fall 
reflects change in the FRC. An FRC change can result from changes 
in either RV, E1V or both. The body plethysmograph data suggests 
that constriction followed placebo (increase in SRaw), so that an 
increa~- in RV may have 1~3ulted. An :_crease in ERV ~3o found 
following low dose of drug; this, combined with the observation of 
dilation supports a fall in RV. Such a fall was detected by the 
closed circuit heliu:n dilution technique. The change in RV is 
likely to have been underestimated because of the fall in F"✓C. Since 
RV may be defined as 11the volume of gas in the chest at the end of 3 
forced expiratory effort when the conbined effects of the closure of 
the small airways and the elaeticity of the thoracic cage prevent 
further expiration", (Cotes; 1975), an increase in small airwa:, 
calibre is a lil:.el.y explanation for the observe1 fall in RV. 
Clinic~l syr-,ptoms Associated with bronchoconatriction r.amely 
chel9t tizhtn']SS and "'hee .•,ine; were described by the volunteer:::. 
The ·,,hce z. i n:; mi:;ht be e>..-pl ,,ine,l by th~ incre,.!'iecl r:ompre3sibilit:, 
1tlrC!a:i:, rnentio~eoi aince wheezir.g t!urin6 a forceoi manoeuvre ha3 been 
partl:, attributod to this cause by Bo1.lhu:,s (1977,). The irritation 









but this would have been dimini3hed or reduced by the full inspiration 
needed for the forced m.-,,_noeuvres (Vincent, 1,10 ). The irritation 
and phlegr.t pro•.iuction would reduce isubject acceptance of the drug 
and may thus be a dis~dvantage of R.E~ as a bronchodilator. ·i 
Smith et.al. (1975) obtained increased specific ait"'.'lay conductance 
(SG ) in five healthy m .. le:i aged between 27 and l12 years following 
aw 
the inhalation of 55ng of FGE2 delivered fror.1 presau:-ised c:miaters. 
The metered aerosol dones which they used contained the drug in ethanol 
solution with dichlorotetrafluorethane and dichlorodifiuoromethane as 
propellants. A mean increase of 17.6% in SG (maxir:rur.1 effect) was 
aw 
found in their subjects 15 minutes after inhalation, the effect being 
complete at 50 minutes. 
A sli~htly larger bronchodilation (20% decrease in SR ) was found 
RW 
in the present study despite a smaller dose (1,5 t>g) and collecting the 
plethysmograph data between 5 1md 15 minutes post inhalation. Some of 
this possible difference may be due to less irritation fro~ the smaller 
dose. But anoth~r explanation might be due to differences in the 
deposition of the aerosols used. Deposition of aerosols is known to 
be affected by particle size and mode of inhalation ( PAIi i A, ,,l"t ) . 
The particle size used by Smith et.al. (1975) was not stated but in 
some instances the size distribution of particles generated from 
pressurized cans may be similar to that made by ultrasonic nebulisers 
in spite of differences in the principle ot operation of these two 
types of nebulisera (RAabe, 1975). For ultrasonic nebulisera, the 
size of particles c~rried out of the generator by the airstrea~ is 
highly dependent on rate of removal from the site of formation as well 







sizinc co'-!ld not be carrie--l out uncler identical con1itions to thine 
prevlliline rlurina inh1'\lation b::, the subjects, the i;ize!'l reported in the 
study can only be reeardcd as a ~~ide. 
It is felt that th'!! size distribution of the p'lrticles in uie present 
study were such that deposition would have occurred in larse anq sm~ll 
airways. If the meas•ired sizes are representative of those particles 
entering the r~spir:ltory tract and no change in size occurred in 
transit throu::;h the tract, the breath holding pause after each br9ath 
would have increased the ch;,nce of sm,,11 ait·way deposition. If on the 
other hand the ric1rticle:e; increased in size durin:; transit of the tract, 
then the "sro,-,th" fe.ctor C!tight be the determinins factor e;overnin5 sr.1all 
eirway dopos:itio,1. D:mtrebimde (1961) e1;tim:tted the ::;ro·,,th r .... ctor of 
llaCl. r,1icro c rysd;al.:; ~r,ia~i,~um initb.l si3e of l um) ti:. be 7. It is 
felt tlv'lt n .;ro•~t:1 factor nuch different to that of N:,iCl. is unlikely 
to epply to PJE2 !llthou~h the lar;:;er particles (>1,,m) woul1 p:.--obably 
not incre"-~e al'J nuch and with crowth factors of this order t~e !)."lrticles 
could stil~. be de:po:,itod in the sr,1all airwitys. 
In another i;tu:ly, SC1ith (197h), found that intravenous infusion 
of roE2 (5 to 10 p.;/:!lin) produce,1 only ,..light or varinble effects on 
FEV1 • This observntion lends weight to the propo,'lition that laree 
changes in :F"El/1 were not meR.:omre:i in the preRent 11tudy because ro::::2 
relaxes airw1y smooth r.,uocle a:id in so doinc; increases the co'.!lpre.<;l'l-
ibility of the airways and lir.iits the maxiJnwn airflow durin3 forced 
expiration. 
It is concluded th11t PGE., aero11ol inhalation dilated the airways 






dilatio:i is not e"sily m~"sured b:, tests w~ich use a forced e~iration. 
The irrit;1tion reported subjectively \,'33 probably due to the dru;; 
rather than the sol vent and this toget,1er with increased p!ilegm would 
rnili t4te a~,;,inst the use of PJE2 as a bro!lchodilator in the reapon!e 
tcstin.; of h11!!!an lun:; airways. 
-TABLE_l 'l.'IQ: PIIYSICAL CHARACTmISTI~. IIIITIAL YnlrILATORY CAPAC1Tms, Tim or nms, nr.mm,r, D!!J!. 
AND CHAfllE Ill VS:ITILATORY CAPACITIES AS ~CiPfA(li 01 INITIAL VIJ,DES FOIi 20 ~. 
Sub. SEX HEIGRr AGE FEV1 FVC n:i/FV<$. TESrS 'l'BW'tmll ~ ImE %alanp ~Dt,ag Cm) (Yr) •• 
r;o. Obs. %Pred. Obs. ~ed. Oba. ~ed. ••• <,, ) Placebo 
"'1 m: g Fl1I PVC 1 
1 M 1.78 20 4.57 104 5.1•6 105 811 99 Band FV D and P 369 -1.2 .5.2 2.2 -'l.2 
2 H 1.90 20 1,.72 97 .5.119 9', 86 98 II " 369 1.7 :,.2 li.8 -0.i. 
•.3 M 1.85 20 .3.70 79 i..93 88 76 90 " " 378 1.i 0.2 o.o -2.9 
n = 3 
E\11 1.8/1 20 11 .33 93.3 5.29 95.7 82 95.7 372 0.53 2.9 2.3 -2.5 
SD (SE) 0,06 Co> 0.32 (12.9) (0.18) (5 .0) (3.1) (2.9) (3) 0.88 (1.5) (1.1i) (1.1) 
,. M 1.79 21 3.68 83 5.32 101 69 82 B snd FV D and P 184 6 ... 2.8 -10.2 -1:,.5 
•5 H 1.79 20 4.,50 101 ".67 89 96 U" II " 181• 1.3 3.3 -7-5 -7-2 
16 M 1.92 20 11 .31 88 5.79 91 ?4 88 II It 184 -5.0 -6.9 -}.8 -9.0 
n = 3 
MF.AU l.83. 20 • .3 4.16 90-7 5.26 93.7 79.7 94-7 184 0.9 -0.3 -7-2 -9-9 
SD (SE) 0.08 0.58 (0.25) (5.4) (0.32) (3. -; ) (8 .3) (9.8) (O) (3.3) (3.3) (1.9) (1.9) 
n = 6 
HF.All l.84 20.2 i..25 92.0 5.28 9'1.7 80.8 95.2 278 0.72 1.:, -2.i. -6.l 
SD (SE) 0.06 0.4 (0.18) (4.1) (0.17) (2.8) (4 .0) (4 .6) (l.2) (1.5) (1.8) (2.4) (2.0) 
.... 
.•. 
F 1.75 19.0 2.79 77.0 3.28 69 85 98 
B and !V P only - -8.2 -7.8 
H 1.82 21 3.73 82 5.07 c;, 7'1 88 " " 
-
0.9 5.1 
n = 8 
t-~F.AN 1.83 20.1 ,,.oc 88.8 5.00 91 -" 80.5 
94.6 .. o.38 o.61• 
SD (SE) o.or, o.6 (0.23) (3.7) (0.28) (3.8) (3.1) (3.5) 
(1.6) (1 .8) 
•••• 
<' M l.73 21 3.72 89 1+.15 8', 90 78 
B and FV D only r.5 _1,3.6 6.8 
lC: F 1.61t 20 2.92 89 3.70 97 79 
91 " II 46 
- 7.5 5.6 
11 ll 1.83 21 "-85 106 5.38 99 90 
10'." " II !i5 
3.6 "-.8 
12 H 1.80 22 4-37 99 
,, .66 88 9l· 112 II " 46 
,,.6 3.8 
ll 1.64 22 2.G7 72 3,73 88 72 86 
II II 45 18.5 1.9 
· 11 F 1.78 21 3.51 96 3.55 79 99 114 
II 
" 
45 7.2 -11.l 
n = 6 
M£\tl i.711 21.2 3.67 91.8 ,,. 2 89.2 87,3 98 
1!5°3 -2.9 1,97 
SD (SE) 0.08 o. 75 (0.31,) (4.8) (0.29) (3.1) (4.1) (6.1) 
(0.2) (8.8)(2.1> ..... 
15 M 1.76 20 1+,23 97 5,17 101 
82 97 HD and S D only 1'5 
-1.2 0.2 
16 1'' 1.70 21 3.18 93 3.50 85 91 
105 I ll II 47 
_11 _0 -3-7 
l ';' H 1.72 20 3.76 g4 5.18 106 73 8" " 
II 44 9.9 -3-9 
l f. F 1.65 20 3.45 101, 3.78 98 91 
105 • II 46 
-8.l -6.l 
l C) F LG? 20 3.55 105 3,90 98 91 105 " 
II ~6 -6.3 -7.l 
20 M 1. 70 19 ,, ,98 120 5.95 105 
81t 99 II " 45 
11.7 -6.6 
n ,, 6 
l' 'c,; li 1.7 20 3.86 102.,! 4.58 98 .8 85.3 99.2 
45.5 o.3}-4.5 
SD 1SE) 0 .01• 0.63(0.2?) ( I, .].) (O.ll0) (3 .1) (3.0) (3. r. ) 
(0.1,) (}. '1) (1 .1) 
.... 
TABLE..l, 
CHAl'nES (AS PDlCE1ffAGE OF INITIAL VA.WES) IN FWWRA'l'ES 1 .UWAY REST!\TAJICfj AIID fll<J!AC.1£ 
GAS VOLUME AJT!ll DIHALATION or Dill'@OO oos~· OF MEt AND Pl.Acme> 
Placebo 
Drue 
3ub. MEF5() NEF25 m'25P R SR \g MEl'50 




1 -0 -9 1ti.8 -16.1 
-30.0 -14.3 -0.5 -10.1. 15.8 2.5 
-u.i. 
2 29 .2 -20-5 - 0.7 
1.1 1.9 3.0 7.6 5.5 9.7 
2.3 
3 '• .l 3.4 -10.3 
12.6 - 2.5 0.7 o.o 11.2 1a.5 - 5.9 
n = 3 
!-!ZAN (SE) 10.8 - 7.7 - 8.8 -13.8 - 5.0 
1.07 - 0.9 10.8 5.6 - 5.0 
(9 .3) (10.1,) (l,. 7) (9 .0) (1+.8) 
(1.02) (5.2) (3 .0) (2.1> (".O) 
I, 6.9 6.3 - 9.6 -1
1•.l - 5.0 15.2 26.} }.2 -2.9 - 5.8 
5 2. 2 7.0 
- 0.2 -18.8 1.0 o.8 33.2 - 3.7 
-6.8 -2.8 
6 16 .4 -16.7 - 3.6 
- 2.2 1.5 15.4 16.11 - 1.5 
-0.6 0.9 
n = 3 
MOOI (SE) 8.5 5.3 - 4.5 -11.7 
- 0.8 10.5 25.3 - 0.7 .3.i. 
-2.6 
(4 .2) (6.9) (2. 7) (11.9) (2.1) 
(li.8) (4 .9) (2.0) (-1.9) (.1.5) 
n = 6 
.... 
>~N (SE) - 6.8 -12.8 
- 2.9 c. .8 12.2 5.1 1.1 
.3.8 
(2.6) (l1.6) (2.5) 6.o) (6.7) (3.0) (2.la) 
(2 .1) 
7 
-1•1.0 -18.lt 20.6 12.r. -7.0 





9 0.7 22.? -10.R -19.6 
-22.4 -}.5 
10 6.0 31.} 22 .} -11-3 -1}.7 -2.8 
.. l 5.9 21.i .9 19.0 
_,,r.. 7 _1,11, 0 5.3 
12 1~ .8 7.'1 - ,,.s -17. 7 
-12.6 6.0 
13 - ,,.1 -19.8 11.3 
- 2,) - 7.2 -5.2 
1'1 -10,0 28.? -29.1, -23.6 
-26.1 -},O 
..... •• ♦ P 
n - 6 
l::Et\11 (SE) 3.1 8.3 1.3 -~.2 
-21,0 -0,5 
( ,, . 2) (9 . CJ) (8 .1) (6.1) (5. 4) (2.0) 
See T~ble l .Dct~ilo of Doses ann treatment. 
ln•licn tea s t atis ticolly sii;nificont chan30 by Wilcoxon 's Su.r:imed Rank Si.c,"'1 Test 
TABLE " CltAlnF.S (AS PERCOO OF DUTIAL VALUES) IN HtlD' I ERV AND RV FOR SIX votmrr!DS mm 
ItraALATION OF l15n1t RiEI!: 
Sub. No . MKEF ERV 
RV 
15 5.0 0 
-16.7 
16 3.0 -2.i. -26.
11 
17 -4.l 2.6 -63.1 
18 9.0 -3.1 -~.8 
19 ,, • ? -15.3 
20 20.0 50.0 -83.8 
n = 6 6 5 
MF.AH (SE) 6.3 (3.3) 5.3 (9.3) _i.3.6 (12.8) .... 
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Sever,;,. l workers, (I;-.gr,am et.al. 19J1; 'Joolcock et . 1Jl . 196f; 
Anthonir,en et.al. 1963), have sho·m that obstruction an,:l oth-3r 
functional defects of the airwa:,'3 can exist undetected by routine 
lung function tests for m,any years. Until recently by the time these 
were clinically evide! t the obstruction of the airways waR unua11:t 
at an irreversible r.,t;,.ge. Anthonise;1, (1968) showed th:it so::ie bronchitics 
whose pulmon,:iry fUnr::tion values from pre-existing tests we:·e within the 
normal e:.;pected ranr;e ha1 pathophyaiological abnormalities. These 
abnormalities were attributed to Elite"' in air11aya having internal. diameters 
less than 2 l!llll. In the inflated lung the resistance to airflow of such 
sm:ill airways is a relatively small p0rtion of total pulmoni'lry resistance 
(Hackl.em et.al. 1967), making it possible to have considerable peripheral 
obstruction before maximal flo~rates fall outsid~ the e;cpected normal 
range (Woolcock et.al. 1969). 
Newer fUnctional tests of small air~ays have been developed 
specifically to detect changes in the 'quiet' zone of the lungs (ror 
example Dynamic lung compliance, Cdyn; Cl.osing Volume, CV; Fl.owrabes 
at low lun~ volumes measured on maximal expiratory now-volume curves, 
Mmr). J~xi1111.1m benefit from these tests will result if they are shown 
to have high senaitivity and specificity as well aa being simpl.e in 
execution. Simplieity in execution is of particular importance when 
euch teBtB are to be used as epidemiological tools since a large number 
or persons will. need to be tested in a relatively Bhort time. 
Certain procedures used as small ai~y teats, for exaaple Radio-
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aero~ol deposition patterns (Lourenco, 1971), frequency dependence of 
Cdyn Woolcock, 1969) and HEF'I per formed in a body plethyarnograph 
(BouhuyR, 1969), are not easily adaptlllble for "field use". Others, 
; 
such as CV (Green, 1972) and MEFV performed without II plethysmograph 
(Fry, 1960) are more r..ndily amenable to l11rge surv~ys carried out ..,t 
sites other than at specialist laboratories. 
Various indices of small airway function can be derived from the 
closing volur.ie and flow volume tests. This study attempts to assess 
the specificity and sensitivity with which thirteen such indices 
detect drug induced reversible airway function. 
SUBJroI'S AND HErHODS 
Twenty five h-:i.;,.l thy subjects, classified as smo}:~r and non-emoker 
according to l-iedicnl Research Council criteri:i (Hedical Research Council 
Questionnaire on Rcspir;i.tory Synptoms, 1966), were stu,Jied. Detailed 
c t.. 1 
and mean physical charncteri'3tics, tobacco consumption and ventilatory 
indices Are giv~n in tables 1 and 2. !"lo clinical evidence of pul!nonary 
i;ymptoms ira3 reveoled by questionnaire. Only one perso!l, (CH:), 'ldmitted 
to having suffered from "Hay fever" in th-, remote past. Inforr.1 .. i consent 
was obtained fro .. 1 all aubje-:ts. 
Each 1m'1jcct ~::;is tested on !'our co,i.ocutiV'l da:,,o at tho same time 
of the d"Y• Hc:1suromc:its on throo te~tR:- Clor;iin;:; volume, Air now-
volu,103 curvoa t\nd Holiu:n-0:cy.;en flow-volume r.urvea, wero rnad~ b-,forc 
snd 11fter the ainr11ys 'Were ch:illenge-i by each of four inhaled. broncho-
activo druc8• The testo were takan in rando:llisod orJer and the provo-
king dru3 chosen by random entry into a Latin Square block of S(lssiono 
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a!1d Treat,:1~nts . The 1ay wa3 divided into morninr; an•i afternoon /3<;)Ssiom, . 
A p'lir o f volunteera were stu•.lie:l .;1t e,i ch session. The mer:1b-3r:; of a p3.ir 
were of a differcmt cl3ssificati,,n ; male R.nd fe1nale or nr.ioker a:id non -
smoker. 
'i'he manoeuvres required for each sessio:,. were expl'lined and ..,here 
nece:'isary practiced at the l'ltart of each session. He'13Urement of 
baseline (prechallen:;e) v,:i.luel'! was followed by challenze and post 
challenr;e measurements, due allo.i3.nce being made for the e:,:p9Cted 
lenzth of time needed for each drug to produce maximal effects. 
Apnaratus 
The apparatu!l ir; fully describerl elsewhere (Chapter • ) • The 
arran3er:ient was such ttM.t rapid sequcnti .. l perf'ormanc« of the vario-...= 
manoeuvres was possible from two separate breathing ports; one for 
Closinc Volume and the other for both types of Flow-volume curves. 
Drur;s 
Two bronc~oconstrictor (Acctylcholine (Ach.) and Prostazlnndin 
F20: (PGF20-) and two bronchodilator (Ipratropium bro~ide (SchlOOO) and 
Salbutamol (Ventolin) dru3s were used as ch'lllenging agents. Ach., 
FGF20: and SchlOOO were nebulised as aqueous solutions in a Wright's 
nebuliscr oper11ting at drivin5 pressures between 5.4 and 6.? Pa (8 to 
10 pounds per square inch). Particles gener11ted under these conditions 
ver" of mass medi1Jn diameter 0.8,,m with geor.ietric standard deviation of 
2.2}•m. 
The nebuliser was weighed before and after drus administration and 
doses were eatimated from loss of wei~ht. 
Vontolin wa"' administered ·rrom a hand held nebu1iaer <-t•red dose 
inh>ilcr (HDI)) supplied by the malter.:;. The dose delivered per vtlve 
depression W9S eiven by the manufacturer as 10011g. 
In order to obtain as wide a response range as practic~ble two, 
distinct doses of each type of drug (constrictors and dilators) were 
given to each subject. The changes induced by Bronchoconstrictors 
were assessed by "partial" cianoeuvres described below, whilst those 
followine b:::-onchodilators were assessed by "caximal" procedures. 
TEC!INIQUES 
ClosinP: volume 
The sinele breath helium bolua rnethod described by Green, (1,972) 
was use:!. Bol.us volum,. 1as 300 ml. T~~i iratory and expirntory fin:., 
rates were in the ranse 300 to 500 ml per second. T'ne volunteers t:-iecl 
to maintain steady flow by keeping inspiratory and expiratory indicator 
lamps c;lowing at co!13tant brilli•rnce. (See picture of apparatus, 
Ch~pter~ ). The now rates wore simultaneously recorded on a storaze 
oscilloscope from which polaroid photo5raphs were made. Tracinc;s 
produced when now rates fell outside the above range were diAcarded. 
The "n-.rtinl" Cloainz volu110 m,.noeuvre 
Convention:il Closine volume technique involves succesl'!ive 
expiration to rel'lidual volume (RV), inspiration of helium boluR 
f'ollowed by air to tot:.il lune; capacity (TLC) :md sub:;equent c:..--pirntio:t 
to RV during which p'las.t expired volume is plotte,l against marker gas 
(helium) conce!ltration. In a "parti>1.l" m'.lnoeuvre, inl'lpiration i,; 
tP.r,-:tinato.-\ nt a voluwo belo·.-! T...C Ct.:rpfoally 80% TIC). Tbe al.ow vitnl 
c11pacity (SVC) needed ns ,.. reference volume ran~e is necen::mrily made 
in a acpnrnte rnanoouvrc. 
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inh1c1lcr (!-!DI)) supplied by the malter3. The dose delivered per v:tl.ve 
depre,.;,.;io:1 W9S e;iven by the manufacturer as lOOl,g. 
In order to obtain as wide a response range as practicnble two. 
' distinct doses of each type of drug (constrictors and dilators) were 
given to each subject. The changes induced by Bronchoconstrictors 
were assessed by "partial" canoeuvres described below, whilst those 
followine bronchodilators were as3essed by 11caxim;1.l" procedures. 
TEX!'!'IUIQUSS 
Closinp: volume 
The sine;le breath helium bolus rnethod described b:, Green, (1972) 
waa use:!. Bolus volum~ 1as 300 ml.. T :-tc,~ iratory and expiratory nn,., 
rates llere in the ranee 300 to 500 ml per second. T'ne volunteers tried 
to maintnin steady flow by keeping inspiratory and expiratory indicator 
lamps c;lowini; at constant bril linnce. (See picture of apparatus, 
Ch:-ipter ~ ) • The now ratea were simultaneously recorded on a atoraze 
oscilloscope from which poloroid photo~raphs were made. Tracin~s 
prociuced when flow rates fell outside the above range were diAcorded. 
Th., "n-ar~inl." Clooin,.,. V0±,.1!'.!!Lm~noeuvre 
Conventionc1l Closing volume techniriue involve:, :iuccermivc 
c:,;piration to re11idual volu'lle (RV), inspiration of helium boluA 
followed by air to total lune; capacity (TLC) ancl sub:.equont c:--pirntion 
to RV during which p>ia:1 1? oxpirod vol.umc is plotte,l agninst marker gan 
(helium> concentration . In a "parti"'l." m'.lnoeuvI"e, in,:pir11ti,,n ii; 
tP.r,~inatorl nt a vol11nio hP.lo· ·· Tr.C ( t.;r.,icdl~ Bo~ TLC). The olo\l vit i,l 
cnpacity (SVC) nc~dod ns 11 refercnr.c volume ran~e ia nece~onril:, made 
in o ncp~rnte mqno~uvrc. 
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In t:ii,; r,tu-l;r, the SVC was obt;ii::;c,·l 11t the e n1 of th"! :,et of 
"partial" re::,licatcs; lung volu.:ie hi;;;tory ·,195 maintained constont 
throu;;hout by :precerlinz each mar.o•~uvre by a perio,i of quiet breathinc-
The mean o:f three replicntes ,.,as taken. 
Air Flo·.1-voJ.u::ie ~U!"\"'?S 
1•:aximal exr,irato,:-y fio '.-1 volume curves (MEFV) or partial expiratory 
fim·1 volume curves (PE:FV) are p:!"oduced accordin;; to whether the vital 
capacity (Ve) or a portion of the VC is expelled with maximal force, 
fiowratc being plotted on the ordinate and volu~e on the abscisi of 
an XY recorder. Curves obbtined when air is brec1ti,ed are designated 
(Air), whilst tho:;a traced when a mixture of 80}~ heliu~ and 20'~ oxye;en 
is breathed are called (He-o2 ) or more briefly (He). 
In this study, replicates of PEFV were always obtained before those 
of l•:EFV' and special attention wac paid to the mi\inten:rnce of constant 
lune; volume history. The reference VC for po.'3t-treatment meaeure,nents 
was the mean b~Aeline vnlue. 
A modific11tio11 of the equipment (Chapter L ) allowed the forced 
expirator:: volume in one second (li'EI/ 1 ) to be obtained from the 1-u::FV 
(Air). (This is aeen as a 1 second "notch" on the graphs Chapter 4. ) • 
The forcerl vital capacity (FVC) waa also obtninen. from the HZ7V traces. 
MEFV(He) an<l Fu'"V(He) were obtained in a similar manner to Air 
curves. The He-0
2 
r~ixture was washed into the luna during a period 
of quiet breathing from a closed oystem which contained a CO2 absorber. 
At the ond of 2 to} minutes rebreathing, tho eubjoet completely emptied 
the lunge before being connected to another (larger volumed) closed 
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sys t em h~vinz a fres h eupply of t he ~e-02 mixtur e . Either two VC'a or 
three "pa rtial" VC's were tllken from this supply a !'ld nonfor ce fully 
expired to the ro'lm air before the des i r ed HEFV (He) or PEFV(He) 
repl.icates were done. This procedure en:;ured :-
a> constancy of lung volume history before e .. ich 
replicate manoeuvre, and 
b) that the composition of the mixture during measurements 
was similar to that used when calibra ting the apparatus 
(Chapter i) 
nr1,u i nh~la t i nn nrocetlure 
.; 
The nozzle of the nebuliser :.ias held about 5 cm from the open mouth. 
A two s~~~ ,d "burst" of particles were directed into th"' mouth as the 
subject (not wearing noseclipR) inhaled slowly but fully starting from 
RV. A 5 second apnea at TLC was followed by normal breathing. The 
procedure Wa,"J repeated. Two "bursts" were r;iven fro!?I the Wright's 
nebuliser a nd two "puffs" from the HDI. 
Some indices were measured directly from the XY recorder charts 
and others calculated. The directly measured indices were:-
i) MEF25(Air) and HEF25(P)(Air) ••• the fiowrate Rt 25%\'C 
(RV=()%) measured on the Maximum Expiratory no~ Volu~e 
curve (Air) and Partial Expiratory now Volu1ne Curve 
(Air) respectively. 
ii) t-:u25(He) an'i HEF25(P) (He) ••• tho nowrate at 2%,'VC 
measured on the Maximum Expiratory now Volume Curve 
(He) and Partial E:cpirotory no·" Volume Curve (Ho) 









iii) MZF1•0(Air ) :rnd ME?110(P) (Air) ••• the now.•,:itc at 1,0;~,C 
neasurei on the l·l3ximu::i E:<piratory Flo·,1 •:olune Curve 
(Air) and Partial E:r.pirator;; now Volume Curve (Air) 
respectively. 
iv) m:F1•0(He) anti 1·1:SF'1<0(P) (He> ••• the flo,.,rate at l.,(Y,~ 
r.ieasure<i on J.1,-.:d::-.um Ex;,ir:.itory Flo~ Volur.1e Cur,·e 
(He) ~ncl P~rtial :C::,:piriltory Fl.O \./ Volume C•.1rve (He) 
respectively. 
v) CV ••• tb.e difference in vol1;.me between the " onset 
of phase iv'' awl R'J'. (See closin;; volume t=aci~, 
Chapter ~ ). 
FEl/
1 
••• me:'lsured o:'I NEFV(Air). 
FVC ••• measure:'l on HEFV(!..ir). 
viii) SVC ••• the slow vital copacity measured on the conventio::i 1 
CV ma!"oeuvre. 
Thecalculnted indices were:-
i) HEF25(Hc/A) ••• the fraction MEF'25(He) minus MEF2;i(Air) 
divided b:r HZF25(Air>. Thie fraction was calculated 
from both HEFV and PEFV. 
ii) l©'l►O(He/A) ••• tho fraction (HEF1f0(Ha) ciinus H'::FIIO( Air) 
divided by MEF1•0(Air) calcul:ited from HEF'/ and PZF'V. 
iii> rFI/P (Iaonow volume point> ••• the volume, (as percent vc) 
where fio;,rat~s on (He) and (Air> curves aro of equal value. 
iv) FW
1
/FVC (%) ••• FE."11 expressed as percent of FVC. 




At each r,e::;sion mean values for e;ich inde:< were found as th-e 
mean of three manoeuvres; the overall r:iean of the fo,lr such values 
were also calculated. The overall means for each of the subjects 
were use d in a Re~rassion Analysis. From the baseline data at each 
seS"ion a mean value for the r1e'!lbers of the constituent groups w,as 
obtained; the~e are given in tables 2a and 2b for non-smokers and 
sr.:okera and for r.iales and female3 respectively. The means for those 
directly oeo.aured indices obtained on both "partial" and "Ha:~i'.llJll.11 
manoeuvres are given in table 3 for smokers and non-smokers. 
Re~ressio~ An~lvsis 
>lultiple Linear Re~ression Analysis has the basic assumption that 
the indices are linearly related to a number Cn) independent variables. 
If Y is the dependent variable a.."ld ~ •••••• Xn are the independent 
variables, then:-
y = a+ bl~+ b2 x2 + ••••••••••• + bn Xn 
where 11 a 11 is the intercept and bi (i taking all values from l ton) 
are the re6resGion coefficiente. The coefficients are estimated by 
the 11lenst Rquare method"; the "goodness of fit" of the regression 
line is conveniently summarised in tho square of the r:iultiple correlation 
coefficient, R2 , (Kendall, 1975). R2 indicates the fraction of the 
variation accounted for by the re~ression. The computer progrrun 
used (Statistical Packaae for the Social Sciences, (SPSS), i,ubpro~rao 
RIDRES3ION) cor.iputes the coefficient R by "forward stepwise inclusion" 
(SPSS, 1975). The simple coefficient, r, w~s also calculated and the 
significance of the relJT'ession for each independent variable was 
estim11ted from the relationship:- t • .,. (tl-2/(l-r2)½, where N is tho 
nu1~bar of obsorvations. 
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Effect of Heia;ht. Wcil".ht, A.•,:e :rnd S::1o!d'1 '' 
With each im:le;c as the depend~'1t variable, r.1ultiplc rce;ressio'1 
with height, weight, a;;e and r;moking ( total nu!T'.ber of cicarettes , 
or cquivale'1t r.~ok<Jd by a subject) as the indepen·hnt variables \}.,._,, 
carried out 0'1 the data obtaine:l from r.m.les, fer:iales, :;r.iokers .~ml 
non-sr.iokers. 
For non-smokers d'l.ta, re3rcs:;ions wit!1 the follo·,,ine attained 
overall statistical sie'1ifica'1ce:- (Fis S!".edecors ratio), 
CV (F = 16.17, P<0.0001); SVC (F = 6.17, P<0.005); CV/SVC (F 10.15, 
P<0.0001); FE'/1 (F = 15.~6, P<:0.0001); FI/C (F = 6.9~, F<0.003) and 
FEV1/FVC (F = 5.511, P<0.008). In no'1e of the re::tni:1ing das,;;ificatio!!s 
did the rcgres9ions r<--,ch overall aisn~ ,:_cance. Tab}r~ '~,5,6 and 7 
show the n2 an.d r values for each i!".depende.tt v11riable and give th'=! 
significa11cc of the individual re6 :•ct;sio,1a for t'!lose variables, based 
on th<;: t distri:1ution. All probabilitiea le.SR tha:1 55'i are shr.l\m as • 
The averaged baseline data wore ar.al.ysed b:, etUltivo.riatc anal:,sis 
methods for each of the four sessions. The Discriainant Fu~ction (D.F.) 
is a multivariate extension of multiple rezression. It provides a linear 
function of the observations which giV'JS m:.ixir,mm discrimination betw3en 
the groups upon which the obscrvJ;1tions 11erc mo.de. The D.F.s were 
obtained u:iinr; the Statistical Pa-::k!l!';<? for the Social Sciences (SPS5) 
subpro3rnm 11DI3CRIMI!1ANT". Thio proi;rar., calculateA :.tJJ1ndardised D.F. 
coerficients. In a particular D.F. tho mar;nitu~e of tho mo1ulu3 or the 
coefficient renect~ the importance of th~ index in differentiatin~ 
between the 8roupa. For example, if data lrom smokers and non-smokers 
reoult in a D.F. h11.vi!l~ tho two terns:- 0.9 MEF25 (Air) and .-0.8 f-1:E:E'ZS(Re> 
C 
' 









With each index a:, tile depende:it variable, r.iultiplc rc5r,:,ssion 
with heizht, weizht, a~e and nmoking (total nurr.ber of cio1rettes 
; 
or equiva lent netoked by a subjer.t) ,'ls the indepen·len t variables •., :?.s 
carried out o:i the data ohtaine:l fror.1 rnnles , fer:i:iles, ;,::,oker::; :.n'1 
non-sr:iokers. 
For non-smokers d'l.ta, re3rcs:;io;-is with the following attained 
overall statistir.al Riznifica:ice:- (Fis Sne~ecors ratio). 
CV (F = 16.17, P<0.0001); SVC (F = 6.17, P<o.00.5); cv;s·;c (F 10.15, 
P<0.0001); FE'/l (F = 15.26, P(Q.0001); F'VC (F = 6.911, F<0.003) an1 
FEV1/FVC (F = 5.51~, F<0.003). In no :ie of the re~ai:iing r.lassifications 
did the rcgres'3ions r---,r.h overa11 oizn1 ~:.c,.nce . Tabl r-; 1-1-,5,6 and 7 
show the R2 and r values for each i r.d epende;-it VRrinble and give the 
sign i fica!lCC of the individual rer;:•c;-,oioa::; for t 11o<le veria bles, base-:l 
on the t tlistribution. All pro~abili tier, lesR than 5~ are sho•.m as • 
DiR-:::-imim1nt Arml ·-mir, 
The a vera.~ed baseline data were ana1ysed b:; crultiv::iriat<:> analysis 
methods for c~ch of the four scssio!'ls. The Discri~in.~nt fu3ctio :1 (D.F.) 
is a r.iultivariatc extension of multi,le re~ression. It provides l'I. l inear 
function of the observations which gives mnxir.1um tiir.crimination betw:ten 
the groups upon which the obscrv,;1tiona 11erc mo.de. The I).F.s wero 
obt'l.in&d U<linz the Statil'ltical Pa-::krl~P. for the Social SciencP.3 (SPS3) 
subpro3Tam "DISCRIHn:ArlT". Thia proirnm colcull;\ten st'lndardiserl D.F. 
coefficients. In a particull!lr D.F. the ma~niturte of the mo1ulus of the 
coerficient renectl'J the importance of th'! index in rlifferenti.atin[; 
b,:,twcen the groups. For example, if data from omokor6 nnd non-l!lmokera 
reoult in a D.F. h11vbg tho two terr.ts! - 0.9 l.U-25 (Air) and +0.8 1-1:E:?25(He) 
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then the coefficients are -0.9 a!ld ~0.8 ·~·i th moduli of 0.9 and 0.8. 
i1ZF25U,ir) therefore plays a □ore !)romine!lt role in tlisti:,guishing 
between the smokers and non-smokers than does l-l.E:F25(He). 
·i 
A typi ~al D.F. equation obtained fro□ the dat~ of a session is 
ae follows: -
D.F. 5.9 ~;EF'10(P) (He) t, .o MEF!iO(P)(Air) - 2. 7 tGF25(P)(He) ••• 
- 1. 2 I-I.Ec1:0(P) (He/A) + O. 7 IFVP + 0.3 Z..E:F25(P) (He/A) ••• 
- 1.3 CV 0.05 MEF25(P) (Air) 
When the mean values of the indices are inserted for each of the 
four gr01t:'.''1 namely female non-aookara , female smokera, nale non-sooker 
and male smokers, the equation above takes the followin~ four va1uea : -
23.87; 31.1,5; 
The observed values of the indices for subjects 1 and 2 for that 
1>eBsion •:1hen substituted in the D.F. gave 65.!i7 and 15.l;O. Now since 
the D.F. for female smokers i3 31.h7 and that for male non-smokers 14 . 42 , 
subject ??o. l is classified aa a female smoker whilst subject No. 2 is 
classified as a male non-smoker. These classifications are in fact 
correct. 
Thus for the Ach aeesion a female non-smoker 11oul.d be expected to 
have D.F. values bet•,1een 23.8? and 31.45; and her smoker ca.nt,erpart a 
value greater than 31.,~5. For the m11le non-smoker ll v11lue between 
111.'12 and 23.87 would be expected and his onoker cariteryart ahould 
hove a value between 14.42 and 1.6.7'1. 
D.F.s were obtained fro~ the data of each aesoion and the coefficients 
were ranked in accen,tin~ order or m.13gnitude. Indices obtained at sessions 
. ' 






where the treat~ent wa1; a bror.choc:;,ustrictor were ra.n.ke<i s epar;i tel:, 
to the sessio~s ._..,here the t~e:::i tment .... ,as a bronch,,d ilato::. ~he ri?sul tir .. e: 
ra:,k order of the indices w11s teate".! on t h e t di .-:tributio'.'I. :>i.ffere 'l".:es 
B~ su~1ming the ranks o! the in,:lir.es a measure of the specifi -=; ity 
with ~,hich an index detei:ted differer.ces in the bat;elir.e dat4 of sr.i1J'.'{e:-s 
ar.d !1.0!l-smok~r.s ... ,as obtained.. Two .s~parate s;iecif'icity ord~rs •,.rere 
cor:pile:l., one for the "maxi..ial" and the other for the ":;:arti3l" ind ices. 
T"ne specificity orders were:-
iii) l·!Er25CP) fu: ) 
(iv) c-; a"ld MU-25(P) (Air) jointl.y, vJ IT'IP vi) l·ZF'•O(P) (He/.;) 
ii) 1-:EF'•O(He) 
~~E,'•C(Air) jointly, 
iii) CV/3VC (~) iv) l !EF'25 i.ir) &->id 
vi) 3'/C 
At lc,st t:-1rce D.F .s are require:! to cl.,;i,s:;i fy <l3t4 fron f:>ur 
disti.:-.ct CTO'-lps; the efficie ,,;y o! -.: orre•~t classific4tion is su:71::iarise-:! 
i:\ Table 8. 
Se~siti,it~ : 3aseline data 
T°!'le r.oefficient of vnriatio:'l (CO\.') is the st ."\!'l-:lllrd deviation 
e:q,re3~cd as a percenta0e or the mean value. The CO~ o! each in<lex or 
p:.ilco:iarj' f'u:-iction w;is calculated rroc:1 the p,nled b;1seline data fro,:i 
eac~ troatr.ent sca~i~n, and ranl:ed in asc~n:l.ins order or lllagnitudo. 
In ice:s obtained fro::i "partial" and " 1.·11L~in:,l" o ;,r.oeuvres were treated 
r.ep3rat'!ly, two ae~sior.s each co~tributin3 to the m~~n. The betw~en 
se'l!'Ji~nl'l ronk o:-•ler was not si~ni fii:antly ,u tr-,rei,t r 8 " 0. 6?, t 2.21 
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a nd r 
s 
0, 1•9 , t - 1.86) r espectively for " partial" or "maximal" 
indices . 
The ma c nitude of the summed r anks of COV ~ore then u3ed to 
l\rronge the indices in order of sensitivity (low COV bein3 eq•1ated 
to high ~ensitivity). The following is the resultir.g order of 
sensitivities :-
"Partials" :- i) MEF40(P) (He) ii) MEF25 ( P) (He) jointly with 
MEF!iO(P) (Air) iii) MEFl10(PH!Ie/A) iv) MEF25(P)(Air) v) CV 
jointly with HEF25(P)(He/A) and vi) IFVP. 
"Maxinals" :- i) FEV
1
/FVC(~), ii) FEV1 iii) F"ll'C jointly with 
HEFP10(Air), iv) SVC v) CV/SVC(~$) vi) MEF25(Air), 
vii) MEFl10(He/A) jointly with IFVP viii) l-IEF25(He) ix) CV 
and 1-iEFl10(He) jointly and x) HEF25(He/A). 
A linear combination of the Rpecificity and sensitivity ordera was 
used to rate the indices (low rating equated with better indices). On 
the baseline data the indiceo 1tere rated as fol.lo..,s: -
"Partials" : - i) MEF40CP) (Air) jointly with MEFl1Q() (He) 
ii) MEF25(P) (He) iii) 11EE'25(P) (Air) iv) M:::f'llO(P) (He/A) 
jointl1 with CV and v) HEF25(P)(He/A) jointly with IFVP. 
"Haximr1ls":- i) HEF40(Air) ii) CV/SVC(%) Hi) TEV1 jointly 
with FEV'
1
/FVC(%) iv) MEF25(Air), CV, and SVC jointl1 
v) HEF40(Ho) vi) MEF25(He) vii) FVC viii) m::rt.O(He/A) 
ix) IFVP And x) MEF25(He/A). 
EFFm'T Ot' DROOS 
The effact of the inhaled bronchoactive drugs, (Ach., :roFza 
Ventolin :1nd Sch 1000), wa" mellAurod b:, the cha?1~e in 011ch pulmonllry 
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function index fro,n its 11verage bn."leline vnlue. In the c3se of some 
dru~s (like Ae!l) the eX!)ecte -'.l tir.ie of c.ur,.tion of broncho,:icti ·.ri ty is 
similar t-:> the time needed to "lXer.ute all the te:,t monoeuvres. In 
. .. ; these circu~5tances serial tests ~ay not neces~arily be replica .es. 
The chRnr;e w,is there fore rict<?rmine:l as : -
1-~;:ir.iu:n ••• the largest differenr.c bet.ween l'IVera::;e baseli?te 
,. and post-treatment values. 
ii) Me,.n ••• the rliffcrence bet·,,een the average baseline value 
and the arithmetic mean of the post-treatrne~t v~lues. 
Analyr;is of varie.nce of the r.ie-'ln an-i r:,,axim•m chan:;ca obtaine<:l. 
from the pooled session:il dAta sh?s.,ed thnt the two chanzeR :,ierc not 
sienificantly different a i. the 5% probability level, ,F v:1luea wer-e 
2.21, 2.P.5, 1.02 and 0.55 for Ach., P'.i72CX, Vcnblin a,d SchlOOO se.,::.ic", 
res:i_~octi,rel;;). Howcv,3r, t test sho•,ied that r~nxir.iu!!I ch,rnge11 in I-!EF25(P)(Air) 
and l-1EF25(p) (lie) were sicnificant et the u: prob'lbility level :ind mean 
change3 were Si(?:nificant at only the 5$~ level. 1-laxi:11\.tm chan.;es nay 
therefore be more efficient in detecti"IS rlrui reapon:-;e. 
l-14:dmur~ changes were used to assess relative sensitivity a:-id 
specificitj of the in1ices in detection of the dru~ induced reversible 
airway chanze.-i. The nveraee m'ixil'!!Ul!I chnn[?;eB for e'lch dru3 are 13!:\o\m 
in table 9. 
Following provocation by Ach., ITVP rose but not significantly 
(P>0.05), all the, other indir.es (MEF25(p)(A1r) to MZF1,0(P)(He/A) 
inclusive fell; falls in HEF?.5(P)(Air> • r! I-IEF25(P)(Ue) were 
significant by t test, (P<O.Ol nnd 0.001 respectivc,l.y). 













n~n sienificAnt with ?:>0.03), and fall~ in the remaining indice~; 
the falls in I-IEF25(P) (Air ), :-:z?1•0(P) (Air) and l-G?hO(P) (He) •-~ere 
nicnificant (K0.05, 0.05 and 0.01) respectively. 
Inhalation of Ventolin resulted in lowered value:; of 3 indicesi 
and increaned values in the remain•ier; the increases in 7 (includ_ing 
IFVP) were sic;nificant, P<0.05. Only the chan0e in ME?40(He) following 
SchlOOO reached the% significance level. 
CV/SVC vere small and insiGnificant. 
Drug Doses 
The fAlls in CV, FEV1 and 
All subjects were given 2 puffs of Ventolin (200,,g). The doo11s 
or Ach,. , INF2n and SchlOOO given from a Wright's nebuliser were ranked 
in orde~ ~· macnitude. 5mokers and non-~mokers received similar 
doses (rank order difference not siJnificant at 5% prob~bility level). 
Sn.,ci fici t.v: Dru<r, i_.,,i,.,,.,d chanf)eS 
Data of maxi~11.1m change after each drug were used to calculate 
Discriminant functions for the various subgroups of subjects. The 
D.F. equations for each session were:-
1) Ach. 
D.F. = -1.70 MEF•~o(P)(He/A) + l. 1•6 HEFhO(P)(He) + 1.05 IFI/P ••• 
-0.71, HEF25(P)(Air) + 0.61 HEF'•0(P)(Air - 0. 1•1 MEF25(P)(He>. •• 




,. -2.96 KEF25(P)(A1r) - l.76 I-IEF25(P)(He) - 1.57 1-IEFttO(P) 
-0,83 IFlfP + 0.?7 l-iEF25(I')(He/A) - 0.68 CV - 0.,0 MEF40{P) 
- O.l} MEFliO(P) (He/A). 
iii) SchlOOO 
D.F. ,. 8.21& FEV
1 
- 6.06 FEl/il'.FVC(%) + 6.01• HEF25 (He/A) ••• 









., 5.83 H:c;F40(Air) ~ 5.78 M~·r.o(:-Ie/A) - r..02 1-!EF',O(Ue) - 3.32 or ••• 
- 3.03 FI/C - 2.GO HEF25(:-ie) - 2.07 l·l~25(Air) .._ 1.61 IT'I/P ••• 
- 0.64 SVC. 
The D.F. soefficienta were ra::ked in a!lcen.ding; order of cilnitu~e 
- ·It" 
Rank correlation coefficients (r ) ,iere calculate-i for rank or,.ler 
6 
differences between the types of drug Cconstrictor:i and dilators an:i 
the aumaed ranks of dilators and constrictors ur,ed to 1trr'lnge the 
indices in specificity order (high specificity equated with lo·,1 values 
of au111r.1ed ranks). The rank order for the bronchoconstrictors was not 
sicnificantly different Cr = --33 t = 0.87), but it Wl!\S different for 
6 
bronchodilil.tors Cr = -0.51,, t " 2.12, P>0.05). 
6 
Ord~~ ·f specificitv were:-
"Partiala":- 1) 1'IEF25CP)Air) ii) IFI/P iii) lu:F25(P) (He) 
and l\EFl10(P)Air) jointly, iv) lfEFl10(P)(Hc/A) jointly with 
1-!ErliO(P) (He) v) HEF25CP) (Ho/A) and vi) CV. 
111-!aximals":- i) f.lEF40(He) ii) lf;:::f!,Q(Ai::-) and FEV1 joi!ltly 
iii) MEF25(He), IFVP o.nd CV conjointly, iv) l·IEF'~O(He/A) 
v) Nm-'25(Air) vi) MEF25(Hc/A.) jointly with FEV1/FVCC~) 
vii) (CV/SVC jointly with FVC) and viii) SVC. 
The co·: of the maxir:rum :,vet d::-u,:: ch,m.;ca were calculated from the 
poolc·:1 datl!\ L'lll Bubj<3cta) nnd the Ae11E;itivity of thfJ indices detor:ninecl 
in airnil~r faahion to that u~ed for ba~elino data. R~nk order for 
bronchoconstrictors (re .. 0.52, t =- 1.49) an for bronchodil::i.tors 
Cr = 0.28, t .. 0.97 1 ) were not rlifforent for dru3 t:,pce. The order B 
of Aenr,itivity for th-., 1~1dices w~re:-
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"Parti,l r-: ' 1 :- i) l·J.c:Ft.O(P) (Air ) ii) l-,EFl,Q(p) (He ) iii) NZt;:5(P) 
(t.ir) joi r,.tly with l·lz::'25(P) (;{e) iv) IF"/P and EZF25(p) Cne/A) 
v) 1·12?1:.Q(p) (He/A) an<l vi) r::'l 
11Haxim,1ls11 :- i) Mz;;'l,Q(Hc) ii) 
iv) l~1•0(Air), CV a!'lrl IFVP co?J jointly, v) F'VC vi) CV/SVC 
vii) SVC and l·lEF25(He/A) viii) FEV1 and FE"l1 /FVC( ~i ) and 
ix) l·I.E1''1.0(He/.A). 
A linear combination of the sensitivity and specificity order 
of each pulmonary function inde:: was use<l to give the followir.i; ratings. 
"Par";i :t - .. ::;": - HEF25(p) (Air ar,•..! MEF40(P) (Air) • • 1 .1. •• MEF25(P) (::._), 
MEF!.O(P) (He) and IFVP, iii) l1EF2.'.,(P) (He/A) and MEF1•0(P) (He/A) 
and iv) CV. 
11l-!axir.,als11 :- i) JiEFhO(He) ii) HEF25(He) iii) 1-IEFI.O(Air) 
iv) IFVP and CV v) HEF25(Air) vi) FZ/1 vii) FVC viii) 
CV/SVC, l·IEFl~O(He/A) and MEF25(He/A) ix) FEV1/F'VC(~;) and 
x) SVC. 
Table lO(b) lists the rating of each index, according to ability 
to detect drug induced reversible changes. 
FACTOR AtlALYSIS 
Factor analysis seeks to establish groups of tel't variables which 
measure the same attribute in a group of persons for whom measurements 
of several test variables are available. Based on the correlation 
between ter.t variables (pulmonary function indice~l new Yariables 
<11 ractorl'!l 11 , 11re created. A "factor" is a linear equation of the teat 
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variu'oles with an adc!ition ... 1 ter.:i which t13kes acr;:ount of the random 
error in the dat/\ set. The coefficie r.t s of 8 Factor are cho.'>en such 
that each Factor has a variance of unit:,, but account for a pro:ror}ion 
~ 
of the total variability in the data. Principal. Factors (PF), are 
co;:ibinatioru; of Factors which are fewer than the ori3inal test variable 
but account for most of the variability of the data set. 
The SPSS computer proerar.1 Factor Analysis (F.A.) uses Va.'"l.max 
rotation for extraction of PF and was used to analyse data from smokers 
and non-smokers in this study. In the analysis no acr;:ount was t'Jken of 
the differences between indices obtainerl from "partial" and 11r.i'-\ximal11 
manoeuvre5, for exar.?ple MEF25(P) wa~ not distineuiahed from l·IEF25, since 
both of these measure the sat1e attribute namely fiowrate at 2%,VC. 
The data from non-smoker,'3 yielded 5 PFs which accounted for 35.,,%, 
23.3% , 19.g;-;, llf.~J~ om 7,~ re::ipectively of the data's tot1tl variability. 
Four PFs which accounted for 41.8~~. 29.8~, 15.5~~ an 12.9',; respectively 
were extra~ted from the s r~t>kers' data. The first three PFs from each 
data set account for m?re than 75% of the variation in each set (87.1% 
and 78.6~ for smokers and non-smokers re~pectivoly). The major components 
(largest first) of the fir3t tltr'!e PFs were:-
~r.l~ 
i) (l:EFl10(Ho), l-iEF25(Hc), l·IEP2.5(:le/A)) ii) (FEVJ/FVC(~;) 1 
HEFl10(Air), CV), a1,d iii) (H:n'25(Air), CV/SVC, FW1 ). 
Sn9k"t l'l 
1) (CV, J.l,l,'l.O(He/A), SVC), ii) 0 ·1F:F1•0(He), l·tEF25(Ue), l1Zn.5(Air)) 
nnd iii) CFVC, F.i::l'J, CV/SVC). 
In this \11\Y the a,,.t:, h11.:J bec,n rc·tuced to ernphnsi,:e the in1ices 11hich 
i 
To ev-:111.1-?;te t':! .;;t!j of ;im_nll air~:i'iy C~fc-:t aubj e~ts are n~eded •,,ho 
rirc kno·,:n to have defect ive small air·,;a,::s . The defect L"l sr.1all air-..:03ys 
can be rres(?nt alone or in co:,p::,n::, with defect of' t '.1e large airwvy,;. 
When both types of defec t are present in the S9.r:-.e subject, means of 
meas1.1ri n~ and/or allo·.-,ini; for the ef feet of the l11rse air·,;ay defect 
r.r..ist be ::i.vailable before the two types of defec t c,in be separated. 
Smokers c1n, said to hc1.ve S'.:l'llll airtr'1y dise:;se (J"cFadden, 1972), 
and cess'3tion of the sr.,oking habit has bee'l. sho·.-rn to le'ld to improver.tent 
in small ainmy functior, ~HcF::idden, 1972). Al th,,u,::i1 not idea1 snob,.· ... 
can therefore be used as a r.iodcl of srniJll airway defect. 
Provocation tests hc>ve previor1sly been usel to measure bronchial 
reactivity in healthy and diseased lun:;s (Cade, 1971) end in nornal. 
controls ancl patients (Bouhuyi;, 1969). For this pu~pose drug doses Rre 
generally chosen which produce a minimum response level in the subjoct. 
For example, inh~lation of a drug of known concentration may be 
continued until the subject 'a flo.r rate chan3es by "X"~~- Another method 
is to 8ive e'lch subject the same "larc;e" dose of a drug and note the 
aubse11uent chani;e in a given index of function. An exrunple of this 
method iG the use of a broncho(lilator to assess the rev1Jraibility of 
obstruction in patientR, 
In this study both the sensitivity and specificity of eeYer 1 
indices of small nirway function were to be asaos~ed. To asseas 
sensitivity (the ability to detect change) a continuum of eizes of 
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bro!1chial respo,ise ( from zero throu;;;h t0 maximum) ·.m.s desired i n 
order to give both the nost se'l.sitive and le~st sensitive indices a 
chance to detect a cha'l.ie in airway function. Specificity, (ability 
to distin::;uis~ betwee~ t;n,es of defect), for its assessment (in t~e 
abse!lce o !" preciGe kr10,vlecl3e of the site an'i na3ni tude of airway defect) 
required a c:inimum of t ·.-10 0roups o! persons distinguishable by variables 
distinct fro!:'! those of lun,:; function. These tcvo groups should be expected 
apriori to have different incidence of small air·,.,ay disease as for example 
may be the case when 1ifelo!1g non-smokers are compared to current and 
ex-smokers. Superinposing drug-induced reversible functional chan~e 
upon the pre-eY.isting small airway defect incidence in the two groups, 
enable~ the specificity of the indices to reversible functional changes 
to be compilea.. 
The volunteers su!_died here were heal thy, none of them had been 
diagnosed as sufferins from ventilatory impairment and they had no 
complaints referable to chest disease. Their mean baGeline values in 
the varimrn indices ('l'able 2) aho·.r slishtly better small air·.~ay f'.1nction 
in the non-smokers (hi~hor HEF v:;,.lues) co::ipared to the smokers. The 
r:iore conventional ventilatory indices (FE'/1 and F'FN/FVC(</,) had the 
same mean value for both groups. Note !llso that the mean phy.'lical 
variables are aloost identical, thus climinatinc the need for internal 
st.:indarclisatio,1 -wi thin the groups. 
The chi.-llencc to the airways was via inhaled bronchoactivc dru:;s, 
tho particle size an1 mode of inhalation being such that all sizes 
of airw:.>1:,:J ;rere exposerl. The t11O distinct do8E>" of elich type of drug 
Cconi,trictor,s and dilators> in combination with posoible diff~rences 
in airwa:, reactivity in smoket-s an,! non-iu:iokers sh0ul.d hl\VO en.sured a 
t . 
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very ;1ide r'l ?". e;e of respo,;ses . Th<? use of t·,:o rli ffcrent bro!'lchoc1ilator 
(a:v-l bro'.lchoco11stru ctor ) dru s s , sh--i,.tld h:>.ve co,1 fou n'3c-1 r.-,orl.e of ?. C~:1 
of druio e::: f< V.L· i a '.:.lle in t':ie stuc1~- , ns c3c:1 volunte"!r ncted a :. his 
; 
own control. The Ach. dose wc1s approxir.iately 1/10 of Bouhuys 
1 (1')69) 
r.1 i r'l.r::i ng~ ,lose; th-'.lt for PGF2a we, the nidran;;e do,e of :',rnith (1975) and 
the SchlOOO close was .1- of F?:"anci3 ' (1975) Ventolin was civen in the 
Rtandard do,:;e used in pulnonary function laboratories for assessing 
rcveraibilit;,• of obstl·uctive i>irway dinease. 
The indicc11 cornpare1 are those in conmon use except for l-~l10 
which weG chosen instead of the r..ore usual l-iEF50 since it is less 
affected b;:r instrumental artefacts Rnd its use .;,llows greater flexibility 
in the . a.: .!;e of subm'.lXh1al inspiratc,,.~• volumes w:iich do..: required f:: · 
"partial" m,moeuvres. l·lorcover the 1-!EF50 is hi3hly correlated with 
MEF4o (r = 0.98, t = 21,36, P<0.0001): ReGre:;sion c1uations relating 
the two arc si ven elso1·1here in this The:;is, Chapter 2. 
Full inspiration is k.'1.own to reverse or at lea:st reduce broncho-
constriction (\iliridicombe, 1~15 ) , Bec1<use of this "partial" canoeuvres 
were used in this study to measure the responses of the constrictor!'! 
Ach. and PGF20.. Baseline v11lues of "partial" indices ere syster.iatically 
different from those of "maximal" indices (Bouhuys and this Thesis>. 
This is mainly due to the effect of full inflation in reducing 
bronchomotor tone (Vincent, 1970). The "partial" CV mny additionally 
be affected by the dependence of CV on innpired volumes (Linn, 1973; 
Holtz, 1976). In the present study the dep~ndence of <::v on inspired 
volumee wae: not seen, thore beir.G o:tl.y a sm'-111 non-significant difforoncc 
between mean (:;ii for the control constrictor and dilator values {0.66, 
0 .65 1 0.69 And 0,67 L!JrP3 for the !.ch, PO~, Vet1tolin and SchlOOO 
• I 
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sessions resr,ectivcl:•). A systeMatic difference i::; seel'l in that the 
"partial" CV means are consi:;tentl:, lower in v,'llUe than the "full" 
CV means (0.66: 0.29 and 0.65 t 0.25 compared to 0.69: 0.26 and 
+ ~p 
0.67 - 0.?.9. However, these means are B$1lin indistin0,1ishable 
statistically, indicati:te; that in t!lis study the Gyster.iatic difference 
could not be Reparllted frorn "circ'l<iian" or ra:vlom variations. This 
findin~ a:;rees with that of I.i,tt,IJ (1973), who fo•.md no significant 
decrease . in CN with in:,pircd volut':le (VI) but contrs;ists with that of 
Holt2., (197G) who found significa!lt differences bgt·.,een (N measured 
at VI between 75~ and 100'"µ VC. 
All the indices compared in this study are determined by now 
throu~h the airways becau:,e l!leasuremen~a were made a .. -:t.e mouth. Acong 
the Ma!'JY vario.bles which affect now through airwaya and hence the derived 
indices are calibre, length, muscle tone and thickness of mucus layer 
(Clarke, •~13). Since length of airways and the consist enc:, of mucus 
lininr; arc determined r.iainly by the physical si,:;e an.'1 the healthiness 
of the lunG respectively, these variables should h,lVe rer:1ained. fairly 
conr.;t,mt throu~hout this study. Air..,a:, calibre is 11ffected by both 
the dc~ree of lung inn~tion and lunG voluf!le history (Bouhuys, 1967). 
Since special care was taken in this stu•ly to ensure co:1atant lu:tg 
v~lume history and de~ree of lung inflation, change in airway calibre 
by drueFJ should provi<lo a valid baoia for cor1p,'lrison of the indice.q. 
BAFJcline dat,. were collectcrl from the subjects in this etucly under 
c~nriitioaa which:-
(1) Allowed diff'lrenceo of ,tirwa y calibre to bP. measuri,d in 





(ii ) Allo.1<?d diffcr•mcer; o: c.'.llibre to be me'¼:J11:-ed in 
Cor .. rlit::.-J (ii) follo •s beC/lU'.1e full innc1tio '.1 re~luccis brm,~::o~otor 
tone (Vi nr. e nt , 1970). i 
In hc:,lthy porc;o:1s , the role of air:-my s::ioot';i C1Uscle to,e nay be 
of r.i'lrcinal oi;pifica:i.ce fo!" ex;,r:iplO? i:i reGUlatinG c;::is distribution, its 
rel.axr1tion cau:;ing subtle chan;;es but no cross ir.1pairment of lun:3 
function C:aouhuys, 1 '371'a ). Ho ,1evcr , cince r:1arkedly nonuni forr.1 
di.'3tribu tion of inspire-i z ,1.s ,as defi:1ed by the si?:-cle-breath nitrogen test, 
Ca test very ,:;irii1'1r t,~ the CV te.:;t), is r~porterl to he found only in 
older pernons ancl in p'1tients with lu:13 dizea3e (Bou:1uys, 197l~b), change 
in tone in SMokers r.1:iy be ir:1portant in revcalinz early lu~ 1isease. 
If the CV test is c:ipnble of detectin.:: differences in calibre in the 
pre,:;e>1.ce of normal an-1 re•luced tone, then indices clerivecl fror.i it should 
be well rate<l in the baseline ratL1s;s of the i"'.ldices derived in this 
study since difference in calibre is the comr.,on fec:tor in the dat11. On 
the other hand, if tho test is better at detectin3 other a.'3pects of 
tonal chanze apart fror.i calibre chanze Co.~. gas distribution> CV 
indices should r:ite better under condition (ii> than under (i) above. 
In the present study the b:meline rating,; sum~eat that MEFV curves 
m y be better At detecting airwAy calibre chR11Ges than the r;v test and 
there is confirr.v•tory evidence from the ratincs of the indices in 
relation to the drug induceil chan.;e,i. Reports from other workers 
Ofacklo:n, 1 ')72) indicate that both the CV tei;t and Flow-volur:-,'9 curve3 
can detect early si~ns of sr:iall airw y diseA&e. SoMe or the v riation 
in the result11 obtr.iinerl l,ihen snokers have been used aa ■ aodel or -11 
airway di"• oe (HcFadden, 1972; Inerar1, 19711 McCarthy , 1972; Bode, 19751 
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l·~!"ti:1, 1 975) r.:o.y :1owever be bette::- e;."Pl"lined by difference in 
spec ific ity of the inuices , (as im::;c;esterl in the present study), 
r a ther than by difference in Gensitivity postul.aterl by Hackl.em (1972). 
Sor,,e recoe;nition of th~ different roles which Specificity and Seniitivity 
plny in the ratine of tests of small airway functi()n was demonstrated 
by the participa-"lts in ,,.WRKSnOP OH SCREc:rlii¥.J PROGRAHS FOR E.UU.Y 
DIAGl!OSLS OF AIR';IAY OBS'.i?RUCTIO:;rr heB at Virginia, U.S.A., 197,5: 
They recor.ll:lended Cl.o:;ing Vol.ume as the "test of choice" since although 
it was n ot necescmrily better than other tests, "more is known about 
its source of variance and the physiol.ozic factors that influence it 
than most other teats". 
In arriving at rat' n~s for the pu~:::~ ary function ~ndices compar~r. 
in this study, equa1 wei;;hting has been given to the two components 
(linear combination of measures of sensitivity and Rpecificity). 
Sensitivity has been assessed in terms of the indices· COV and this i3 
justified by the consideration that for many lung function indices the 
variability is proportior.al to the rnnr;ni tude of the index (Cot ea, 1975). 
Specificity has been determined on the basis of the indices' discrimination 
between di8tinct populations, for example smokers and non-scokers. The 
underlying assumption of the statistical technique of Discriminant Analysis 
is that tho tlatA should consist of r,.ndom arur.ples from normally distributeti 
parent p~~lationa (Kendall., 1975). Since the smokers and non-s~oker ~ 
in this atu<ty were not sel.cctcd by random samplin~ r.tethocla, the a:ial:,sis 
of tho r esul tins dat .-i may not hnve been 11tric;tly val.id rnakinz atatir;ticnl 
test::; of t':1e "Goodner.s of fit" of the Di::: crirnin:1:1t F'11nctio11s {D7 ) difficult 
to i ,1tcrr,ret. In,JeeJ tho DF's repo!"t erl here '!I ny not be the be-'lt 




the forr~ of t!1e r, ;a;;iple di:,tr i bution CIL'l:,·3l e tt, 1971t ). If the 
Sp~ci f i city cal,::ulate,1 from DF3 f or nmokers a nd no:'\-snol;ern under 
~ i 
similar conditio:'ls could b e com~3red nonparnmetrically, it mi~~t be 
po1;sible to detect l Arge er rors in the relative 11eiGhtinS,'l of the 
indices. A:i opportun ity to m:11-:e this conpariso:-,, was available in 
this stud;: since t he t:,-r,e of change 11hich oc-::urs in the baseline d'3ta 
of the n!.'ximal indices ·.-,ould be e:;,,'!)e<::ted to differ in magnitude onl:, 
from that which or.curred after treatment with the bronchodilators. 
Rank order correlation of specificity was not sicnificantly different 
when baneline data \ 1as com:iared to post-dilator data. For these 
compar::..::. .· ·s, spearman • . .>rrelation co--! ! :.cie""t, re, ,:as 0.53 and O. ~7 
for the post-vcntolin and post-dilator Cventolin and SchlOOO SUCll:led) 
respectively; cor~esponding t values of 1.87 and 1.33 indicates that 
the r 
15 
was not statistically differc:1t at 55l probability level. This 
findine implies thRt the weientine o:f the indice,'3 in the DFs were not 
grossly in error. 
Durine cleep ancl forced bre,ithing, the calibre of the ai.rways is a 
function or the compliance of the airway wall, In small air:-,ays, a 
change in smooth muscle tone may produce a different functional 
respo!'lse to that which resul. ts from similar tonal chsn:;es in lar:;e 
airways, (Bouhuys, 197!1f). The overall roaponse to bronchoconatrictors 
and bronchodilators found in thi$ study ou~gostn that the main rezio~ 
of the lunza affected by the dru~R was in the small airways. Since 
factor analynis croups in,UceR which measure similar attributes, the 
result of the anol~sis should hizhli3ht aro'3S of the lungs where the 
dru~3 hove b.oen eff<tcti vo. Conai,lering the 11on-111110kers ' dat. .. , the PF 
• I 










which accounts for ?•5;~ o~ the tot.::il variability of the data, is 
heavil;r ·.reig:ite<l in indice,"> which reflect ch.,in;:;es occurring at 
l•mc volur.,e,,; at or below 6c:r,; VC. The equivalent PF for the smokers' 
; 
data accounts for about 30"~ of the data's variability. Although the 
smokers' first PF accounts fo~ ~ore of the variation than the second, 
( 1•~ comperecl to 35~.;), it is alao heavily weii;hted in small airway 
indices (CV and MEF110(He/A). Factor analysis is therefore in agree;,ie:it 
\dth t!le response aucgcstion; nawely that the small airways \~ere 
challeaced b;r the inhnled dru3s. I?tdependent evidence from workers 
iisine ea=a cmittine i·adionuclicle ta6ged particles show that inhaled 
particles can be depoaited in peripheral lung airways. Uain~ externa1 
radiati":::! ."ctectors positione<i <Ner th .. chest, 3everaJ •·•<:rkers have ah.-,•.m 
that rnonodi1,perse solid particles ha,,e been depo'3ite::l in the alveolar 
region (Thomson, 197l1; Pavia, 1976; Lipp'!lan,1,1-1 ). By imacing the 
lune; field on Gar.imr.1 camP.ra, 5,irn monodisperse and heterodiar,er3e (~i.:.e 
ran~e 0.2 to 211111) particles have been sho·.m to be present in lun~ 
periphery, (Lourenco l'ftl; Short111&; Fazio 19n). Re::ien'>erine that the 
drucs in this Atu1y wero c>1ministcred as heterodis::;ierse droplets (0.8,im 
C1111rl), th3.t lens thim l<Y,; of inhaled particles are deposited in the entire 
~"g_~L7 ) re'Jpiratory tract ( ;y, l~l-' and that the dru;; do::;es (·,dth the 
ox:ception of vcntolin) were e:-;tir,,ated by loss of Hcisht fro::i the nebulisers, 
only very t:..i:i.11 qua:.titiel'I of drui could h11ve re'.lched the sronll air·"'":f:::i. 
The ovcr11ll impreGsion fro:n this study ill thcrofore that r,rl;\ll air~ay 
tc<1ts are v,:ry "cnnitivc i'ldce,1. This hi1:,h .1e~sitivit:~• rAAJ i n p t l •c 
rc11po•1Riblc for the lrir:;e V!\ri ... bility found 11hm, l'lornwl values for th 
i ndir:es Rrc colcuV1ted. Lar;:;e intcrnul,ject vnriabilit:, bct·~Clen timc>1 
nnd intrn::iubje~t v:;,ri;ations hflve boen ()ited :is e•1i,fonce of licit tioni, in 
opi-!e;niol?~ (Clnrk, 1977). Whilrst it i:1 true thnt the vnrinbility 
~,inor:io teJ •.-lith n,n, volu,nc curV'J"l is i:;encrnlly c;rei:,tcr than those 
- 26 -
:!:"oun"I. in t'.1c CV nnd the F°E:'l, ter,ts, this sturly i !l~1.ica tc, that i n,l i c~:; 
; 
Rcverr,ible ,:;han;;es are the o ,11y oneg likely to benefit fro::1 me<lical 
i;'1terven tion i11 the course of chronic obstruc:tive disec1se . It may, 
therefore become worth·.1hile to con!:ider ways of co:'!lbir. ing dat3 fron 
"partial" a!lrl "r.ia:d~al" r.ianoeuvre:;, to reveal. the ran~e of to:'lal variatio!°!. 
present in hertl th and disease. This ra~ce of v;,riation may even be 
useful in narrowinf; the ran6 e of :predicted "nori:,al" value:1. 
, --( 





r.'f{..,IC L c ·u~;.C'rz:t15TlC., A:;n 1'03,\CC;) co;;,31jj,1Pi'IO'.I FOR T".f'];;TY FI'/3 31J3.J;;x;T.'3 
Subj ect !'.ic·· Ar;~ H~i"'ht ',./eie;ht Eq•.1iv.,l1Jnt cic'lrett!? 
~Onfi 1J~:'liJi:.i'l :l 
Yr ( !'11 (Y.:; ) Rate Total r;o. X lC} . 
(Pk-Yr)• 
1 MAC M :;-5 1.83 70. 3 
2 G',IC H '· ?. 1. 71• 72.0 
3 ovc M 51 1.82 72. 2 
I, DJD H 39 1.~•· 75.0 
5 JDF H 55 1.82 76.1 
6 NK M 1,1 1. 9'.> 7
1, .2 
7 HP M 62 1.79 83 .7 
8 JW M 55 1. 79 71.6 
9 ED F 25 1.69 63.9 
10 LD F :;2. 1.59 5i..1 
11 HC F 31 1 .6S 56.1 
12 JS F 23 1.6?. 52.1 
13 S'ii F 2'• 1.72 55.0 
11, D'.'I F 32 1.67 58.1 
15 CIE M hl 1.88 73.1 
0.35 r.5.6 
16 KLK M 39 1.73 63.1 
0.36 i.9.5 
17 GM M hl 1.75 8'•·" 
2.0 306.6 
18 AP M 56 1. .80 7
1,.6 0.90 2L.9.7 
19 MS 11 31, 1.81 
71,.0 0.33 38.6 
20 P.i M 64 1 . 71 77.
1, o.;,..1 70.6 
21 AZ M 31 1.. /1.0 70.1 
0.51 r.7.5 
22 IlG F 22 1 . 5,;, 66.1 
0.93 27.4 
23 JK F 31 1.70 66.7 
0.70 25.6 
2'• Er F 26 1.G9 i.9.0 
0.37 21.5 
25 PD r 22 1 .65 60.9 
1..0 1,3.8 
. l pk-:,r 7. 3 x 103 cig~r ettes in l y e:1r 
TABL;;; 2:a 
GROUP c aARACTERISTIC.3: 111 NOH-SHOKES AIID 11 SMOKLilS 
Pnysical:- Me-in (S.D.) 
lion-smoker3: Ht. (m) 1.75(0.09); It. ( Kg) 66.6(9.8); Aze(Yr) 3~.1(12.3) 
Smokers: .Jt. Cm) 1. 7,, (0.03); 'Jt. (K3) 70.0(8.5); Age (Yr·> 37.~(13.o) 
Pulmonary Function Ind ice3: l-I<l!an (SE ) m 
fl0il-3HOKERS sr.;oKEa.S 
MEF25(Air) 1 1,4 (9.3) 122 (9.0) L/min. 
HZF25(He) 169 ( 11) 1112 ( 12) L/min. 
I-IEF'•0 (Air) 2"0 ( 13) 223 11,) L/min. 
ME:F'liO(He) JC6 ( 16) 2/37 ( 19) L/min. 
CV o.68 ( .01,) o.6,, < .o'•-> L Bl'PS 
SVC ,,.23 ( .23) 3.89 C .3G) L Bl'PS 
CV/SVC 1.5.9 ( .97) 16.9 (1.•.1} % 
FEV1 
3.9', (.18) 3.75 c.21) L BTPS 
FVC 5.16 ( .23) ,, .6.5 ( .23) L MPS 
)'EVl/FVC 77,l1 (2.2) 79.6 (1.8) % 
M.Et'25(He/A) 0.28 (.02) 0.32 ( .03) 
l·iEFl10(He/A) 0.36 ( .02) 0.33 c .o~> 
IFVP l?.3 (1. 7) 25.9 (3.1) ~ VC 
TA3LE 2b 
Fh:•3ic'll:- l·iea:1 (S.J .) 
f~le5:- Ht. ( ~ ) 1.S0(0.05); ~t.(K3) 7h . 5(h .5); Ale (Yr ) t.5.9(1p.2) 
S:!1oidr.e; (Cii;arettes s..iok3d ,: 1 0~ ) 115. 1,(106.3) 
Fe::-:11les: - Ht. (m) 1.66(0 .o•,); Wt. (K;; ) 5-3 .2( 5 . 6) ; Age(Yr) 26 . 7( 10 .1) 
S:noldnr; (Ci::arettAs s:!loked x 10=-) 30 . 1• ~9 .0) 
Vi~25(Ai.) 137 (9. 7) 
l'Z:'2'.; (He ) 11';'• (11 ) 
l·:ZF'•O(Afr) 21•9 (1 '• 
1·'.:E?-• 0 (He ) 317 (1~ 
CV o.so ,o.o;) 
"',,. ... ., _.., ,,.::;8 (C.1'3) 
CV/SVC 13-3 ( 0. ')_5) 
F~: l '•-33 (0.15) 
FVC 5.60 (0.23) 
FE'J1 /FVC 
?'•.8 (2.1) 
l-::E:?25(He/A) 0.28 co.o:-,) 
J-.:w.-'1•0CHc/A) 0. 1•0 (0.03) 
IFVP 20.0 (1.1 ) 





2Sq (11 ) 
0. 1,1, (C .O;>) 
3.39(0.2,)) 

























l3!.S::l.,I i :E DJ,~!.: "PA..."".{'~1~11 ' t.:El "i-~U:HlAL"• 
l•:.\!:0.:.:J1~ . 
HEAH SE33IO: Ii\L Vt,.Ll.JE~ FCR t:o~r-.:!-iOKl ~~ A[:D .s1-:0K~5- ; 
llOr. -31·'.0KEa.a 
m-:01:z,1.s 




l~EF25(P} 'Air} 1 " ? (1 9 ) 1 35 
(17) 133 (17) 116 









1 27 1 21 








M1725(P) (,fo) 173 (16 ) 16'• 
(18) 1610 (;>5) 1 1•7 (18) " 
I-IEF?.5 (ne) 1.1,5 (16) 11
1 6 (15) 1!11 (22) 123 
(1!1) II 
J-u:Fl,O ( P) (kir) 259 (31) 218 (23) 
238 (26) 223 (28) " 
MEFhO(Air) 21.8 (21) 218 
(20) 216 (17) 21•1 (18) 
.. 
MEFl10(P) (He) 317 (30) 305 
(29) 30'• (33) 306 
(32) " 
MEfl,O(He) 291 (29) 290 
(29) 230 (26) 277 
(31.) " 
CV (p) 0.71. < .oa> 0.57 
(.09) 0.56 ( .o8) 0.58 ( .10) 
CV 0.7,, 
(.08) 0.63 (.12) 0.63 
( .07) 0.57 ( .10) " . 
. 
"PertiRl" r.innoeuvres 
were performed at t•.o10 ses:Jions 
and "m3,ximal" 
et two sesaiO!'\Sl 
each colu,nn ral.11tes to R "'e~sion. 
TALLE IL 
BASELIIIE D:-.'!!A: llUL'I'IPLE co:rn.zr .. :.:rro:: CO=-dl.:I E:IT.S (R) t smPLZ co~zr.;.T:::o:: 
COEFFICIE:ITS Cr ) .;\;;D SIG::rnc:.::c::: OF R~!USSIOi,. 
F~malc-
HEIGIIT './EIGH'L AGE Sl•!DKI:;G 
R~ r R2 r R2 r 
R2 r 
MEF25 (Air) 0.01 0.10 0.01 -o.oS 0.07 -0.22 0.72 0.75 • , I , 
1 
' 
l-i~25(He) 0.02 0.16 -0.34 0.76 
0.77 
0.01 0.09 -0.12 
1 . 
. . I • 
' 
• 





l•iz;'h0(3e) 0.01 0.12 0.03 -0.12 0.11 -0.2S 0.61 o.67 . 
1-iEF25 (lie/A) 0.03 0.18 0.06 0.14 0.12 -0.2'• 
0.22 o.?9 
H.EF40(He/i~) 0.01 0.11 0.03 -0.15 0.07 -0.17 o.42 
0.53 
. 
CV 0.05 0.23 0.32 0.51 0.33 
0.20 0.57 -0."2 
SVC 0.22 o. 1•7 0.36 0.36 0.38 
-0.15 0.39 -0.02 
i I 
FZ'Jl 0.35 0.56 0.37 
0.11, 0.1.3 -0.13 0.72 -0.41 
FVC 0.30 0.55 0. 11 2 0.33 O.'•'• 
-0.12 1.0 -0.')2 
. 
. 




FEV1/FVC(~, ) 0.02 0.13 
0.;>9 -0.53 0.30 -0.0'• 0.82 0.51 
. 
. 
IFVF' 0.()9 -0.30 0.17 0.29 0.19 
-0. 2:2 0.".?2 0 -,, ·~ 
. 
. 
c.l, · "1· 
'.!'/i'3L:S c-
:3~.31I1I3 ;1 ~:'j;., : i-~!_TL?I?L:: ~ ')3..:.1ZL.:.:rr0:: c,J~rc:E: 2.3 (R) I ,'.iI: :PLZ 
CO"iL~SL.~:' IO:: CC:::??I ~I:-:; I?:; (r ) ~_;:-;) .3Hi:IFIC,\IICE CF TH::: R::D.l~3IO::. 
1•:Cl le'i !tZIGITT ~-JET:i!i'"T AGE s:•i:JKI:~G 
R~ r R2 r R2 r R2 r 
l-iZF25 (Afr) 0.03 0.16 0.10 -0.31 0.12 -0 .2::3 0.13 -0. 2? 
1:z225 (i{e ) 0.03 0.18 0.12 -0.33 0.1 !+ -0.30 0.15 -0.27 
. . 
H:u-1,o(Air) 0.10 0.32 o.1r, -0.23 0.20 -0. 39 0.22 -0.32 
. . . 
MEfl10(Re) 0.12 0.35 0. 20 -0.36 0.?.7 -o. 1,6 0.30 -0.39 
. . . 
HEF25(.-Ie/A) o.oo -0.01 o.co -0.05 0.01 -0.07 0.01 -0.01, 
l·lu"1,0(:fe/ i,.) 0.01 -0.01 0.03 -0.22 0.013 -C.05 0.13 0.07 
IFVP 0.0'• -0.21 0.0'..\ 0.23 0. 22 0.1,7 0.27 0.30 
. 
-
CV 0.03 0.17 0 .05 0.13 o.u 0.20 0.'12 o.r,2 
. 
SVC 0.06 0.25 0.20 -0.r,2 0.28 -0.l1G o.r,5 -0.59 
. . 
CV/SVC o.oo 0.07 0.19 o.i.o 0.35 0.h8 0.29 0.60 
. . 
FF:✓1 0.02 0.13 0.1~ -0.r,3 o.t..2 -0.61 0.69 -0.63 
FVC 0.01 0.07 o.os -0.39 0.10 -0.26 0.80 -0,75 . 
F:.'Vl/F'VC 0.10 0.31 0.10 -0.10 0.37 -0.57 0 L.-• :> -0.23 
cJ,. ·1 
?A;,LE 6 
BA3ELI;JE D.l'rA: MULTIPLE coanzr.:~·r~c~: COEITICI~·rrs (R ) ' SH!PL B 
COlctZL.4.'r IOl/ COEF?rc n::,'l's (r) A!:V .:1 I 3NIFICAliCZ OF THE ruriRZ3.3IOr: . 
i 
l,Oli-Sl-10Krn3 IIEI•:rnr \/EIGHT AGE 
R2 r R2 r R2 r 
l·IEF2,5 (Air) 0.01, 0 .20 0 .30 
-0.37 0.32 -0.05 
NEF25(He ) 0.01 0 . 09 0.30 -0. 1,5 0 . 30 -0.20 
' • 





' ' .l~EF'-O(He) 0.13 0.37 o.~5 -0.27 0.36 -0.0; ,, . 
' 
l·IEF25(He/ A) o.oo 0.03 0 .05 
-0 .19 0 .08 
-0. 22 
HEFhO( ifo/A ) 0.01, 0.21 0.05 0.18 0.06 0.09 
IFVP o.1R -O.l13 0.19 -0.14 0.19 -0.1I, 
CV 0.18 o.43 0.,12 0.62 0. 1,3 0.51 
. 
SVC 0.29 0.51, 0 . 32 0.09 0.3'• 0.28 
. 
CV/SVC 0.10 0.31 O. lrO 0.63 o.41 0.33 
. 
FE\J'l 0.37 0.61 0 • .38 0.16 0.38 0.28 
• 
FE\/FVC o.oo 0.05 0.12 -0.29 0.18 -0.33 
cJ,.. 1 
?A."3LE 6 
BA.3ELI;IE i),.TA: MULrrIPL:S COR!tZL,\'1~:;:c;: CO:.:Fr"ICI~IT,5 (R)' SH!PLE 
C0lcl.2:Ll.'rI0/1 C0E!i?ICIE:,"i'S Cr) Ar:n .::;rGi~IFICAiiC2 OF THE runaZ33I0r:. 
i 
?/Oll-Sl i0Km3 
HEI-11fr WEIGHT AGE 
R2 r R2 r R2 r 
l·IEF25(Air) O.Oli 0.20 0.30 
-0.37 0.32 -0.05 




MEFl~O(Air) 0.13 0.36 0.37 
-0.29 0.38 0.02 . 
ViEF1•0(He) 0.13 0.37 o.~5 -0.27 0.36 -0.G) 
I-IEF25(He/A) o.oo 0.03 0.05 
-0.19 0.08 
-0.22 
t-lEFl,O(:i~/;..) o.oi. 0.21 0.05 0.18 0.06 0.09 
I.FVP o.Hl -0.113 0.19 -O.lh 0.19 -0.1I, 
. 
CV 0.18 o.43 o.,f2 0.62 0.'•3 0.51 
. . . 
SVC 0.29 0.5'• 0.32 0.09 0.3'• 0.28 
. 
C'I/SVC 0.10 0.31 0.1,0 0.63 o.41 0.33 
. 
F:i,.'Vl 0.37 0.61 0.38 0.16 0.38 0.28 
. 
FE'✓1/FVC 0.00 0.0.5 0.12 -0.29 0.18 -0.33 
TABLE 7 
BASZLH1E DA':.'A: MULTIPL;;; co:i.,:;;;LATIO:: COZFFICIE!ll'S (R), SINPLE 
coaRELA7IO:, CO:i:7FICH:ITS (r) AllD SIG,HFICA:lCE OF 7HZ RillREG3IO:·!. 
S!101G23 HEI•:mr WEIGffi' AGE i 
R2 r R2 r 
R2 r 
J.l:;::f'25(Air) o.oo 0.06 0.01 -0.02 o.o" -0.0
1
• 










MEF'+O(He) 0.09 0.30 0.15 0.01 0.15 
0.13 
. 
I-IEF25(He/11.) 0.02 -0.13 0.02 -0.11 0.12 
-0.01 
UEF!..O(He/A} 0.02 0.13 0.02 0.07 0.02 
0.13 
IFVP 0.01 -0.09 o.0'l 0.09 
o.or.. 0.02 
Cl/ 0.63 0.79 0.65 




SVC 0.'•3 0.65 0.1.5 
0.29 0.52 0.57 
. 
. 
CV/SVC 0.31 0.55 0.47 





0.119 0.70 0.56 0.23 0.73 
0.61 
FVC 0.112 0.65 O.'t2 




FEl/1/FIJC 0.18 -0.42 






BASZI.rm: Dni.'A: MULTIPLZ COR."1;;;I.ATIO:: COZF'F ICIZ': :TS (R), SINPLE 
coru,ELA~ro:; CO:i:7FICIZ:iTS (r) A!lD .:;ra;nnc;.:;cE OF ~HZ R:W R&'...'.iI0:·1. 
S!-10iG2S HEIGIIT WEIGHT AGE 
R2 r R2 r 
R2 r 
l-lZF25(Airl o.oo 0.06 0.01 -0.02 
o.o,, -0.0'• 
MEF?5(lle) o.cc - 0.0l 0.02 -0.0l 
0.011 -0.12 






MEF'iO(He) 0.09 0.30 0.15 0.01 
0.15 0.13 ' • 
• ,. 
HEF25(He/.i.) 0.02 -0.13 0.02 -0.ll 0.12 
-0.0l 
IIEF~O(He/A) 0.02 0.13 0.02 0.07 
0.02 0.13 
IFVP 0.01 -0.09 o.o•~ 
0.09 o.or. 0.02 
Cl/ 0.63 o. 79 0.65 




SVC 0.1,3 0.65 0.1,5 
0.2? 0.52 0.57 
. 
. 
CV/SVC 0.31 0.55 o.47 




FE\/1 0.1•9 0.70 
0.56 0.23 0.73 0.61 
y.;c 0.'•2 0.65 0.4-2 




0.18 -O . l12 0 .1,9 -0 . ?0 





S3',SSIOi;/GROUP F~-L4LE FEi-'ALE 1•:AL::; ::Oii-- H/-L:S I3A.'.:i~I1/E = B, 
llot/-Sl•:OK.Ert SNOKE:l s:-!OK~ Sl·iO!illl AFI'."2 D3U'3 -= o_ 
Ach e3.3r; 50"~ 87.5~,; 57.u; B 
.5CY,.: 75% 87.5% 57.1~ D 
ro~ 2a 66.~ 1oo;~ 85. 7,~ '!2. <1,~ B • 
66.75,( lW.~ 71.h,~ 71.1,,;; D 
SchlOOO 66. 7/4 755S 100:/4 71.1.;,; B 
83.35; l~ 100;t 57.1¾ D 
VEl'71'0LIN l~ 75% 5(1,; 57.1j..; B 
83.3% 755~ 505~ t.2.9% D 
d,-1 
TA:EL:S 9 
7Ji:crro:; 1;:.oIC~ AF~~ i"'j,10 .. '0C . .\T IC:! !rI E.\C:! c~ Fc: ... "R 
uTJG-3. 
1-lc -i '1 - (SE!·:) - ; 
Ach. ?iF Ve:if:olin 
Sc:11000 
20. 
1-:SF25(P) (A.ir) -26.1 (13.3)• -20.G (9 .6) · 
1-Gi-'2'.) (Air ) 
20.0 (8.1)• 9.0 (6.2) 




HZ?hO(P) (.\fr) -39-8 (21.2) -35-8 (13.2) • 
v.::?110( f,i r ) '•l .!3 
(9.2)• 1+. j (9.5) 
m::•1<0Cr) H·J) _ .. ,. ,, :22.1) -59- 1' (15.h) • ~ . 
JlEFl•O(no ) 
51. .,, (15.1)• 27.1 (13.7)• 




0.160 <0.13) o.o:; (0.05) 
J.:Et'"O(Uo/ .\) ( P ) - 0.1" (0. 25) -0 .03 (0 .10) 
HEr1•0(Hc/A) 
-0.001• (0.07) 0.05 (0.03) 
ITVP(P) 1.76 (ii .1.) 13., 
(7 .'1) 
1 3 .? (6 .8) . 2.9 (h . 6) 
IFl/1' 
CV (P) - 0.0 l co.05) -0.0;'. 2 
(0.05) 
-0 .0!'l (O.O'}) - 0 .039 (0. :;> 
CV 
l iEF25( P) (;! ) - 1 0. 2 (1}.1,) -?.3 -" (15. 0) 23.r, cs .2> . 10.1 ( '). 7 ) 
FEl/1 
0.01&6 (0.1.G> -0.01,1, (1-0',) 
FVC 
-0.236 (0 .1,5) o.05? (0. 9) 
1 11.2 (0.1,5). O.? (1.55) 
I .(j (1.02) • - 1-33 (1.,1) 
Tl, LZ 0-. 
RAn;;G O? I l ii:>ICES 11: ORD:c:R OF ABILITY TO m:rrer CcfA;JGES Ill 
BASZLI:; E VALUES. 
Particil Irvlice:; 
1. l·i:Et'40(P}(Air) and l·,:s:Fl,O(P)( H ) 
2. MZF25(P)(He) 
3. HEF25(P) (Air) 
4. l·iEFhO(P) O!e/A) an-i ~, 




3. FEV1 and FF:J 1/FVC;':, 







':'ABLE l Oh 
P"rti-.1 l !1<1 ice:; 
1. N::::F25(P) (.i,.ir) and l '.~
1
•0 ( P) ( ir) 
2. HEF25(F) (He) , J,rz:;'Po.Q(F) (H ) nl !NP 
3. HEF25(P) (He/A) and MZ.:
11





3. 1-lE:F''-O (Air) 
11. IFVP and CV 
5. t,"025 (Air) 
6. FEV1 
7. FVC 
8. CV/SVC/,; HEFlfO (He/A) 
and ttEF25(Ho/A ) 
9. FEV/FVC(7;) 
10. SVC 
C :t I ') 
,., C '1' ,., 
L.:;r.;:~,L F;;;:zr:,A'i''!:c:: : !! ::;;-;;< i:.I!lJ srx ::orn :i,.T.:::~r:r.c:: v;,.:; ;-s ·r~•.blo 3 
A:!D 1:s.:: 23(P) r:i 11 SUI:,.;::::;T.3 
.:iGi.':".i'~i DU'.iHii:: OF Il:IT:i:AL l.~':';-o:R;.L F3:'.:.Jl'JATIC:: :.c:;:i.::::<: 

















THE USE OF THE DEPOSITiml OF R,U)IQ;:ucLI.i)E; TAGGl':D AErt0.30LS ·ro l·IZ~S'.raE 
T?.:C:: Flf.;CTION OF HU!-!A!i AIR',JAYS. 
rnTRO..JUC'!.'IO:I 
The deposition of particles in the human respiratory tract is 
k.no.m to be soverne<i by three rnechanis,ns. Altshuler (1960) stated that 
particles entrained in respired air are removed by:-
a) Impaction •••• the inertia of the p~rtic1es carry them to airway 
wall when airnow direction changes. Deposition by impaction is 
therefore pre:iominantly in large airway11 1 for ex,1mple, .. t the major 
bronchial bifurcations. 
b) Sedimentation •••• under the effect of gravity particles settle 
out of the airstream and are deposited on airway walls. This mo<ie ot 
deposition would be expected to be prominent in airways of amall internal 
diameter, where linear velocity is low. 
c) Brownian motion •••• entrained particlcr1 eX!)erie'.1.ce random 
L 
collisionr with r;as molecuVt:; and drift to,mrd3 airway walls. Removal of 
• 
particles by this mode is generally sm.111, t3kinB place on.l:r where the 
mean free path ia of similar order to molecular nepar~tion, as for 
exnr"ple in very small airways in which airflo;,, is almost stagnant. 
In this study, the deposition of a radionucli~e (Technetium 99ml 
tageed uniform sized polystyrene particle/3 inhaled under controlled 
condition:1 w,a!I o'X!)reesed in tw-:> ~mys. Total depol'lition in the lung 
wal'I U:J<J<i to derive ,rn index whi~h reflects air.i11y function. This index, 
th'? initinl lato;ir"l penetration in<iex ( Il,PI) i:J lai·ie for heal t'iY -.irwo.yl'J 
r'?n'.l,sti 11:: .·olativ,:,ly :iic;\1 depo-iition in the peripheral lung air Rp'lccs. 
l.noth<Jr i.ade;•, tho niit hour ret-?ntio'I v"lue (Sil~V), iA b::lflerl on piu·ticles 
- 2 - c..(,.. ~ 
depos itecl O 'l non-ciliate-l. airways. Obstructed air·.,ays woul<l be 
e>:pected to yield lo•.; ZHR',. 
The d<;iposition derived indices in eleven osyr.,ptomatic adults • .. ere 
comp.:ired with res ults of other pulr:ion,iry functio!l tests includin .,. 
0 i 
Ctosing V~lume (a small airw,a.:, test) and FE\ which is generall:, regarded 
as a larce airwa:, teat. 
SUBJml'S Alli) MEl'HODS 
Subiects 
The ell:lven volunteero (7 males and" females) who took part in 
this study had volunteered for a trial of a new anticholinergic 
bronchodilator. They were all asymptomatic at the time of the study 
and gave •·,c, history of asthma or chro•, •c bronchitis 0-1~"'-cal Research 
Council ~estionnaire on Respiratory Symptoms, 1970). Three were lifelong 
non-smokers, 2 ex-smokers and the remaining 6 currently smoked. Table l 
gives the physical characteristics, tobacco consumption and the ventilatory 
capacities of the subjects. The predicted values were calculated on teats 
carried out in the month preceding the start of the 8tudy. 
Methods 
a) Pulmonarv function 
The methods and apparatus were previously described (Chapter i. ) • 
Haximal and Partial expiratory flow volume curves (MEFV and PEFV) wero 
meaAured on the Mark 1 now volume Rpparatua (Ch'lptcr ~ ) I the peak 
expiratory now rate (PEFR) and the no,..rate "t 50".,.; of tho vital 
capacity (MEF50) were obtained from the M.EF'I curves. The nowrate after 
75% of the vital capacity had been expelled forcefully following a 
'3Ubmaximal inCJpiral;ion (HEF 25(p)) w11a mea1mred on the PEFV' curves. 
Cloaine volume was expressed RS a percent of vital cnp~city (CV/Ve%). 
FFN 
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Radionucli<le ta~~e d aero;.ol tracer technigue 
The tracer techniq·ie use<i has been described by Thonson et.al. 
1971+. A monodisperse aerosol of polyst;rr,~: ,e unleacha!:ily tazged wit!i. 
Technetium 99m(Fe·.., et.31. l':)'10 ) was generated in an airtight tar.k,b;r 
) 
a spinning disk (Hay, 19t.9). A wedge spiro.:ieter cor.nected in series 
with the tank allo•.,ed thP. volu:ne of aerosol withdrawn from the ta:'!k 
to be pre~et and automaticall~ controlled by solenoid valves. A 
series connected p1!e .i.motachogr<lph measured the no,.:rate with which air 
left the tank. A continuous recordin3 of this nowrate (inspiratory 
flowrate (V1 )) m1s m,ade on a chart re=order. A tank by-pas3 circuit 
enabled subjects to t::,ke altern,1:c b:'~::iths from the tank (active breath) 
and fron room air. The particle:,, W'a!re of 51,m {~ 0./3 $:;)) di,:u:ieter. 
The 1'10 Kev camm"' ray emitted by tae isotopa (TC-9::,rn, h"llf life 
six hours) was externally detected by scintillation detectors using 
aooiu□ iodide (thallium activated) cryst~ls 3.8 cm dia~~ter and 2.5 cm 
thick. Lung burden a:,;1;essment was obtained fro:n two diametrically opposed 
probes centered on the chest anteriorly and posteriorly. The collimation 
of the probes was such that their field of view included most of tho 
chest but very little of the stomach (Pavia et.al. 1971). Topographical 
distribution of the inhaled aerosol was determined fro:n a posterior 
rectilinear scan. The locally built scanner (Daw~on et.al. 1971) 
traversed vertical slices of the ~horax in ~idths 1 inch (2.5 cm). The 
whole field was scanned in approximately half an hour, each traverse 
takine 11bo11t three minutes. A continuous recording of the counts in each 
traverse was made on a potentiometric recorder fed from a ratemeter. 
PROCEDURE 
On three days, one week apart, each subject undertook an experimental 







a) pulmon'lry function tests and determination of background 
radic1tion count,3 over the che3t in the hour i mmediately 
precedin3 
b) aerosol inhalation 
c) initial lune; burden was determined within three 1:1inutes of 
the start of inhalation. Assessment of the topographical 
distribution was begun about two minutes later. 
ueterr.iination of the lung burden retained at six hours after 
aerosol inhalation 
Pulmonary function tests were perforoed in the sal!le order in each 
run. The first test was the partial expir~tory flow volume curve from 
which MEF'25(P) was obtained as the mean of the last three of five 
'blows'. The reference vital capacity was taken as the rnea."l of the 
last three (or fiv,,) blows on the maximum expiratory flow volume curves 
which followed the partial curves. A set of five maximum curves were 
co~pleted within five minutes of completing a set of partial curv.a. 
The PEFR and the l·lEF5~~ was the me,:m of the values on the last three l-1]:FV' 
curves. The closin~ volume manoeuvre was next performed. CV/Ve% was the 
mean of three technically competent manoeuvres. Finally FiN1 was obtained 
as the mean of the last three of five attempts. 
Aerosol inhalation consisted of thP. taking of eight breaths each of 
500 ml volume from the tonk. Nose clips wore worn, there waa no breath 
holding ~use and each active breath was followed by one from the room 
air, each inspiration beginning at the FRC level. At the end of inhalation 
particles were cleared from the mouth, pharynx and oeaopha3UB by a water 
mouth\~ash some of which waa swallowed. 
Initinl lung burden was measured with the anterior probe centered on 
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t:1e midoternum in the medial line and in close pro.r.imity to the bo1y 
surface. T,ro count3 each of 100 r.econds duration were made. For each 
count the orithmetic mean of the two detector,; wa:; taken due allo-.,ance 
being made for diffe~ences in detector efficiencies determined beforehand. 
The initial lung burden Wl!ls the mean of two counts. 
i 
An initial lateral penetration index (ILPI) was calculated from the 
topozraphical distribution of particles in the rizht lung. The richt 
lung was selected since its field is less likely to be influenced by 
swallowed particles in the stomach. The total counts in each traverse 
was corrected for background and radioactivity decay. ILPI is the ratio 
of the summed count~ in traverses 1f and 5 to the e;ur.irned counts in 
tr<1ve:.·:1es 1 ,:,.nd 2. Because each traverse width is 2.5 cm, two vertical 
5 cm sli,.,.:; are used in c.,lculatin~ ILPI. 
This method of calculating ILPI ensures a lar~e value of the index 
when the particles are distributed in the lung periphery (patent smaller 
airways) and a small value when th(? particles are predor?Jina~tly centrally 
deposited (obstructed small airways). The effect of takins narrower 
vertical. slices is discussed later (see orscussrorr). 
At six hours after aerosol inhalation, the subject was repositioned 
as for the initial. lun~ burden measurement and a single 100 eeconi count 
taken. This count was decay corrected and expressed as a percentage or 
the initial lune; burden. The value resulting is the sh: hour retention 
value (SIIRV). 
All subjects were closely observed during the entire experimental 
run. Srnokin~ woA not permitted for nn hour before or during a run. 
RE1ULTS 
The raeBn v0luo (tho avernge of three runA), the standard error of 
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t he mean (SE!!) and the coe fficient of variation (COV - t he s t a nda r d 
devi3tion expr essed as a percentage of the mean) wer e calculated for 
all the parameters measured i n a n individual. 
Flowra t e during in.~alation was analysed as maximum (Vrrnax> and 
average (VIave-). The over11ll mean : SE:.t was 76 : 3 I, min -l and 
34: 2 L min -l for V and V respectivel~. The corresponding pD X lavg J 
COV were 15~ and 125; indicating t hat inspiratory nowrates were highl:, 
reproducible overall. Analys i s ~f variance confirmed that there were 
no significant difference in flowra t es between the three runs. Inspiratory 
flowrate values are listed in Table 3. 
Pulmonary function test resu1ts are shown in Table 2. The grand 
mean COV indicates that FEIJ, was the leas~ variable test between runs, 
(COV 3.6%). Of the tests regarded as measuring small airway function. 
Cloaing volume (COV 11%) was less variable than WZF25(P) (COV 24%). 
The PEFR (COV 14%)and the MEF50 (COV 1 1►• 7,~) were about equally variable 
in this study. 
In Fig. 1 the mean observed CV/VC% (! lSE) is shown for the 11 
subjects. From a comparison with the predicted values of McCarthy et.al. 
I 9 t 2. ) whose predicted values are shown as the sol.id l.ine : 2SE 
(dotted lines>, none of the subjects gave evidence or small airway disease. 
Fig. 2 shows the topographical distribution or the inhaled particlos 
in the right lung or the volunteera for each or the three runa. 'l'he 
meon distribution was not significantly ditterent on the} runs 
indicating no detectable change in the lung behaviour over the three 
weeks of study, since the physical variables (fiowrate and volume) were 
unchanged. 
Scatter diagrams showing the relationship or the initial lateral 
penetration index with lune function indices (CV/Ve:',;,, HEF25(P), HEF50, 
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FEV1 and P:::FR), and with a 6 e a.re give!1 (Fir;s. 3 to 7 
expected positive correlc1tio,-.s of IL?I with PEFR, FEf 1 a nd l·lEii'50 were 
found as 1-;as the neg;:i ti-;e correlotic,i ·.,ith CV/VC5~. The correlation 
coefficient (r) for these indices \l'lre 0.52, 0.57, 0.44 ,rnd -0.49 
renpectively. For HE?25(P) the theoreti=ally expected positive 
correlation was demonGtrated but the r value (0.23) was not as high as 
for the other function indices . ILPI was four.d to be independent of 
age. In view of the healthiness of the subjects and the smal.l number 
in the group it is not :;urprising that none of the r values was 
significant at the 5;:; by t test. 
ch -& 
ILPI was also foun d to be positively correlated with SHrtV (r "' 0.11), 
. 
Vlo ;: (r == 0.30) and Vr~v (r 0.20). The mean :. S:C:·! of ILPI in the 
lifelo:i::; -., n-;;;rnokera was 0.53 :: O.lC ,:ith o me,)n COV u: 29.5;L The 
smokers :'lnd ex-sr.1oker:; r;ave the following corresponding result,s :-
ILPI 0.69 :t 0.13 and COV of 52.7i~. ~or thi,; latter grou9 the number 
~ 
of cigarattes smoked was negntively correlated with ILPI (r = -0.355 
n ,., 8, t = -0. 93). Again, the correlation coefficients were not 
statistically ai~nificant but indicate a trend. 
The mea!'l six hour retention value of 61~ ! 3~ of initial lung 
burden is in accord with other authors (Pavia et.al. ( •~~, ) Short et.al, 
IC) 'l'l } ) nnd indicate that only about h()i~ of the p'4rticles were 
initially deposited on ciliated airway3. The mean COV of the SHRV (11~) 
was much lesa than that for ILPI and might be explained in part by 
differenceo in individu~1R' clearance rRto patterru,. The SHRY was 
indeponrtent of inapiratory now retoe (r"' -0.005 for Vt-x) and 
neBntively correlated with a3e Cr ~ -0.28). The non-smokerR gave a mean 









Several workers (Thomson & Short, 1969; Lippmann et.~l. 1970 
Goldberg 'lnd Lour.:nco, 1973; Thoms on 3nd Pavia; 197•; DoloYich et.al. 
1976; Short et.al. 197ca) have shown that airway disease of both the 
; 
restrictive and obGtructive type cause premature particle depositio~ i., 
the lung inhaled. Both monodisperse (Pavia et.al. 1977) and heteronisper3e 
(Fazio, 1977) aerosols have been used to study lung deposition pa t terns. 
~avia et.al. 1977) have pointed out that despite sophistication of 
aerosol inhalation technique particles will be deposited on either 
side of a target zone in the airways. Thus an aerosol chosen to give 
maximal depo:~ition in large airways will also give some deposition in 
finer airways; some 10 i,14 particles have been shown to reach and be 
deposited .t 1 small airways (Thomson a=.::! Pavia, •C:>14-). 
From the topographical distribution of particles inhaled by the 
normal subjects in the present study, a 5 ;•m diameter particle appear to 
have an almost gausaian distribution along the lung airways. It is 
therefore assumed that differences in the individual's distribution is 
due largely to differences in the state of airway health and thus in 
airway patency. As an example consider two pairs of the subjects in 
this study. The first pair (females) consists of a lifelong non-smo~~r· 
(No. 9) ands current smoker (No. 11). The smoker was older by 7 years 
(ILPI independent or age) taller by 2 cm. and had a predicted F'L1• ~hich 
slthoueh within the normal range, was 25% less than that of the non-smo'.:er . 
Closing volume w11s marginally higher (by ~) and flowrates at all lung 
volumes lower (MEF 25(P) by 12, MEF50 by 100 and PEFR by 27 L min -l) in 
the smoker. Inhalation nowrate:. were higher by only 5 L min - 1 in the 
Amoker, but both II.PI and SBRV ~eresubstsntially different. It is not 
thought that the 21~% difference in SHRV is t'Ully Bccountad for by 
-1 
impllction in central airwsys due to the increase of 5 I, min in 
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inspiratory flow rato3. llotice alao tlvit the, s?noker's lo·,ier II.PI 
\las l ess variable (COV less by 3•,~;) than the n·:rn-sr.iokers highe::- ILPI 
r.mJ th'lt the varial>ility in S!IRV is reverse-I (sr.1oker\ vnriability ~reater 
; 
The second ::,air (males) consists of a current s::io~<er (Uo. 1) 
and an ex-smoker (No. 10). The current smuke::- h;;id consume:l approximately 
I, tir.1es the number of cigarettes as the ex-smoker, but the physical 
characteristics were alr.10st identical (Table 1). Th3 e::<:-srnoker had a 
slizhtly hie;har predicted FE'v'1 (by 65;), a lo·..;er r:lo :;:i.r.g v~:.ume (9.~VC ) 
1 h . ' l 'EF2~(p) (20 L · -l) 1•--0 1 65 L · -l) P~ ( L - l) an• izner ·1 ;; r~1.:1. , •1!.J,;; , r.11.:1 11nd ~"' 223 mi:i • 
Both m:.::dmu,~ and average inspiratory flo., r~te durine aerosol inhalation 
were lower in the, ex-smoker by 15 and 8 L -1 !Ill compared to the curre!lt 
smoker. however, ILPI wal'l higher in the e:<-::;:!loker (0.,1, compared to 0.32) 
and SHRV less 62}~ compared to 7<:f/4 initial lung burden. Comp3ring the 
vari abilities of SHRV and ILPI in the two pair:; of subjects, it is seen 
that the healthier lun6s (9 a~d 10) are less v~~iable in 5!raV than the 
less he.;ilthy lun3s (1 and 11). No s1.1ch clear cut trend is exhibited by 
ILPI. One possible expln.nation of the ereater COV of ILPI compared to 
srmv may be that tonal variations of the airways affect ILPI more than SHRV • 
Althou[;h the mucociliary clearance depends on site of deposition of the 
aerosol in that p,irticl13a depoRited nearer to the mouth are cleared more 
quickly (shorter distance to tr!\Vel) small chani;ee in deposition aite 
as mi3ht be tho result of tonal diameter change:., in airways would be 
Rmoothed i~ the overall clearance curve up to 6 hours after inhalation. 
The effect of tonal changes mi$ht explain some of the observed differences 
in the initial part (up to abo•1t 2 hrs> of the clearance curve. In order 
to demonatrato this concluAivoly it would be required that inhalBtion 
flowrates are r.iore cloaely controlled than was the case in the present 










• . ,. 
• 
53 to 99 L min-l and it is possible that this ra n~e offlo-,,ratei, could 
be accommodated by ch:m~es in airW'-'Y smooth muscle. 
If t'.1e rierio,ition of r a,Ho,.uclirle ta;:;3e1 !><irtides is to b(a! use-1 a3 
a screenin~ procedure for ~et".!cti:i:; ec1rl:;; ,:n,.,11 -'l ir·.-1.;iy c'lise:::,se, then the 
tech:-iiqu-:? must bc m.zch t:nt a hieh throu;;h:?•1t c,in be oot,:iinerl. o lt)•,;est 
tl to a cquisition proceM1 in the p:.eseat stui~• •'3,5 th'It involve➔ i n 
est13blishing the initial later"l !nnetr:i.tio:-i of the aero,ol. '..'ith a view 
to r.peeding ur, thir1 part of the riroces s , simple vertic:il slices of the 
lunz field wafl selected to form the ba:;is of the init i'3l. l.ateral p"! t'L tra tio n 
index, as previously rnentior,ed. It will be rec'lllecl th l'.l t the II.PI here 
reported was b'-lsed on slices of 1Jidth 5 cr:i. (2 traverae3 each of ::m inch 
in width Adjacent to the mi1line 3nd peririhery of the chast). An in,!e:::: 
calculated on slice width or ~-5 cm. (su~ of t~~verse 5 counts divided 
by 1,um of traverse 1 c:,unts) cave results which were simi1ar to the 
ILPI which is tabulated (Tahlc 3 ) • As would be e;cpec tel} the statistical 
0ccuracy of the countinz over the n,.rro•.,er slice was inferior to that 
and the wider slice, and this re:mlted in a lari;er COV for the 2.5 crn. 
slice. The mean difference 'between the two COV •:es 10"./4 and this 
difference was aii;nificant at the 55; level by t test. This observation 
is cncouraiing since the possibility of using a simpler monitori~g jig 
tht:n the homemade precision scanaer ia not: precluded. Feasibility studies 
usini; a minimonitor as tho detector io }'lanned. 
The aix hour retention value, because of its dependence on r.ruco-
ciliary clearance oa well ns on initial ~ito of deposition of the aerosol, 
would probably be less viable as a screening procedure even though it 
gave a lower COV th".ln ILPI in the volunteers atu,Ued. 
It iR conclu<icd th3t the ,foposition of radionuclide ta~e,:! pt1rticle3 
in the hu:n:in lung ,:an bo used to "tu:ty the f'unction of large AS ·,1ell as 
11 -
11 oir-4 :;s . Tho tochni uo us ~:i i n t 1i:l r !)Ort ,,ou l 
fi'! •l i f m;:,.3a . r eenine 110s to conte. ::,1 te • 
l evel or r dici cti vi :• _i c inh l~tl · ul•l b nr-. i oport n t co ns iJ~r.i tio 'l . 
; 
... 
TABLE l YllfSICAL CIIARACl'ffll51'!('.S 1 SHOKTIIG BIS't'ORT At:D PR&STUDY OBSrnVED k!lD PRDllCTED VE"lT[L.".TORY 
FUNCTION or ~ ADULT V0LtTl1l'ErnS 
SUBJlm' SEX AGE REIGRr WEIG!n' 
s~:0K1:,x; FEV1(L) FEV/VC(~) 
NtJMB}ll (Yr) (M) (Kg) (l~ - Yr) .. Obs.~ Pr~. 
Qbg • Pred . 
01 M 71 1.76 78 .2 9.1 
3.3,, 11'• 66 101 
"C2 K i.3 1.75 70.8 None 
1,.,,5 103 80 106 
03 F 61 1.51 47 .8 8.8 
2.lh 118 eo 105 
QI; M 61l 1.72 65.7 9.9 2.'15 
81 67 98 
05 M 67 l.?2 8
1•.l l.~ 3.5 121 76 
111, 
·06 F 71 1.57 56.2 flone 
1.59 90 73 99 
O? H 70 1.71 62.0 
7.? 2.66 oc; 93 11i1 , ., 
08 M .,,. 1. ?It 76.5 15.0 
2.8 101 76 118 
•09 r 62 1.6'1 62.0 None 
2.'• 11'• 78 102 
10 H 72 1.78 77.1, 2.5 
3.60 120 71 119 
n F 69 1.66 75.7 
11 . 4 1.79 89 fl• ~ 
Mr.AN 65.8 1.69 68 .8 7.t. 2.?9 
105 75.5 101 
S.D. 8.7 o.08 11.0 
h . 11 o.86 l~ .l 8.1 311 .h 
&E(K) 0.26 
t. .3 2.1, 10.1, 
!a 
• Hon-Smokers 
Oba ~ obsened Yalue 
' Pred. = predicted Y-1.ue (Cotes, 
.. ..... _- .z- •-~- ---· - - - - -
·-· ......... , -
TADL:j 2 ~ FmlC'l'IO:i TIZT REStJI;rs: 
POOJ.Ir:G OF OBSERVATIO:lS TAlrn': AT Wim<LY I ill'DNALS OVER 3 \l:E:EKS 
SUB. CI,OSilD V0LUJ,;E HEF25(P) ml 
NEF50 FEFil 
No. Mi,Ul SZ:-l C(1{ HF.AN 
Si:21 cov HEAN s:m cov •iEAN sm 
CDV HEAil GEi-1 cov 
Cl 33.5 2.8 19 19-9 1,.7 
1,1.3 3. 1, 0,02 0.89 132 1, .2 5.5 325 21 
11 
•02 11.s o.e 13.2 69.6 3.2 7-9 1, .3 0.10 
li.4 236 ,,.3 3. 2 !iOl G "1 ✓· 
03 18.3 0.5 4.9 19.4 1.9 
17 2.10 0.05 3.9 811 7. 4 15.1 
21,11 2i1 17 
()I, 33 .6 1.2 10.0 17.6 1.5 111 .8 2.50 
0.02 1.2 85 h.7 9.6 ,,39 15 5 
05 21 . 7 o.6 9.3 li0.8 Ii .6 19.5 
3.'10 o.o . 3.9 169 G. 3 6.5 406 
Gh 27 
· 06 28 .0 l.5 18.1 21.0 4.2 34.8 1.70 
0.05 4.7 88 10.0 19.8 154 2) 
~, 
c;U 
~07 32.5 1.2 12. 2 29.3 3.9 23.1 
2.90 0.10 7.2 155 22.6 25 .3 282 
11, 8 
:(.,8 30.2 1.1 8.8 28.5 1.5 7.4 2.60 
0.04 2.3 131 21.11 23 .2 353 ;:8 11 
•09 30.0 o.8 6.6 r.1.2 10.3 l1 3.3 2.50 
a.or, l1.h 170 l11.l 2t:.2 231 12 9 
10 24.6 0.5 7.3 39.3 7.9 3li.8 
3.60 o.u;,. o.8 197 25 .3 2?.;'i 51,s 78 25 
,, 33.1 1.2 13 28.7 2.6 15.7 1.90 
0.07 5.8 70 2.7 6.8 204 9 7 
...... 
GIAKDJ.~ N 26.5 1.3 u 32.3 4.6 2• 2.80 0.21, 3.6 
138 16 .0 14.7 331 37 l '• 
Cloaing Voluae (5-\'C) I n:v1 in Litre& BrFS : 
MEF25(P); l•iEF'j() and PEFR in titrea/min 
• llon-amokens 
.. - .. -... •-=· 
TABLE 2 ~ Fm.cl'I0:-1 TIZT JUSULTS: 
POOLilll OF OBSEaVATI0.1S TAID! AT WEEKLY I llTUWALS ovrn , ~ 
rn. CLOSilli VOLmiE NIF25(P) FEVl 
~:EF50 PEFR 
No. KE,Ul SD~ cov NF.AN SOI 
cov HEr.N SD-1 cov ►.EAN SUl cov 
}~l SD•l cov 
Cl 33.5 2.8 19 19.9 
,, . 7 i.1.3 3.h 0.02 o.S9 132 li .2 5.5 325 21 11 
· 02 11.S o.8 13.2 69.6 3.2 7-9 i..3 
0.10 11, !1 236 !1.3 3.2 hOl G 
, 
03 18.3 0.5 h.9 19.r. 1.9 17 
2.10 0.05 3.9 8'• 7. r. 15.1 2'"· 211 17 
QI, 33.6 1.2 10.0 17.6 1.5 1
1•.8 2.50 o.o~ 1.2 85 ,, .7 9.6 1i39 15 5 
05 21 .7 o.6 9.3 h0.8 4.6 19-5 
3. ,,0 o.o· 3-9 169 G. 3 6.5 406 64 27 
·06 28.0 1.5 18.l 21.0 4.2 311,8 1,70 
0.05 !1,7 88 10.0 19.8 154 23 
~, 
,:.I) 
· 07 32.5 1.2 12.2 29.3 3.9 23.1 2.90 
0.10 7.2 155 22.6 25.3 202 l h 8 
:c.a 30.2 1.1 8.8 28.5 1.5 7.L. 
2.60 0.04 2.3 131 21.1  23.2 353 26 11 
·09 30.0 o.8 5.6 hl.2 10.3 l13,3 
2.50 O.O'> ll • f~ 170 1,1.1 211 .2 231 12 
10 2't .6 0.5 7.3 39.3 7.9 yi .8 3.60 
0,v<'. o.8 197 25 .3 2? -3 51,s 78 2-
11 33.1 1.2 13 28 .7 2.6 15.7 1.90 
0.0? 5.8 70 2.7 (,,8 204 9 7 
GiANI)HE,\N 26.5 l ,3 ll 32.3 l1, 6 24 2.80 o.i• 3.6 
138 16 .0 14.7 331 37 l'· 
Cloei:ig Volue l5,,'VC); rtv1 in Litre& MPS : 
MD'25(P) ; l-iEF50 and PEFR in titr eo/min 
. ?:on-smokers 
TABLE 1 "&xnnnr A11D AV~AOE D-lHALATIO~l FLOWRAT&S I IlUTIAL L.\TERAJ, PEtl~RATION ItlOEX AtlD SU 110:m R~E" "i'JOl_ 
VALUE: FOOLOO OF OBSll?VATIOtfS~Kffi A.!_ \ISEKLY Iln'mYAL.5 OVER THREE WEEKS 
Sub. Inhalation novratee (I/min) ILPI s1mvc~> Lune 
Ko. Ka:dlRIII Average Burden 
Mean SDI C<N Hean Sll4 cov Henn SOI COV >:can SU! CO\I 
Ol 92 13 24 i.1 ,. 16 0.82 0.30 63 10 5 12 
02 88 10 19 38 h 19 0.?4 0.07 16 67 5 1 
03 53 4 15 23 1 9 0.71 0.111 35 59 3 9 
04 72 I. 9 37 l h 0.52 0.09 29 71, 2 5 
05 80 10 21 36 h 18 1.35 0.30 38 57 5 15 
06 85 6 13 39 ,· 7 0.61 0.22 62 r.1 6 23 
07 79 2 5 35 l 7 0,1,0 0.16 69 59 3 10 
08 73 12 28 33 l1 20 o.66 0.16 42 67 2 6 
09 65 3 9 2? l 9 0.1,0 0.23 99 71 1 2 
10 71 Ii 9 33 ? 12 0,9'• 0.20 37 62 2 5 
ll ?O 5 13 33 2 12 0,14 0.06 65 l17 7 25 
mJI ?6 3 15 ,,. 2 12 o.66 0.10 50 61 3 1 
ml ia initial lateral penetration index; SHRV i£ 3ix hour retention value as percentage of i nitial lun$ burden; 
SIM ta atandard error of the mean and <XN ia the coefficient of variation - the standard deviation as percentage of t he 
IIND. 
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~ubject nos. & least square l ine shown. 
ILPI: 0·003MEF50• 0·3 
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FIG.7 Scatter Di agram of In i tial Lateral Penetrat i on Index and 
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'l'ne ~.;;,1niro.tu3 u::;cd fo,:- the ::'.ajor pclTt of the 1;ork on ~-,hic!l this 
thesis i s bazr,d w= =:::e:nbled. fro::i c=ily availal>lc components ~:nd. the 
totcl cn.pital coot ;::u:; le::rn th= ;:100. Anclocuc electronic circ,..1.itry 
wa.::; uocd becaui:;e of the rel:i.tive e;q:icnsc of di~it:il co:nponcnts at the 
time of a::;oembly (1973 - 1974) . 
T'nc desicn of the C(!Uipment 1-; a::; such that it cc..ild be easily 
disoemblcd for sterilisation, could be tran::;ported with ease (compact 
modular tlesien to fit into boot of aver~e fnmily saloon), and wa.s 
robust cnoue;h to mc.intain stability and reliability. 
Over the two yexra in 1:hich the apparatus wa.::; used it proved 
rer.1a;rkabl;v st:::i.blc and reliable. The calibration wns as::;essed at frequent 
and reGU).a.r intervaJ.:. but adjust:ncnts were rarely needed. 
To reduce the hazard of croos infection from equipment used in 
epi9"emiolO,'.l;'/ the c.·?ility to disinfect the a.ppa.ra.tus between subjects i □ of 
cont.idcra.blc importa.'lcc. 'l'his Wa.'.l o.chicvcd in my a.pparn.tus by the 
inclusion of di:.pooa:ole 1,~erilc i:;::iuze pads at stratc:.;ic points. Those 
pads were c:hanJOd a!'ter each subject h.:id uocd the machine. The whole 
appa.Tatus was dissembled and steriliced thoroughly at weekly intervals. 
The advi9e of the Uicrobiolo:;ical Hazards Safety Officer was sought 
and followed regn.rdinff the method and frequency of sterilisation. 
Both the short term and long term comparison of the equipment with 
standard manufactured a.pparatuo ( cho.pters 2 ond 3) has underlined the 
inherent quality. Met iculouo care in approach and methodology, ( choice 
of electronic component::: and circuit l~out) however contributed to 
the results obtained. Ho evidence is presentod reea:rding the behaviour 
of the apparatus in a multiple uoer situation. 
The r~pid expan:;;ion -in the va.:-iety end avail~bility of di~-ito.l 
circuitry includin6 microprocesso:::-s in recent years 1-rould probably 
make a repeat de::;ien of ::;icilar ;::.-.alo.,;ue equipment loss than cost 
effective. 
Collection of Data 
C • 
The volu:ne of data which can ·oe handled by equipment having an 
analogue output format is restricted because transcription is C"J clerical 
rather than automatic mechaniccl or electrical means. The quality of the 
• data io not impaired ho1-revcr co;;:pa:ed to that which is acquired in 
di&ital form. This ia confirmed ':rJ the evidence in chapter 4 since the 
Fl! tape recorder acquires information in a mode which is closely 
analogou:;; to digital a.cqui::;ition. 
Desir:n of l<1Jepcrir.,ent::._ 
The desian of the experiments ( ch apter::; 5, 6 and 'l) took a.ccou.--tt 
of the above limitations. The statistical methods by which the 
resulting data was to be anaJ.y::;ed determined the method or collection. 
Chbicc of Indices of Pulmonary Function 
The thirteen indices (subject of chapter 7) wore chosen having 
rc1~d to the current (1975) popularity and the ability of' the apparatu3 
to produc~ them reliably. Additional indiceo, in pa.rticula;i:- the slope 
of the alveolar plateau on closing volume tracings, could have been 
chosen, but those were not of current interest at the time of ple."lnin~ 
the experimcntn. 
Chapter 7 reports an a.osossoent of the relative merits of puloonary 
function indiceo. 'lbe mGthod was dc3iG!lcd to •test• the Tosto rather than 
tcstincr tho volunteers. This approach ie different from tho more usual 
epidemiological approach in which large uncelected popw.ations are 
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The rJcrit of the approach uccd i:i that inforn;:1.tion on the '"'.est:;' 
In a the&is a.eclin,-; ,-,i th the evaluation of s:::aJ.l a:irwey di::;eo.se, 
the absence cf experimental. work on clinically defined disease states 
such as Asthma and. Bronchitis is perhaps unusual. The lack of 
Ethical Co:nrnittee permiooion to persue such studies however did not 
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The apparatus which was designed and constructed by the Author for 
use in the field has been described and evaluated in Chapters 1 - 3 above. 
The sources of error which are now deecribed are mainly inherent in the 
methoda especially where a body plethyamograph ia not available or its 
use impracticable. 
Sources of Experimental Error iD the Testa 
1) Closing Volume 
A major source of error, up to 100 ml., in thia teat is aaaociated 
with the determination of the point of intersection of Phaaea III and IV. 
A contributing factor ia the error iD defining the 1 beat fit' line 
through the a1veolar plateau. The error ia greater in nbjecta with 
5111al.ler rital capacities because or the shortness of the plateau. Aid 
in locating the point ia given by the diminition iD the -plitude of 
cardiogenic oacillationa aa the intersection ia approached. However 
these oacillationa are not al~a present even in the same person 
performing replicate manoeuvre•• 
ExpreHing the closing volume aa a percentage of the Yi ta1 capaci t7 
and rejecting tracing• in replicate test■ where the vital capacities 
exceeds! 5" of the mean haa helped to reduce the variation in the teat. 
Subjects teated at the eame time of d.rq on three occuiona oYer a period 
of three weeks gave for the CY/SVC'Y- coefficient• or variation (COY) iD 
the range 5 - 19" with a .... of 1~ (Cb.8). ~ht. ooapt.rea with an 
&Yerage COY of 18:i derived from the published atandard va1uH of 
McCarthJ et a1. 
Perllap■ the greateat drawback of tbia bst :I.a that so■• aubjecta 
do not appear to have a cloalllg volume •.,..la117 t,etweea tbe age• 18 and 25. 
" I 
- 2 -
ii) Flow Volume 
Unlike the closing volume teat moat persona produce an apparently 
technically competent maximal. or partiu expiratory now volume tracing 
whether air alone or a mixture of helium-oxygen is being breathed. 
However variation in the location of the tracing within the Tita1 capacity 
range -y introduce appreciable error. Thia variation ia greater where 
the now volume manoeuvre ie done to assess the effect of agente which 
may a1ter the vital capacity (e.g. bronchoconetrictora/bronchodilatore). Such 
variation can be reduced by perfor=ing the teats within a boct.y plethysmograph. 
Because the Residual Volume (RV) is more innuenced by small. airway 
calibre and compressibility a larger systematic error will be ' involved 
if 1 beforet and 1atter 1 curves are alignP"d at RV than if ~hey were 
a1ignedat total lung capacity (TLC). Motional alignment at TLC, c .. done 
in this atuct.y), using a separate Yital capacity manoeuvre, ie a1so 
preferable when •partial' curves are required. 
It ia doubtful whether the Function Residual Capacity (FRC) obtained 
by subsequent tidal volume trace is more accurate for this purpose although 
return to FRC in replicate epirogracia ia normally lea• variable than RV or TLC. 
Another aource of error ia :i.Dvolved in the precieion with which the 
inetantaneoua now rate• can be determined from the no-volume tracinge. 
In general the closer to the RV the now rate ordinate ia meaaured the 
larger the reading error becauae of the finite thiclcn•- of the recorded 
line. For example a ■ean COV tor MEF2.5 (repeat atudiee on the aame 
subject• on ) occaaiona) of 2'4111' (range 8 - I•"'> -• found and the correeponding 
tigurea tor MJ:1'50 were ■ean 1" (range J-41,0. Thia tne of error must be 
taken into account when indioe■ renecting ■-all airway behaviour are choaen 






representing .small airway behaviour by Macklem (persona1 communication) 
a1though this index haa incre-•d in S1110kers after cessation or the 81110ki.ng 
habit. In this respect the HEFl+O ma:, be better at representing smaii 
airway behaviour than KEF50 despite a larger reading error in the former. 
The MEF40 ia al.so knovn to bave a fair1)' constant relatio118tdp to the 
absolute lung volume scale determined plethyamographicall.y, being 
TLC-60:1' of initial vital capacity. 
The effect of uaing a heliWD-O:icygen mixture to trace a nov volume 
curve is to i.ncre-• the novratea at all volumes where turbul.ent now 
predomi.natea. The now volume trace woul.d therefore be amplified 
(compared to air) in about the upper tvo thircla or the rlta.l capacity 
range relSUl.ting in a proportionate reduction in the nov rate ordinate 
reading error. In the lo-r third or the vital capalcty thia error ia 
either unaffected or become alightly greater beca11ee nov rates are less 
than or equal. to thoae on air. 
By incorporating botb air and helium-oxygen now volume curves in 
the ... e teat, 1111d index, the iaonow Yolume point (IJ'VP) can be obtained. 
The ayerap yaJ.ue o:f thia index in the mDOkera at11died vas 26 ! 311' i:ompared to 
19 ! 2" !or the non-aaokera (Cb.7) 1r11pporting the Tiew that a nowrate 
ordinate in the laat third of the Yita.l capacity 1a 110re likely to 
renect -1.1. airway changes than an ordinate in the upper or middle third. 
iii) RadioactiYe Tpcer Aeroaol Inhal.ation 
1'be initial lateral penetration iDdex (ILPI) 1111d the aix hour retention. 
value (SKRV) (which to some extent depezada on I.I.Pl) are receat inovationa 
vhich are - yet not nl.idated. They are potentially yaluab1e aa being 
independent of -&8\lreaenta on expired air. The larpat errora oa t.hia teat 
will be aaaociated vitb the reproducibility or nov rate during inbalation 











and the volUllle of aerosol inhal.ed can be closely controlled 1 but even 
under these constraints inspirato17 now rates can vary widely. TheCOV 
ot both ILPI (111ean .50", range 16~) and SHRV (mean 11"• range 2-25") 
on repeat &tudie■ or the same indivudual.s are largely due to the 
differences~ in inapirato17 nowrates attained by an individual. in 
replicate manoeuvre■• 
C. •, ·Io 
The simple ratio used to calculate IIJ>I probably gives rise to non-
linearity and a better index will almost certainl.y be found with increased 
experience in this technique. The SHRV may be leas promising than 
ILPI as a m-sur• of ama1l. airway function as it is greatly influenced 
by cough and mucociliary function. 
Consistency of RellUlts 
8JDOk.ers are often used aa a 1110del. uf emal.l. ai.rvay disease on the aa11W1Ption 
that adverse. effects will be first manife■t in the small lung airways. 
It 1■ more 11kely however that the influence wil1 be felt over the entire 
I 
airway generation since indice■ such as MEF25, peak expiratory !1ow rate 
and FEV1 are reported to have increased following ce11-tion of the 
■making habit. When amokere and non-smoker■ have had their pulmonary 
!unction aaeeNed, conai11tency in the relllll.ta ia often judged by obser•iD& 
whether the amoker• resu1ts are over.ii interior to those of the non-amokere. 
Such baa been the case in this The•i•• 
Another way ot checking coneistency i■ by noting correlation between 
indicea and anthropo■etric data. An apparent inconaiatency exiata in 
Table 7 ot Ch.7 where the FEV1, iDatead of declining with increaeing age, 
gave a po■itive correlation r • 0.61 P<0.05 for amokera. Thia -Y be 
due to the difference• 1n tobacco coneumption vhich w- greater 1n the 
younger amokere. 
A different unexplained f .. ture ia obaerved, (Table}, Ch.?) where 
repeat deterai.Dationa on trained eubjecte have reaul.ted in • • aignificant • 








observation is not an artifact of the methodology, it may imply that 
even in trained subjects aprehension, anxiety or other emotiona1 state, 
possibly associated with the first teat,~ affect the resul.ta. 
General. Assessment 
Probabl.y the most significant observation in this Thesis is the 
importance of the role o! airway smooth muscle tone in contributing to 
variability in now volume curves and other pulmonary function tests. 
Even where forced expiration is not involved, as in radioactive tracer 
aerosol inhalation, variation in airway muscle tone may have affected 
function findings by varying the inhal.ation velocity. 
The significance or tone in the production of the characteristic 
now volume curve ,. •notch I t- -as not been f •-.l.ly evaluated 11:::-.i needs further 
research. 
A systematic use of both 1partia1 1 and 'maximal' now volume 
curves to chart the effects of bronchoactive agents on airway smooth 
muscle may lead to the establishment of the range of ca1ibre change 
which can be expected in health and disease. The use of hist-ine, 
which may mainl.y constrict medium sized air-ya, cou1d be a usefu.1 
starting point. 
Recoaapnded Teat 
Teats of lung function should be appropriate to the circwutances 
for which they are required. They should therefore discriminate 
bet-en releyant and irrelevant -pecta of function in• particu1ar 
situation. In asaeNing eeall airway dia.-e early detection ia more 
relevant only vhere reversibility ia a possibility aince only paliative 
--•sure■ can be instituted apin■t chronic diaeaae. 
(."' Io 















On the basis of the anal.ysia (Ch.7) certain indices seem more 
appropriate than others tor detecting reversible effects. The discriminant 
functions which are centra1 to the ranking ot these indices have 7et to 
be verified in an independent population ot persons (two distinct popul.ations 
of changes existed in the study). The isofiow volume point (IFVP) 
appeared to be as good as closing volume in detecting reversible 
changes, ao that it only a single teat is to be recommended, it would 
be the combination ot air and He-oxygen flow volume curves. The 
additional information which can be gained by the use of helium 
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IPRATROPIUM BROMIDE: MUCOCILIARY 
CLEARANCE RATE AND AIRWAY RESISTANCE 
IN NORMAL SUBJECTS 
Rl "l'F.RT A. J-'RA:"ICIS,• MAVRICE L. THOMSON,t DEMETRI PAVIA! ASI> 
ROBERT 8. DoUGLAS 
T U C c..,,,,_,y lnstitut• of ()uupotiu-111,alth, 
J.,,,,d,,,, School of lly(lirn, a,,d Trn(Jical 11-lrdi,i,,,, f.o,,,/on 
SU#ttNIT)' 
The effect of ipratropium bromide, a new anticholinergic drug, on the rate of clearance 
of •ecrt:tiona from the lun11 and on airway• reeiatance was investigated in 12 healthy 
subjects in a double-blind crou-over trial with placebo and a control run without aerosol. 
Before taking the drug the subject■ inhaled uniform S ,..m tracer particles of polystyrene 
in which YYm'J'c had been unleachably incorporated , The initial depth of deposition and 
the rah: of clearimce of the particles were obtained from serial gamma counts made 
externally to the cheat over six hours. 
The difference between drug, placebo and control runs in the deposition patterns of 
the tracer particle■ and their subsequent rate• of clearance were not significant. The drug 
treatment reaulted in 11tatistically ■ignificant fall■ in specific airway resistance at I, 2, J 
and 6 hour!' (I' < 0.02). There was no objective or subjective evidence of side effects from 
the drug. 
INTRODUCTION 
lpr11tropium bromide i• a synthetic anticholinergic agent, chemically a quarternary 
ammonium compound. The study reported here waa designed to examine the effect of 
ipratropium bromide and of the propellants in which it waa administered on lung 
rnucociliary clearance and the effect of the drug as a bronchodilutor in healthy subjecb. 
Subj•cts '"u/ Methods 
Twelve hca,,lthy \'uluntrerl were ■tudicd. Table I 1umm1risc1 the phy■ical characteri■tic■• tobacco 
con■umptinn and Yl!ntilatory c■paciti~• of th~ 12 volunteer.1. All auhjccta 88\.'C: inf'ormcJ conaen, . 
In • rondom double-blind manner e■ch or the IZ 1ubjrc:11 took 1in11lr J,-. or ipr■lmpium 
hromide and ■ plocrbu cunai■tin■ of thr prupdlant1 only (freon 11, 12 ■nd 114 in proporiion■ I : 2 : I 
plu■ ■oy1 lecithin 1url■c1ant) . The manur■cturer'• in11ruclinn■ were followed . For each puff of 
rhr Ji ■prn■rr 1hr oubjec11 rapin-d fully, inhal.-d thr aen,..,I alowly and m""i-lly, thrn held their 
I 
• Sew ■ddn,u : l}.,pertrnrnt of Mrdical Phyaica, Univenity Collrp Hnapi11I, Gower Sll'ffl, 
l.ondon Wl:I. 
t New oddreu : ltaylor, The Rida,,w■y, Mid Hill, London NW7. 
t New ■ddreu : Dep■rtmenl of Thoracic Medicine, 1'ht, Royal Fl'ff Hoapil■I, Pond Sun,. 
I l•mp■rrad. London NWl 2QG. 
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breath for 5 seconds (mass lnt!'dian diameter : 0.8 µm; Keotnetric standard dt:,·iation: 2 .2 µm). 
In a third control run nn medication waa gi\'en. (The control as well ea the dru1t and the placcho 
are here called treatments.) Three dooc,s of the dru11 wen, compared : 0.04, 0.08 and 0.16 mg tn 
2 , 4 and 8 puffs. Each dose was taken by four subjects in random order. 
The order of meaaur<!menta thrnu,chout each 6-hour trraJ run waa as follows . •rhe trcatmcn .s 
were adminiatered at zero hour. The tracer aerosol was Riven before treatments (zero-10 mmute1) 
so that any change in airway calibre cauac:d by treannent ,~.-ould nor affect the pcnctratu>n of tht 
tracer particlr:s and hence their ■ubaequent rate of clearance. lmmcd1ately after inhalation tht' 
topo1rraphical diatribution of th4: dt:-poaitcd panidea an the right Jun,r was ohtamcd by rectilinear 
u:amma scanninM:. Whole lunR li{amma counts were a(90 made at half-hourly 1nter\·als up to 6 hour~ 
to anes■ the rate of remo,·aJ of the particle• from the lungs. Airway rcs11tance measurements 
were done 20 minutes before and at 1, 2. 3 and 6 hours. The three run• wt:re one week apart. 
Tahl~ /. Phyaical characteriatica. tobacco consumption and 




Smoking hiotory• (packet ye■ro) 
FEV I obaerved (litre•) 
FEV 1 % pn,dictedt 
FEV ohaerved (litre.) 
FEV % predictedt 
FEV 1/FVC % observed 
FEV1/FVC % predictedt 
R,su/11 (mean:!: su) 
67±9,8 
1.68 ±0,84 
25 ± 20 
2.62± 1.02 
98 ± 24 
3.SS±l.19 
105 ± 20 
72±13 
104± 19 
• 3 non-amoken. 6 current amokera, 3 ex-■m<>ken. 
t Predicted v■I-■ from Cote. (1968). 
The technique for ane■1in11 mucociliary clearance haa been fully deacrib,,J by •1 homaon and 
co-workers (Thomaon & Short 1969; Thomson et ■I. 1973). The 5 µm unit denaity tranr par• 
ticle■ were inhaled before medication with • tidal volume of 500 ml without breath holdin11, Th• 
radioactive luna burden did not exceed 30 µCi of '""'Tc in any one trial run. 
The forced expiratory ,·olume in I aecond (FEV 1) and forced ,·,tal cap■ctty (FVC) wett me11ured 
by dry bellow• 1pirometrr (Dn,w & Hu11hea 1969). Airway■ ruiotance wu aloo meaaured hy 
con■tant volume body plethy■mo11raph (Duhoio el al. 1956) •• 1pecific r<'91■tance (SR •• ). 
REllULTII 
Lu"I cl,aranc, 
Fig. I ahowa the mean initial diatribution of the inhaled tracer particles acrou th.-
right lung for all 12 1ubject1. For each ■ubject the coun• for each venical travene wer.-
fint exprcucd aa pc-rccntap of the total traverac count•. The height of the column, m 
the fipre are the mean• of theae percentagea. In none of the five individual traveraea 
<Fi&. 1) wu the effect of the treatment ■irnificant • ■hown by analy■i■ of variance. An 
alternative index of penetration (Thomaon & Pavia 197♦) may be obtainced from the ratio 
of the auma of the meana of travenet1 4 and 5 and to tho■e of I and 2. The ratioa wett 
0.♦5, 0.4S and 0.63 for control, drug and placebo treatment• rnpectively; again thcte 
differences were not ai111ificant. 
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Fi11 . I . Initial latoral di1tribution (mean ± SE) of inhaled particlea acro11 the ri11ht lun11 of the 
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I 1 ) • • TIM AfTER INHALATION 11111 
1-'ia. 2. Whole luna cl .. rance curve■ (mc,an :!: SE) for the 12 ■ubject■ in drua, control and 
placebo run■ 
Fig. 2 11how1 the mean whole lung clearances for the 12 1ubjecu after normalizing 
the initial count, to 100%. The percentagea of the initial lung burden cleared in aix 
houn were JS, 38 and 41% for the drug, control and placebo runa reapectively. Analyaia 
of variance 1howed that there wa no aignificant difference between the three treatmenta. 
There wu no evidence of doae effeeu on penetration or clearance. 
S!>«ific airway r,mtatte• 
Since random variation, in pulmonary function value■ between day, ii much arcater 
.. 
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than between different times on the same day experimental measurements have been 
analysed, in line with most other authors, as differences from the pre-treatment values. 
For all doses and treatments there was a fall in SR8 ,.. over the first three hours after 
treatment with a rise towards pre-treatment levels at six hours. This general trend has 
been attributed to diurnal rhythm (McDermott 1966). Fig. 3 sho\\s the mean changes 
in SRaw expressed as percentages of the pre-treatment values for the 12 subjects for the 
drug, placebo and control runs. For the drug run but not for the control and placebo the 
mean SR.,. at all post-treatment measurements was significantly less by the non-para-
metric sign test than the pre-treatment value (P < 0.02). Separate analyses of variance 
for each dose level showed that the differences bet" een the three doses were not signifi-
cant, probably due to the small numbers of subjects in each group. 
TIME AmR TREATMENT IHRI 
.,. 
,0 
Fi6, 3. Percentage chanRe• from prt.·•treatmcnt value• (mean :t: SF.) in apecitic re1i11tance aJC11in ■t 
time for the 12 1uhjecta in the placebo, contrnl and dru11 runa 
DIBC'US~ION 
Intravenous atropine i1 followed after about -441 minutn by vinual cnaation of muco-
ciliary clearance (Lippman et al. 1975). It i• not known whether thi■ effect i ■ due to dirrct 
ciliaatui■ for which atropine has been incriminat~d ~onarn & Allen 1959) or to change 
in the rhrological characteriatica of the muCWI, for example by inc:rrued vi■coeity of thr 
periciliary l•yer. Thr delay of -441 minutes 1uggest1 that a change in accretion• rather than 
ciliutui1 may have been reaponaible. In a previoua ■tudy on 12 hum1n1 given cumulativr 
d~ nf up to 1.2 mg of ipratropium bromidr by inhalation there were no diff'erencc.'9 in 
salivation or hean rate attributablr to thr drug (Bleichen 1975). Since aecrrtagogue drug■ 
frequently have parallel effect■ on salivary and other mucou1 gland aecretion• it i• pt"r-
haps not ■urpri■ing that the prraent ■tudy ha■ ■hnwn no evidence of mucociliary impair-
mean hangt.-s 
ubject for the 
nd placebo the 
the non-para-
of va riance 
ere not ignifi-
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ment. It is difficult to compare the doses of atropine in the above experiments or those 
of atropine and ipratropium bromide. Blackwell ct al. (1974) have sho\\n that only 10% 
of tritium-labelled isoprenaline administered from pressure-packed canisters \\as 
absorbed via the lung, and it is unlikely that the lung absorption of ipratropium bromide 
was any greater in the present trial. 
The results from the body plethysmograph have been expressed as SRu( = Row x 
TGV) because the reciprocal conversion is grossly non-linear at the low Raw found in 
normal persons. Although the curve for the drug in Fig. 3 rose towards pre-treatment 
level after reaching a minimum at three hours there was little, if any, change between 
three and six hours in relation to the control curve, especially if the changes in both 
curves are expressed as percentages of the three-hour SR0 ., values. This indicatt.-S that 
the apparent rise in the drug curve (fall in SR .. ) during this period may be due to diurnal 
rhythm and if so its bronchodilating effect may still be present at six hours. This requires 
confirmation since there was considerable scatter in the data. 
Sterling and Batten (1969) found up to 25% bronchoconstriction in normal subjects 
after inhaling a dichlorodifluroethane propellant with added detergents . The action was 
believed to be mainly due to surfactant but the propellant itself may have had a slight 
constrictive action. However caused, bronchoconstriction via the propellants could lead 
to underestimation of the bronchodilator effects of the drug if the drug were to be com-
pared only with the control run. A further difference between the two preparations was 
the marked coughing in Sterling and Batten's subjects in response to inhalation of the 
propellant which was not present in our subjects. Coughing implies stimulation of the 
epithelial irritant receptors which would normally cause bronchoconatriction. Until the 
effect of propellants i• more clearly defined it appears to be desirable, in trials of this 
nature, to include a placebo of propellant only in addition to a control as baa been done 
in this experiment. A stronger reason for doing so is that without a placebo aerosol the 
experiment would not be blind. 
In conclusion, ipratropium bromide did not impair mucociliary clearance aignificantly 
when administered by aerosol to 12 normal subjects in doacs up to four times the thera-
peutic dose . Subjectively there were no adverse effects of the drug. The drug produced 
significant bronchodilation even in these normal subjects, reducing the mean specific 
airway resiatance by 40% at two to three hours after administration. 
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Original. data is list ed by pat ien t and drug giving details of 
phy:;ical characteristics and s moking h i story. The 24 colur:ins a.re 
r e.w. in pairs (12 pairs) the first colu.'!111 in each pair giving baseline 
data and the second response data.. The three rows contain the replicate 
data. Re .w.ing :from left to right the 12 pairs of colu=s have data. 
for:- !.lZF 25 (Air), MEF 25 (He), f.!EF 40 (Air), MEF 40 (He). Excess 
heliu."!I nowrate at 25% VC, excess helium flow rate a.t 40% VC, closing 
volume, slow vital. capacity (on CV manoeuvre), FEV1, forced vital. 
ca.paci ty CV /svc %, and F'iN /Fl.re%. Nissing values are ilidica.ted by * 
and arise i:f the manoeuvre was not performed or was not technically 
competent when performed. Dni.g 1 indicates Acetylcholine, Drug 2, 
Prosta«landin F 2 , Drug 3, Ventolin and Dntg 4, Ipratropriu:n bromide 
(Sch 1000). 
The data. is listed a.s deflection in cm. on the X-Y plotter. 
From the replicates calculation of the mean, standard deviation 
and standard error of the baseline data (columns 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 
and rows 1, 2, and 3). Available :format did not allow the sign of 
the maximum change to be shown but the data was stored in the computer 
memory with sign so that calculations made by the computer took sign 
into account. 
The ind.ices are listed in the same pa.irs of colwms as in the 
original data. 1FVP values are not listed but were calculated f'rom 
the appropriate raw data columns by a Fortran program, ( 17/05/77) 
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